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42 SAMURAI VS. KNIGHT 

One fought for honor, wore cool 

armor, wielded finely wrought 

weapons, and struck fear into the 

hearts of those who opposed him. 

Oh wait, so did the oiher one. find 

out who would win in this histori¬ 

cal deathmatch! 

54 FORGOTTEN REALMS: 
DEMON STONE 

Hollywood talent and epic sto* 

rytelling unite to redefine the 

Realms, Check out -never before 

seen images and an exclusive 

interview with R.A. Salvatore. 

62 SEVEN DEADLY DOMAINS 

Greed, envy, gluttony, sloth;, lust, 

pride, wrath—the seven deadly 

sins presented as deric domains, 

including new spoils. 

68 5EE NO EVIL 

What if your paladin couldn't 

detect evil? What if nobody could? 

chock out the spells' that give you 

new options in games that blur the 

line between black and white. 

aJetnaiL^pal 

sageadvicr®: paho.CoLU 

mb.stewart@pai30.com 
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TABLE TALK 

06 FROM THE EDITOR 
Unleash the wymi! Matt welcomes you to Dragon's new format, 

ON THE COVER 
Dbago.n Unleashed [ Dan Scott reveals 

thenew face of Djoigon , proving that 

you can't contain a great wyrml 

08 FIRST WATCH 
Previews, notes, and news lor gamers, 

12 SCALE MAIL 
Birthday wishes, troop Support, and movie hopes, 

20 PLAYER INITIATIVE 
The-scoop on gamer life. 

24 UNDER COMMAND 
Choose the best Dragntwye commander or'rally your PC's allies. 

30 A NOVEL APPROACH 
Secret of the Spinikeepe r. The Rrsi in D&D’s new kid-friendly book line. 

34 SILICON SORCERY 
Big. Yellow. Different. Final Fantasy's chocobo comes to D&D. 

38 COMICS 

FAMILIARS 

74 ECOLOGY 
Loam the secrets of the choker. 

78 5PELLCRAFT 
Use the force, Luke! Mew force spells. 

82 GAINING PRESTIGE 
Call on a spirit to guide you with the spirit speaker, 

86 THE MAGIC SHOP 
Treasures of die dwarven holds. 

90 HEROIC FEATS 
Now feats to survive both sand and tide. 

92 WINNING RACES 
Know die future and' fight ilk' past as a cydopuan. 

96 CLASS ACTS 
Tips and tricks for your favorite class. 

108 PLAYER TIPS 
Define: your character with culture. 

109 ADVENTURER TRICKS 
No rogue?' No problem! 

110 SAGEADVICE 
The sage answers your rules questions. 

130 COUP DE GRACE 
f'd Stark explains how a D&.D book conics to be. 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

DU Km 
This issue is different and unless this 

is the first timeynuve picked up 

Dragon, you probably noticed that 

fact. Wbsjjyou hold in your bands repre¬ 

sents a new vision for the magazine, both 

in its appearance and function. Thk nw 

vision carn-e about because we want to 

make I Vie best RPG magazine beLter. We 

want to make the D&D magazine that 

appeals to you , whether you're a Errst-titiu: 

player or s gamer who has been rolling a 

d2U for if) years. 

When we set out to improve Duago.w, 

I he Fi rsi thing we considered was reader 

feedback, front letters, online message 

boards, and recent reader surveys. Wc 

also took how readers use the magazine 

into consideration. Many Deacon read¬ 

ers pick up the magazine to be enter¬ 

tained? they like to read about DSD and 

are interested in the details of the fantasy 

of the game. Other readers use tire maga¬ 

zine as a community gathering point, 

a way for them to touch base with what 

other fans of D&D are doing. Still more 

Deacon readers want the magazine to 

he a monthly D&D sourcebook, filled to 

tire brim with new rules. Most readers are 

some mb of the three, We struck upon 

this new version of Dragon as a way to 

appeal to everyone. 

In the new DrotGON, each issue 

presents articles of new feats, spells, 

and magic stems, in addition, every 

issue contains a new monster playable 

as a PC race and a new prestige class. 

Not looking for new rules? Don't:worry. 

Deago.n now offers, an "Ecology" 

article in every issue, which presents 

more information about a D&D mon¬ 

ster, both inspiration for how to use it 

and advice for players facing it. Each 

issue of the now- Dragon also presents 

roleplaying and id ay advice in a " Player 

Tips" article, adventuring tactics in an 

,TAdventurer Tricks" article, and eleven 

"Class Acts" articles, providing new 

rules, insight, or inspiration fbreach 

of the core classes. Also, every new 

issue includes “A Novel Approach/-' 

"Silicon Sorcery," and "Under Com¬ 

mand," which take inspiration from a 

novel, an electronic game, or the D&D 

miniatures to provide new ideas for 

D&D roleplaying. 

But wait, there's more! 

Deacon still presents great feature 

articles that give you innovative new 

rules, ideas for your game or character, 

advice and insight, and new fiction. We 

also wanted to take this opportunity to 

make DjhaGon your go-to source for 

information about D&D and the RPC 

industry. Thai's why Dragon now 

presents a “Coup de Grace" column 

written by one of the folks responsible 

for bringing you D&D, a "First Watch' 

section that gives you news about cool 

new releases, the "Scale Mail" letters 

column that gives you a place to speak 

out, and "Player I intuitive," which lets 

you in on some of ihe things other 

players are doing and gives a glimpse 

of the wider world of gaming. 

This issue also represents an oppor¬ 

tunity for you to help make DeAgo.n 

what you want. Read through it, and let 

us .-know whafyou think. Tell us what 

you liked and what you didn't, what you 

want to see more of. and what you didrit 

sec but want to see in the future. Then, 

Check out our new Writers' Guidelines, 

available at www.paizo.cam/dragoii., and 

send us some ideas for what you'd like 

to write-With so many articles in each 

new issue, you have an unprecedented 

opportunity to Contribute something of 

yourself to the magazine and to the his¬ 

tory- of D&D. 

We hope you enjoy tilts issue and those 

to come. It was a joy bringing it to you. 

Good gaming! 

Matthew Sem.etl 

Editor-in-chief 

The Shadow Over D&D 
Hi. P. Lev s craft's creations lave Ix-en 

creeping into D&!> for decades, Find cut 

which ofyO-ur favorite monsters sprang 

from the mind of the master of supernatu¬ 

ral horror. 

Living Nightmares 
Keith Bake?, creator of Ebehron. descries 

Nightmarish monsters from E&frron's 

*ealm of dreams, Sleep, tigK. 

Exorcising Equipment 
There's, mere to keeping the dead down 

than wb-odon stages and holy Water, Fmd 

out what /ou need to bring the r-ext time 

you try tomb robbing, 

Building a Better Zombie 
Learn what faery neefofnaocer itnows by 

heart. Find o ut vfoat monsters you shoulc 

stilj to gist the best c-ndead min ions,. 

A Chill in the Bones 
• Take comfort ftomfears of these chilling 

creatures by reading the secrets of these 
cojd-ba&ed monsters. 

A Novel Approach: 
American Gods 
Neil Caiman's novel of modern myth 

provides .inspiration for games. 

Pius! 
"The Ecology of the Nighf'hag." "Spell- 
cm ft: Illusion Spehs." -Toe Magic’Shop: 

. Cursitf Items." * Winning Races; Crippli/ 

"Gaining Prestige: Sworn Slayer," "Player 

Tips," “AdventurerTricks," "Class Acts," 

anri more! 
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HR ST WATCH 

PREVIEWI NOE AND 
NEWS FOR GAMFRJ 
FR05TBURN 
Frosthum nearly bursts, with cool 

ideas for your D&D game, The first 
chapter is a treasure trove of concepts 

DMs tail use to make the players'' 

next encounter with cold a fantastic 

experience. Along with advice and 

equipment to help PCs survive in 

frigid extremes,, players might also 

ibid the unique feats, prestige classes, 

and spells useful for making interest¬ 

ing characters. Of course, I he book 

wouldn't be complete without new 

monsters, including new modern and 

prehistoric,animals like the seal, polar 

hear, glyptndon, andmegalocems. 

When thumbing through the 

book, don't be thrown by many 

mentions of “the Prostf'elF or 

Frostfell environments. It's not a 

particular place in any campaign 

world I hat's just the book's short¬ 

hand tor referring to places of 

extreme cold, whether that's at the 

Fop of the world or a. single room 

in a dungeon. 

Fmsthwnt releases this month. 

HOT SHY SHORTER OH 
The first two books of Robed Jordan's 

WhedofTww series are now avail¬ 

able from Audio Renaissance (www. 

audiomnah.sanfe.fjom} as audio CD 

sets. You can also purchase the prequel 

book, New Spring, in audio fomrutt. lire 

third and Ton rib books should make 

dveirway to die audio section of book¬ 

stores sometime in November this 

year. Audio Renaissance produced die 

tenth book, Gfyisroads. of'71vi%hi, back 

hi 2003, and the strong performance of 

that product apparently provoked the 

current production flurry of the older 

Wkeet o/Time- books. 

Did we mention the books are 

unabridged? Tire first book, Ep: ofth& 

World; comes in a twenty-five-CD set 

with a total run-time of about 31 hours. 

It costs about 5d0, while other books 

cost more or less deluding on I row 
many CDs are needed. If you're a fast 

reader, buying the printed books might 

be a better investment, ibul. if you have a 

gunner friend who doesn't like to read or 

you need something to listen to as you 

drive across the country, ^2.50 per CD 

might look pretty good. 

MONSTER Mill I 
A multitude of monsters await you 

between the covers of Monster jVfarcnal 

Ul. Inside, classics like the keuku and 

Hind art joined by innovative new crea¬ 

tures like the death giant (giants that 

traded their souls for power arid now 

suck the souls of the dying into wailing 

clouds, of protective spirits that surround 

each member-of the race) and grisgoi [a 

lich-built construct formed from spell- 

books. and depleted magic items that 

cm drive the foolhardy mad even after 

the golem's destruction). The book also 

offers helpful- lips to DMs of E.berroh 

and FoRGOTTru Realms campaigns, giv¬ 

ing information about certain monsters' 

activities in those worlds. Of course, 

interesting player-oriented critters also 

1 uric within. Monster Mmuul Ul presents 

many new creatures suitable for use as a 

PC races, mounts., animal companions, 

and cohorts. Be sure to cheek out the 

monsters adopted from the pages of 

DjM-agckv. such as Du jvgjfon Associate 

Editor James Jacobs's splinterwaif Find 

frequentcontributor Eric'Cagle's alehem- 

icalj hangmaUj mud, and web golems. 

Need miniatures for vour favorite 

Monster Manual Ul monster? Cheek 

the ''Under Command" articles in 

Dxaoo for previews of the miniatures 

you'd see in future'sets of the Duw- 

c irons s, D r ag qn$ Min id inns.'; 1 ine. 

Moffster Mi mud Ul releases this month. 

■-'JWMiC-H 1 

k 
'■jf % 

Wt 
Mr/' 
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FUH RHD CfiMG 
Signed art from 

the famed painter 

Larry Elmore 

should now T>e 

available in your 

local game or 

comic store—if you 

open the right pack 

of cards . That's right, 

Elmore’s art is gracing 

artist trading cards once 

again. Like his 1954 and 

1995 sets, Tfte Art 0/Larry 

Hiithw and CdwwL the NViy 

Beginnings set features autographed 

carck hidden in certain packs,- this 

time with the promise of one in each 

display box. Unlike earlier sets, the 

New BEgififimga cards also give buyers 

a chance to download game stats for 

the characters and monsters depicted 

on the cards. Each of the 50 cards in 

the set has a unique website address 

that offers a PDF download that pres¬ 

ents d20 statistics. 

In addition, one 

card per 300 packs 

is a card you can 

redeem to receive 

a signed litho¬ 

graph of'a Larry 

Elmore painting. 

Not 3 fan of 

Elmore's art?1 

Consider picking 

up a pack for self 

ifense. The thick, heavy cards 

make excellent but innocuous-looking 

thrown weapons. If you are a fan of 

Etmore’s art, your self-defense options 

will probably be limited to doubles and 

your losing prize redemption cards 

(which have the Open Game Ucense 

on the back), just be careful where you 

throw them. It's all fun and games 

until someone hurt, Then it's just 

games —you know, because of die web¬ 

site with the stats. 

MM TUB 
You may have seen these coot little lwards 

advertised in previous issues of Dioigcw, 

Tftft-Ihb. by BC Products, arc 10-inch 

squares ofatough polystyrene plastic 

with pre-piinted 1-inch grids on one 

side. They're' available from BC Products' 

website, wwwl^-pn>di4Cts,t>a, Thcsi Still 

plastic boards come nine or twelve to a 

package, and retail for $40 to $50. 

I he high-gloss working side of the 

boards has the permanent 1-mcli grid 

that doesn’t com e off when wiping away 

dry-erase Ink. One of the copier aspects of 

'(nct-Tifea is that die grid also has darker 

lines spaced 2-inches apart. Since these 

2-inch squares each represent 10-foot 

increments, finding range during combat 

is. much easier. A longbow has a range of 

10 darker squares, or 100 feet, It's simple! 

The most useful aspeci oFT^r-rtfes, 

however, is their versatility. Each board is 

a square with puzak-pieee-like edges that 

allow 1 hem to link together for stability. 

The way the tabs and slots are structured, 

die Tactdfile pieces only Link together in 

one fashion, making placing new tiles 

easy and hoe of error or confusion: Tins 

ability to restructure can be vital in vast, 

sprawling caves and dungeons, where 

die traditional squares and rectangles 

of most battle mats get in the way; Once 

the PCs move off one edge of die rnap, 

simply move a now-unused tile from the 

already explored areas, wipe it off with a 

dry rag, and draw, 

The only downside to 7to#-T5fef is that 

they are too easy to dean. '1 fiat might 

sound odd until you fry to draw a door 

plan beforehand and real tee with a cringe 

as you unpack your carefully-drawn maps 

that some of the ink lias rubbed off in 

cranidi- Combais and freqnoi;i 1 miniatures 

movements can wipe 0 if the dry-erase ink. 

as can accidental brusMng from clothes, 

snack bags, and other gamer pataphorna- 

lia. Idowever, not having to use water and 

a drippy rag to dean off your battle map 

certainly Iras its advantages.! 

DUNGEON THIS MONTH 
OUMCEQW #114 

The Birth of a New Era! 
This men th kicks ofF.a new era fen Dun¬ 

geon, with these ekeiting Features! 

Mad God’s Key 
by |ason Bulmahn 

A hunt for a missing key leads the heroes 

from the streets qf the city- of G reyhawk to 

iheTomk of Blood Eve'rifdwJrig in the treaefv 

i.’ious Cairn Hills, A living Crc^fwwk-cdm- 

patibk- adventure for 1 st-lcvel characters. 

Tor rents of Dread 
by Greg Vaughan 

A suptirnatura.lfy Storm, mud 

slides, and agitated dinosaurs are'the 

least of the worries in the tropical village • 

nfMors;. The usage's spiritual ieader, the 

Zombie Master, has gone missing, and 

now un tfoild dsp. from sodden graved a.nd 

tlic village matr-arch lies dead, murdered 

by her own son. What due menace awaits 

if) Lhe ffonnsd catacombs betpw,? Find put 

In tins nidyenture for fith krvfl characters, 

Set on the infamous Isle of Dread, 

Thirteen Cages 
by Chris; I Flinmasson 

At last! The hero?-, track down the insidi¬ 

ous Cagewrighl s for afirta I showdown if. 

their lair deep beneath the volcano ofCaul- 

d ron. Bus who seenetly leads the Thirteen, 

and whnt will his final message rneon for 

the PCs? A Shackled City Adventure Path 

scenario for lGtk-level characters. 

Backdrop: 
The Isle of Dread 
by Cary Holla n 

Detailed encounter charts, a poster mao, 

adventure hooks, new monsters, find 

places of mystery complete this oversew 

of a dinosaur-ridden jungle island that has 

soelled doom for thousands of D&D char¬ 

acters. Suitable For any campaign, 

Plusj 
Monte Cook’s 'Dungeono-aft," W-il 

Wheston-j AE41 Save," the Campaign 

y/orkbOok, and an all-new format! 
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BLAST FROM THE PAST 

LETTERS 
Tell us what you think of this .ssu-s- Send an email tO;$cale®p3iao,conn, Rfease i delude your 

n a me, -city, and state. 

fl SALUTE TO BSD FLAYERS 
l bind quite a few memories return to 

me of rriy dsiys in.the IJ.S- Navy when 

1 read Iasi issue's letter from the 

young man who served in Afghani¬ 

stan. f served from 1988 to 1958,. and 

just tike him, I played R&D most of 

the time I was in the Navy. Most of 

my true friends have been my gam¬ 

ing buddies. We had to fight the neg¬ 

ativity of the times, and wre were not 

so lucky at to have the support of our 

command . r, something about times 

past when some sailors used a ship 

in iho Navy as a dungeon, (Crap!) 

Myself and the steadfast groups! 

Led numbered from three to fifteen 

over the course of 10 years and three 

different ships. We had to dodge our 

supervisors until 1 became a supervi¬ 

sor. We played,oil the floor In storage 

spaces, troop spates that wrere empty 

when out Marines were not attached, 
or just about anywhere eke- ■■includ¬ 

ing th e Cons bat Information Center. 

During the first G.ulf War, when wc 
deployed for almost ten months, 

gaming was the only outlet many of 

us had to gel out of the real world, 

even if for a few hours. 1 would say 

to all the players and DM's who are 

serving i n the best military in the 

world: You deserve the times you 

share. You work so hard and endure a 

life most don't understand, and never 

will. Keep rolling the bones and tak¬ 

ing on Lhe bad guys, 

George Erickson 

Address withheld 

TRIGGER UNHAPPY 
While I enjoyed your recent article, 

"The Way of the Cun," in Dracon 

#321. I question your decision 

aboui the reloading i.i.mc for the 

various firearms, 1 understand 

the need for rules simplicity and 

consistency, but your reloading 

times for these firearms are far loo 

lenient. You state that reloading a 

gunpowder firearm, is a standard 

action. Wow] That’s one-third of 

even the best reload times of the 

American Civil War era, and that's 

under good circumstances with 

cap-and-ball rifles! All weapons you 

describe are of the flintlock, wrhe el- 

lock. or matchlock variety, which 

would have made reloading a near 

impossibility in melee and require 

reloading rimes, of4 to 5 rounds 

at least (24 to 10 seconds), if you 

recall the history of that era, anyone 

fighting toc-to-toe would generally 

throw down his pistol or commence 

using the butt of his rifle instead 

of reloading, which,took entirely 

too long when there was someone 

coming at you armed and with bad 

In 1S8hT£F? unveiled its first wilder¬ 

ness adventure for any version of the 

D'i.D fr3mc,.XT.- The Isle of Dread. As- 

the first of the'modules designed for 

D^D's'E^rt Sat of rules', The Me 6f 
Dreed presented a challenge for charac¬ 

ters'of levels 3 to 7. It'contained a little 

background inform atEon pertaining L(? 

the southern mainland of lhe known 

World (later called MrsTAR^}., inducing 

a blaek-and'wLiite map stretching from 

Clantr, in the north to the Thanegioth 

A.-chipellago (which ircdutfod the Isle 

of Dread) in the south. The.modutc 

detailed The.lsie and included several 

maps of key locations. In addition to 

dinosaurs'and a number of other g-ant 

mo nste rs. scattered a c res k Us- su rface, ■ 
The Js(e of Dread Introduced apneas, 

koprus, phanator,^ and r-akastas.'to the 

D&.D universe. 

XT almost worked better as □ supple¬ 

ment than a true'adu^.nture. The module's 

somewhat simplistic plot Ibcuied on 

getting Lo Pin plateau Standing near the 

center Of the isle. The centra^ plateau 

Contained an exposed gold vem,.a'tre- 

ant forest, the village of Marlin,', and the 

pivota I ce.n ter pfthe adventure: Taboo 

Island, kumors sp read at .the beginning of 

the adventure suggested that a temple on 

the TsSand held a massive black pearl. Of 

course, those rumors left out what dan¬ 

gers lurked within the tern pie..., 

Tk.S month, Dvwclcin #1 Id cel - 

cbraTes the-Lost World wonder.pf this 

iconic adventure by revisiting the Isle 

not only with a gazetteer of its fos- 

t-ures, b.-ut wth the all-nt-w adventure, 

"Torrents of Dread,'-' 

pL’wcecH.v £114also has a fuU-color 

poster map of the ssl efof Dread, with 

both the original map locations and new 

labels reflecting the foatores described 

in "Torrents of Dread." 
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intern. I would think that not only 

would reloading provoke an attack 

of opportunity., but it should require 

you to ^toEid defensively" and make 

a. successful Concentration check 

in order not to botch the loading, 

much like casting a spell. 

I love the magazine and the arti¬ 

cles, but this is one rule you might 

■want to rethink; 
S. McKee 

Portland, Oregon 

That fad did occur to us, ibto if 

m required players to fise mere 

realistic ivdoad rimes, we would have 

mniradictai the- Dungeon Master's 
Guido. The Dungeon Master's 

Guide giiJe.f gwns such a short reload 

time because gunpowder weapons can't 

be As deadly as they art in-real Ip. 

Firearmr; came io 'pYQmintMte because 

when they could beared'accunntely, 

they penetrated all dwtilQrblb armors. 

Brides, p. single .shot to flic; fiend dr 
torso can easily kill someone, even if 

rheit iemeiKfi^.is the sfee of an elephant. 

Toil cant make firearms that deadly 

in without making rite game less 

Jan {or mu king guns so expensive it's 

uTt real1s t ie), so you have to make them 

deal, damage. like it If Ehfp weapons. 

Having 3hubs that choice,, the designers 

of the gume gave guns a shorter loud 

time. After oil. ivfey spend i to 5 rounds 

rekindtng a weapon that deals Ia8 

point.':- of ditmagd u-'hori ike gam. pIEows 

characters to fire a longbow a couple 

dozen times during the same period7 

GREAT WYRMS 
Well, ] fust got the 30th anniversary 

issue and I loved it!. I fmd it fascinat¬ 
ing to learn how the game was horn 

and how all the big guns got into it. 

(I only started playing In about '92 

or h93, so l had no idea about all the 

stuff that came before.) Also, the 

article on raising dragons helped me 

find a good direction for a campaign 

I'd been running that had hit a dead 

end. (What do 1 do with the PCs 

between 7th and 12th level when l 

can't start into the big plot? Have 

them raise a dragon!) I've been read¬ 

ing Draco A' for just over a year now, 

16 

and I-ve really come lo the point 

where 1 think Dragon is a much 

better buy than most Sourcebooks 

out there. The material is always 

interesting and of the highest qual¬ 

ity, and even if I don't use it, it's still 

interesting to read. Thanks for the 

quality work! 

Bryan 

Oshawa, Ontario 

TURBULENCE ON THE PLflHES 
"Wyi.m'sTurn" in Dragon #321 dis¬ 

cussed the pros and cons- of D&D's cos¬ 

mology;. and in the end decided that the 

whole system was showing its ago, had 

never been given the kind of concen¬ 

trated drought that could really make it 

make sense, and that, with the -excep- 

Lion of a few'sacred cows., it should 

become hamburger. I vehemently dis¬ 

agree and would like to answer some of 

the editor's criticisms and raise a few of 

my own in the process. 

The infinite nature of the planes 

poses The problems of so much dirt 

and the lack of divine intercession, t 

would argue that the biggest problem 

with most of the pianos is precisely 

that they aren't infinite. Take Media- 

mis for example. There are precisely 

so many cogs arranged just so, with 

precisely so many forests and moun¬ 

tains and cities. The infinite part is 

all empty void. How much more fun 

would it be if the ptane Itself stretched 

to infinity? Instead, we have a number 

of "infinite" planes where the playable 

part is actually fairly small, and the 

rest is just black void. It makes you 

wonder, really, how an infinite num¬ 

ber of celestial and infernal beings 

can live in planes with a finite amount 

of real estate. 

Why don't the celestials take a more 

active role in tire Material Plane? Well, 

tile infinite number of infernal crea¬ 

tures makes U pretty hard to commit 

troops to any cause save the big planar 

conflicts. It's the same with the gods. 

With all the wars between the various, 

heavens and hells, it's no surprise that 

the gods are somewhat preoccupied 

most of the time. 

nausicaAofthe 
VALLEY OF THE WIND 

Eking big geeks hi I 

afourd, the Cw'iCijr-: 

staff just happens to 

leva aflitue, and like 
am grad geeks, we 

■San be a bit snob¬ 

bish about what wt? 

like. Yet rJ'flui.'.iJii 

f the Volley cfthe 

Wind la coe Vi* Can 

all agree on, oven if 

we'v'fc on l>' Seen the 

ham-handed Ameri- 

rrn-n w1 ^lm 
^ 11 (blown Kj-rnany U .S 

viewers as Wbnrroir 

eft Ms Wind) ..The 

origins I dinehcr's'-CUt 

of tho sci-fi/ fenfssy 

epS is-schfiOulcd to hit stun: shelves in a 

twc-disc DVD version with Alison Luhman 

(Wfftcljsii'ct Men,: Big Flrn), Edwa rd James 

Olsnos, Patrick Stewart, and Urns Thurman, 

fending voir* latent to'the Er.gllrii-dufeked 

soundtrack. Ifyou haven'I seen this film 

but you liked Printers Monono.ks or Spirited. 

/Iw«y, j'Me'K'iJvsirad a shor. 

Why would characters not simply 

choose to live in heaven, rather than 

wait out their time on the Material 

Plane? Primarily, 1 would say that as 

they have not yet earned the right, 

it would simply be a matter of time 

until one of the celestials of the local 

gods came by to politely turn them 

out from the heaven in question. 

Another reason, I think, is that most 

adventuring sorts have a great deal of 

attachment to the goings on in their 

home plane; scores to settle, loved 

ones to protect, and nations to save. 

They would hardly be comfortable 

basking in lavish luxury with the gods 

until either their affairs were com¬ 

pletely handled or their time was up. 

There is a point to be made for 

wanting more consistency in the D&D 

Cosmology, however, 1 have often 

considered the matter either a case of 

great cleverness or infuriating apathy 

on the part of the designers that while 

each game setting (Greyiiawk, Dark 

Sun, Forgotten Realms, Dragon- 

UNCE. and so on.) has its own unique 
cosmology, certain gods and infernal 

beings, seem to overlap two or more 

of them (Lolth, Co rrell on Urethian, 
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Orcus, and many others;}. There are 

also a few "Easter eggs" in the various 

materials that seem to indicate some¬ 

thing doser lo a second edition macro- 

cosmology (the SpeiJ/omn-reronthu 

Elemental Plane of Wate r, for example, 

or the great plan annexe city. Union., 

mentioned in the Epic LeueJ Hand¬ 

book). What is really going on? Is therc- 

ttiatJLy some great metaplo't drat we 

just arerit hearing about for reasons of 

creative suspense, or is it just that the 

developers-catVl bear to decide whether 

or not the. different cosmologies are 

part of one big metacosmologyr 

So do I approve of turning one 

of the best, most expansive, and 

truly fascinating rnetaploti in game 

history into hamburger? No! Bui it 

would be nice to bo tantalized with 

an answer or two from the big guys 

in the near future. 

Robert Blank 

Address withhold 

lrd tike a metop!$ that wrapped up 

Pverythittgj It LUi.iuid be a great step 

toward mafdng the ptnjvss me fa: stotSe. 

Urf^rtHKiattfiy. .there is no fadrlm Story yd to 

lw rinmi&i. The iiifes cwl the lack of links: 

in h&sveer? Lipids arc merely the 

■result ^design philnsopl i ids sltijihig-oViir font! 

and many different designers qherry picking. 

U.^[fujy liitsfrcim-'ane product and using 

them in other products. 

tp'.h iuL it tuik doui'n-io is true: if '&srp 

assumes ti certain cormoipgy. J thud; that 

etymology shoidd hr wall defined. On the 

other ht+FMf. if the garde. leaves such things 

myiteritius, if should do a better job of 

providing players and DMsrvith took ttnd 

options to frefp them define anti create 

thrifouoirqsmdJoi^ in a fashion that 

suits their 'tgirtej; 

You'd be happy to know that the 

Manual of the Plants does not 

describe Mechanus as finite. Each 

gear is finite, but bow many gears 

exist if HfuWoHm. as no number of 

gears is provided besides a reference 

to the millions of gears inhabited by 

formians, Gehenna is a better example 

of what yea mentioned. The description 

for Gehenna specifically states that 

although the plane is infinite, each 

volcanic mountain is finite. 

BilLCHRIHH PEKTURB 
■Greetings from far-off Bulgaria!-Although 

still largely unknown over here, Dun¬ 

geons & Dmgons is starting- to pin an 

audience. Being a relatively new player 

to the game (three year s) and even more 

new bo your magazine (loss than a year); 

f only recently understood about your 

birthday, but from all the Bulgarian DSD 

funs; -Happy birthday. Diucow! May you 

roar for years to come! 

Now for a question; Being a fan of 

OrjWa/ Adven-tares* I want to ask James 

Wyatt about tny favorite world. What 

is he-CLirreiilly planning? t know he 

updated it in your April issue , but there 

was no new stuff, only revision. I Sow 

often and how is ho going to update and 

add new stuff (fluff, namely}? Should 

we wait for 4 th edit .in a for new. Oriental 

Adventures material? E hope not, As a 

matter of fad, 1 even thought of mailing 

Dusg2Q& for the lack of Eastern adven¬ 

tures. 1 know you are excited with Dark 

Hun, EantHON, and all. butwe.neod 

some freshly forged kahunas! 

Also. I have a.n idea, based on the 

dispute over fluff vs. crunch; Why 

not make crunch- based on fluff? For 

example, give us details aboutl a place 

in a world dr a monster and then give 

feats'and other game mechanics based 

on those details, 11 would give a good 

balance and still keep the magazine 

dealing with its theme. 

Best wishes to all of you at Dragon. 

Keep up the good work 

Vladislav Rashkuvski 

Sofia, Bulgaria 

Thunks for the compliments) Vladislav. 

We're glad yon Hke the magazine, 

James Wyatt teds os that he doesn't 

have any other Oriental Adventures 

products in tin? ivoiks, but you might 

want to check owe the Legend of the 

Five Rings products produced by AEG. 

They're filled to the brim with material 

for Oriental Adventures. 

Thaaksfor your ideas about how to 

balance the .content of the magazine. 

Starting with thh issue, readers should 

fee a bettor balance hetwwn new rules 

and inspirotkmai mo tend I. Reade rs ore 

likely to see less world-specific articles in 

Dr^cqu, however, From time to time.. 

WITH GREAT POWER 
COMES HEAT VIS ION 

Supplement your col¬ 

lection ,r>f':'3fk, gam- 

ing-tdatet T-shirts 

v-'t- the sdcdipn 

from wwwnodtet- 

nirija.com. For far less 

tha.n the standard 

I.IXIO gp enchant 

rTicnl.tvSt; you.can 

own ycui VBiyiqwrt * f’ 

shirt or any of a variety 

ff gamer-friendly Sees. 

Also. <4eck out their 

shirts from thc.popu- 

or S-flft Tlicptsrweb 

™?mic..witli.sicigans 

ike-. "the? chancier 

sheet is mightier thgn 

the sword" add "Your 

GP or-your HP." 

an article in support of a pon.kuhr setting 

wiii see print, but labeling an article os 

Forgotitn or Oriental Adven¬ 

tures turns away some readers (regardless 

rif how easily the articles can be- adapted} 

without garnering a commensurately large 

ne w audience, fcsue #315 is a key exam¬ 

ple of v/orld-specific articles not drawing 

a new audience. Despite covering nearly 

emery'officiof campaign setting and its 

enormous popularity among readers, the 

Campaign .Classics' Xsiure produced average 

sales numbers, and no particular setting 

received enough sup pad from readers to 

warrant regular coverage in the magazine. 

The audience for D$D see-ms to be divided 

into a thousand pieces by the campaign 

worlds from T$P and Wizards of the 

Coast, the many d20 campaign settings 

that have been produced, and homebrew 

campaigns. □ hag on can hes( serve that 

diverse audience by presenting materiai 

that everyone tern easily trsc- 
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INVASION OF THE 
GIANT MICROBES! 

U&t week', the 

DkAGOfJ Staff Rot 

Ebola. Fortunately 

i t wais fit the 

eyed* ituffed Variety 

av^flabtc from www. 

giantmicrobre.coinn. 

Tois cool little site 

offers diseases, 

maladies,, calami¬ 

ties: and fitters of 

microscopic size at 

xl .00O;OQ0 magiaiti- 

tatioo and staffed for.your enjoyment; So 

neat time you need an oul-tfieijfr. gift. s)imv 

someone you tins: G-rvd ^tm.thc plague. 

IT'S ElEiNIHL 
Just a quick question: What happened 

to the article on half-domcntals in 

that was supposed to be in JTAA'g.on 

#321. II was advertised in Deago?; 

#320 and did hot appear. Other than 

that gripe, 1 realty enfoy the maga¬ 

zine, The infused prestige class in 

issue #321 wag great: and 1 intend 

to try and convince my DM lo let me 

incorporate it into my next character. 

Riley Bull 

Address withheld 

V/e put together J% preview of the next 

issue long before we finish it, and in the 

editing, development, and design process, 

articles Sqmpmitt expand beyond our 

best estimate. That was the cose with 

issue M$2h and the half elemental 

monster-class article wa s the easiest to 

move to a future issue. Unfortunately, 

the issues in the near future are full. Keep 

an eye out far the article in Dragon 

somet-ime early next yewr 

DARK SUR MOYIE 
As E was reading tli rough Dragon 

#320, ] was saddened, to see that 

Du notions s: DRAhONS was not 

catching the eyes of younger people, 

t am 'IT and 3 would not have 

started playing if not for the nudg’ 

ing of a 32-year-old co-worker. Many 

younger kids think role play mg is 

not cool and should be stopped 

when you turn 1 grand get a can My 

friends ask me to explain the game 

to them, and as soon as I say "dice" 

or "miniatures,17 they don't want to 

hoar any more. 

Vrn Diesel is a great example of-a 

"cool guy" who loves to roleplay. After 

your Dark Sun feature in Dragon 

#319,. T borrowed my friend's old 

books based on the setting. 1 fell in 

love with the character Rikkus,- That 

mul had it all: Strength, friends, mul¬ 

tiple lovers, and more. Then I looked 

at the cover. Rikkus just screamed 

Vin Diesel, 

I can easily see a Dark Sun 

movie. That would be a .winner, 

I can sec the-millions of people 

going to see it and finding out 

that—gasp’ -it’s -based on a D&D 

setting. The DVD could be filled 

with D&D info and interviews with 

the stars of D&D, maybe even some 

info; bn their D&D characters. E 

feel it would bring in countless 

new piayers to onr hobby. Plus, we 

would have a sweet movie to brag 

about. Then it would be cool to be 

a nerd. Thank Cod I have li head 

start on it. 

Brandon Thomas 

Address withheld 

Good idea, Brandon11 can see it too: 

fiordes ofthn-kreen and giant bugs charg¬ 

ing over sand dunes like the. aliens in Star- 

ship Trooper;,, Road Warnor-sfy/e battles 

between sand ships loaded with gith, and 

gary fights wvth terrifying monsters in 

gladiatorial arenas. A Darx Svx movie 

would rock. 

Of course. this strategy has been 

tried once before, but the DeiD movie 

, , . well, a lot qf people think it could 

have been better. Phi set to see the 

sequel, but I doubt i'll be able to car- 

pool to tf?e theatre. 

.. JHD ft REAL MOYIE 
I like to think I'm a patient man; I 

have been waiting tor ati Ahiirt* Vs. 

Predator .movie since 1 was 11. Yet 

t have been wai ting for a D&D ver¬ 

sion of that battle for almost as long, 

Finally rny patience for the movie 

lias been rewarded with it coming 

out close to my birthday, Unfortu¬ 

nately, there still isn't a D&D ver¬ 

sion. 1 think thatthafs a shame. 

The-world created from the comics 

and the books for these two titans of 

movie-mens ter perfection, is a world 

that would give Eftojibh a run for 

it's money. Personally, 1 think that 

the aliens would be more of a tem¬ 

plate then an actual monster. Think 

of how cool (and perhaps cruel) it 

would be to have a high-level group 

bunt down a red dragon only to ftnd 

the dragon already dead with a hole 

in Its chest and a strange, gigantic, 

spider-dike skeleton thing next to the 

head of the dead dragon. The preda- 

tors could, be a new race with Lbeif 

own special, weapons and classes. I 

think that it would be a- great thing 

if the great minds at your magazine 

could think of away to bring these 

creatures in to hunt the drow arid 

i nfest the dwarves .of D&D. 

Riley Harper 

Address withheld 

Happy birthday, Rfhyi I hope you like the 

movie, it looks pretty cool. 

There are monsters in Dt%D that do 

the rd/ejis7 shiick. From the Monster 

Manual;1 Xitf, spider eaters, and red 

shad do the egg-implanting, hurst- 

from-the-body thing. The kythonsfrom 

the Book of Vile Darkness are good 

candidates for predators, as they came, 

with several new weaponsr but they 

could be aliens too. 

These DtgQ ''WrensrJ could come-from 

implantation in other Dc£D races. Thus, 

the xifl could be from any humanoid; 

and the red siaad could come from 

Large humanoids like ogre; ond mino- 

taurs. Of course, you could always,give 

the implantation ability to any D&D 

monster, such as giving ft to a stirge or 

spider to reprint the face buggers. 

If you run with this idea, let us know how 

it goes—and furry efthe PCs survive! # 

Knowledge Check 
Answer 
Answer; TVtrush your 

enemies, see them dr.ven 

before yoc, and to hear lh'c 

lamentation ciflfe women! 

Dragon 

Talk 
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PLAYER INITIATIVE 

G£H (Oil W REPORT 
Attendees at this year's Gen Con 

received el special treat 3n their conven¬ 

tion bags; a free copy of this issue of 

Dracjon as well as a copy of the new 

DUNGEON, UnDUFEATW, iUld;AMA.7- 

j ng Sto b rj?s magazines. Dragon-, 

Dcwgj-on, and C7Ni?£FfiAn?D offered 

tree T-shirts with a subscription pur¬ 

chased at the. convention. Folks who 

bought subscriptions to both Dioigon 

and DuNOtvx received both shirts and 

a chance Lo win el copy, of Th.; WtoM's 

Largest Dungeon by AEG. Djmgcw 

Editor-Ill-Chief Matili ew Sernett. 

Dungeon Editor-in-Chief Rrik Mona, 

and Dungeon Associate Edi tor Ja mes 

jacobs' lead discussions about the new 

versions oF the magazines and how to 

write for the them. If you were lucky, 

you could catch a glimpse of the elusive 

Dxagox Assistant Editor F. Wesley 

Schneider (who went to Gen Con to 

play rather than work} hovering near 

the Paizo booth. To top ii ail off, the 

D&.D Timeline Exhibit Featured both 

Dbagon and Dungfon as an integral 

part of the game's illustrious history. 

The magazine blitzkrieg went glitz- 

kreig for Dnditfmttto with multiclass 

cheerleader/models walking about die 

Convention floor promoting fee 

FWTTJO. Editor-in-chief Michael \1tkae- 

liair was on hand at die booth and at 

game tournaments, to greet readers and 

answer questions about the magazine. 

Of course, the celebration of tire 3<>Lh 

anniversary of Dungeons & Dragons 

dominated the convention, particularly 

Wizard's of the Coast's Epic Level D&P 

Party in die square outside die conven¬ 

tion hall. Free food and beverages were 

available Lit the party along with exclu¬ 

sive giveaways. 
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Reading tlris al the convention? 

Come by the Paizo booth and let us 

know what you think of the magazines. 

Miss the fun this year? Checkout 

pictures of the convention at www. 

pEiizo.com, and start making plans for 

next year. 

DK0N CRAWLING DT CEN COH 
Introduced at last year's Gen Con. True 

Dungeon returned with a vengeance 

this yeEir. resulting in sold-out events 

that involved l.SfK) players. Featuring 

the village of Hommlet along with 

a hostof other Familiar elements of 

D&D's brig history. True Dungeon 

offered a loving homage US the game 

that started Et all, 

IFyouTc unfamiliar with True Dun¬ 

geon, think of it as being a little like 

a D&D-game show. You and sis other 

participants pick a D&P dass and play 

through a live-action adventure: game 

involving puzzles, riddles, and even 

simulated 

combat by such meatis 

as playing shuffle board. Ultimately, 

survivors of the dungeon have a chance 

to win Dwarveir Forge products worth a 

total of $1,000, 

For folks reading this at Gen Con 

light now-. Jeff Martin, president of 

Dwarven Forge and creator of True 

Dun goon, has this lo say: 

''Prepare yourselves to experience an 

old-fashion D&D module by digging 

out some old first edition D&D hooks 

and modules. If you are a veteran 

player, you should reminisce about the 

beady days of your gaming youth. If 

you are a newcomer, try to embrace this 

'retro' version of a game you love. Both 

types should prepare-for a challeng¬ 

ing adventure that will tost their wita; 

nerve, and coordination, 

"You'll see some cool surprises in 

the evenl. I can't say what they are, 

hut they will he fitting when you 

remember that Gen Con is celebrating 

HIE SCOOP ON CM UfE 
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the.* 301 h anniversary of D&IX There' 

should be some* 'Oh,, cool!' moments. 

"Finally, I want to make* sure every- 

one knows about the tremendous 

amount of work that goes into present- 

mg this event- Many people work on 

this project for months, ■sod still more 

people work full-time during an entire 

week at Gen Con Indy to make 1( a 

success. True Dungeon only happens 

because, there are a lot of unselfish 

gamers out there whose idea of fun is 

to work very hard for the enjoyment 

of others. They are special people, and 

1 ask the players to thank them when 

they get the chance.” 

RPCf) UPDATE 
by few RMbahls, RPC A Program 
Manager 

The RPGA (ftoleplayitig Gamers 

Association} exists to enhance your 

role playing experience, so you cart 

play more, with more people, and 

receive rewards for playing the 

games you already love. Wore also 

expanding' your opportunities to 

meet people and duke-i I-out with 

Quxceqks k Dragons .Mmiffiwres 

skirmish leagues and tournaments. 

Allowing for such a massive play 

experience requires us to make a lot 

of decisions about how games, events, 

and peo ple work together while main- 

taming a fair and consistent experience 

worldwide. Sharing in this experience 

means there's stuff you need to know, 

so grab your pick and let's dig in. 

WITH mi RFCJP 
The RPGA is the roleplaying a nr), of 

organised play at Wizards of the .Coast 

dedicated providing play opportunities 

and support for Dungeons & D moons 

and other d20 System games. We want 

to make it easier for people to enjoy 

due face-to-face role playing experience. 

Recognizing that sometimes it!s hard 

finding a gaming group, and it's a lor of 

work for DMs to provide new material 

week after week, we provide free adven¬ 

tures lo members from our extensive* 

adventure database and an events 

calendar featuring games alt over the 

world. When you download adventures 

and set up game days or conventions, 

these events are automatically added to 

our website's event calendar, 

VfHRT KIHM Of GftWEi DO M PLAT? 
The RPGA offers several styles of play 

for role playing games: campaigns, clas¬ 

sics, and interactive events. 

Campaigns 

Campaigns follow large story arcs— 

often spanning years. To participate 

in these unfolding plots, members 

create campaign-specific characters 

using the instructions in the campaign 

sourcebook. Each campaign has its 

own campaign sourcebook. Characters 

grow in power (gaining gold, experi¬ 

ence, equipment, and class features) as 

they complete adventures. We offer two 

campaign styles: Living campaigns and 

D&D campaigns. 

While many of the Riving campaigns 

are D&D games, they differ from D&D 

campaigns ic. several ways. Riving 

campaigns use adventure records, log- 

sheets, and certiGcations to track your 

character's progress. D&D campaigns 

use online tracking to chart your 

character's interaction with1 the siory 

encounters. Your character's interac¬ 

tions with the adventure encounters 

help determine the course of the pi or in 

D&D cam pa i g as. I f the m a j oh ly of par ■ 

ties playing an adventure kill a villain 

or foil some evil scheme, that villain or 

scheme is foiled campaign-wide- I f the 

villain survives or completes hi?, plans, 

these cori sequences are also reflected 

in the campaign. D&D campaigns 

are designed lo retire after two years 

(taking characters from 1st to approxi¬ 

mately ISth level). Living campaigns 

are open ended hut might fealure a 

retirement level for charterers. 

Classics 

With classics, characters are prewrit¬ 

ten as part of the adventure. Once 

each player chooses a character, lhe 

game begins. Glassies are a groat way 

for both beginners and experienced 

players to- jump into action without 

lots of preparation time. Once the 

adventure is oyer, you re done with the 

character. We have classics for every¬ 

thing across the board, from-straight 

forward Dungeons & Deagons to the 

Givosrn&'Ai.K campaign setting to d20 

Modem and beyond. 

hi [tractive Events 

Interactive events typically feature.an 

emphasis on intrigue over combat prow¬ 

ess. Adopt a persona, don a costume, 

and socialize in character with other 

members. Interactive events might fea¬ 

ture pregenerated characters, or-they 

might allow you to use your campaign 

character during the session if the inter¬ 

active is keyed to a. specific campaign. 

Characters from Home Campaigns 

Characters you play in home cam¬ 

paigns are not allowed in campaign or 

classic games. Since character creation 

rules-for the campaign-style games 

are standardized lo allow every one an 

even footing, and classic events provide 

characters appropriate to the adventure, 

ihere's been no avenue for incorporat¬ 

ing characters from home campaigns. 

Yet you can, use your character from 

you r home game to get involved in the 

RPGA. RPGA members rnay play select 

adventures from Dg'NC eon as sane- 

tinned events, allowing them to earn 

rewards while playing a character from 

their home campaign,. 

1 n order to report your play for these 

Dungeon event? and add ihem to your 

play history, your DM requests dre¬ 

ad ventures from the RPGA website like 

any other adventure {so your DM needs 

In be a Herald DM member of the 

RPGA). Instead of receiving die adven¬ 

ture as a downloaded hie, the DM uses 

The one published in the magazine. 

Requesting the adventure hags the 

DMrs account so the adventure results 

can be reported once you've played. It's 

important to report your play so you 

can earn D&D rewards. 

Next time, we'll let you know what 

rewards the RPGA provides and how you 

can earn them. Until then, visit www, 

wizards-com/REGA to learn more, it 
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UNDER COMMAND 

by Afifce Me&rfa 
imaffi-provided % Wizards, of the Coast 

COMMAND AND CONTROL 
When playing the Dime flows 

£ Pbagone iVfmdoiHres game, 

choosing your .warb;and*s com¬ 

mander is perhaps the most impor¬ 

tant decision you can make. Your 

commander not only gives you better 

control over your miniatures'; actions, 

but a iso provides a Commander 

Effect that can tip a match In your 

favor. If you make a good choice, you 

can create a warhand greater than the 

sum of its parts. 

This article looks at the comma ud- 

ersfrom Drogonepsnd provides some., 

general advice for using your war band's 

leader. It also introduces, sodne new 

feats and rules for using Commander 

Effects in the D&D roieplaying game. 

USING YOUR COMMANDER 
Commanders.are tricky miniatures 

to use properly. As some of I he more 

expensive figures in the game, they 

usually represent a fair portion of 

your warband's total point value. 

Even the cheapest commander, the 
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Cleric ofYondalla, costs 14 points. 
Often a bit weaker than creatures of 

the same cost, commanders have the 

added benefit of their Commander 

rating and Commander Effect, if you 

have a few skirmishes under your 

belt, you might have noticed that 

the best watbands feature individual 

models that form a greater whole. 

Commanders represent the ultimate 

sum of that principle. Their Com¬ 

mander Effects augment your other 

figures, masking their weaknesses nr 

amplifying their .strengths, 

Usually; you should go with a com¬ 

mander that improves upon your 

warband's best traits. A Commander 

Effect can'I usually cover other min¬ 

iatures' weaknesses. For example, 

the Sword of Hoiro.neous grants +1 

AC, While useful, a creature with'a 

high AC gains a much laTger benefit 

than one with a low one. hi essence, 

the AC bonus reduces the chance of 

a creature getting hit by 5%. Reduc¬ 

ing a 10% chance of getting hit to 

5% cuts the risk In half, while drop¬ 

ping a 50% chance of getting hit to 

45% is only a.one-tenth reduction. 

During a ga.me> keep an eye on 

your commander's position. Many 

players get too caught up in keeping 

their troops under command and 

within the area of a Commander 

Effect to notice open paths for fast 

creatures to swoop in for a quick 

kil 1. 3 pell ca st in g' commanders 

become particularly vulnerable to 

this tendency, since they usually stay 

behind the rest of the warband to 

use their magic. 

Finally, you should consider using 

two commanders, One commander 

can then go off on its own or lead 

a smaller group to outflank your 

opponent or attack from the rear. In 

addition, you spread out the risk of 

an unlucky roll. A single critical hit 

might slay one of your command¬ 

ers, but the second commander can 

then step in and keep your assault 

going. Many .beginners forgot they 

can take as many commanders as 

they can afford. 
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DRflCOHEYE (OMMHKDERI 
Each commander has specific strengths 

and weaknesses .that make if suitable 

for particular types ofwarbands. While 

each faction has its distinct traits, 

enough variety exists so ho single com¬ 

mander provides a perfect fit for ever,' 

figure sharing its alignment 

The following examples offer tips 

for using a number of commanders. 

For ease of reference, each figure 

appears in order of Us number within 

a set, and has its alignment and Com¬ 

mander rating listed in parenthesis, 

next to its name, 

Dwarven Defender (LG, Com¬ 

mander 4): This tough 

bruiser provides a 44 

AC bonus against 

opponents 

who move and 

attack. That 

doesrft seem 

too impres¬ 

sive until you 

look at his 

low movement. 

Outside of monks 

and the Dire Lion, Lawful Good 

warbands have few speedy figures. 

Tliat means your wasband probably 

absorbs a fair number of charges. 

Furthermore, figures with multiple 

attacks, like the 1 [aiding Veteran, can 

afford to let their opponents come 

to them and unleash their full attack 

actions on iheir turn. Figures that can 

attack more than once work well with 

the defender. Form a big. slow mov¬ 

ing mob of heavily armored warriors 

and steam roll your opponent with a 

relentless assault. 

Purple Dragon Knight (l.G, Com- 

mauder fi): This figure pro¬ 

vides a good example of a 

commander who wants 

to get info the thick of 

the action but whose 

Commander Effect 
works best from the 

rear, 'lire knight allows 

rallying figures to 

lake iheir act ions 

as normal rather 

than lose a turn. 

You might find your 

other creatures forced to flee beyond the 

knight's command, even with the Law- 

fid Good figures' relatively poor speeds. 

The knight is a combat machine, and 

his fear ability makes it important to put 

him: at the forefront of any attack unless 

you have Stalwart Paladins, a Sword of 

He iron ecus, or other fearless troops in 

your warband. He works well with faster 

miniatures, like the Sun Soul Initiate, as 

long as you deploy them so they must 

rout pasL the knight. On the other hand, 

the knight's high Commander rating, 

powerful attacks, and high AC make 

him one of the better Lawful Good com¬ 

manders. just don't count on using Ms 

effect too often. 

Blaiitsingrr (CG, Commander 3): 

With the '1-3 bonus she 

grants to figures that 

move and attack, 

the Bladesinger 

embodies the 

Chaotic Good war- 

band's emphasis on 

mobility. Team 

her with figures 

capable of side¬ 

stepping, such 

as the Daring 

Rogue, to form a deadly combo. A 

charging war band under her Com¬ 

mander Effect gains a 45 bonus 

on attack rolls. The EiJadesinger's 

excellent AC and hit points allow 

her to wade into the middle of a 

fight and make the most of her 

abilities. Use daze monster to 

bog down your opponent's 

advance and charge him 

before he can attack. Magic 

missile can dear out screen¬ 

ing units such as goblins and 

kobolds, leaving an open path for 

your Centaur or Dire Lion. The 

Axe Sister can move a square and 

still use Whirlwind Attack, Com¬ 

bined with the Blade sin get, she 

cart chop through enemy figures 

as fast they can reach her threat¬ 

ened area. If you have an archer- 

heavy warband, you can shoot 

and move with a bonus, allowing 

you to keep one step ahead of the 

enemy as long as you have dear 

avenues to maneuver. 

Copper Samurai (CG, Commander 2); 

The Copper Samurai 

adds insult to injury, 

as your troops can fol¬ 

low'- up a ethical hit 

writh an additional 

attack. Best of all, 

this attack uses 

the highest base 

attack bonus. 

Creatures writh 

multiple attacks 

gain the biggest 

benefit from 

this ability, 

since they can 

follow up a critical with an- addi¬ 

tional devastating attack. Weaker 

creatures can't as easily take advan¬ 

tage of the additional strike. Intui¬ 

tively, it might seem like having 

a Jot of attackers would give you 

more chances to roll a 20, buL if 

a figure needs an 20 to hit in the 

first place, the- effect provides little 

benefit. Luckily, plenty of Chaotic 

Good creatures have more than 

one attack, from the Elf Archer to 

the Drunken Master. The Axe Sis¬ 

ter can become a death machine 

when you use this ability with her 

Whirlwind Attack. NoUce that the 

extra attack does not have a speci¬ 

fied target and thus Can affect any 

model within reach, 

Cleric of Nerull (LL, Com¬ 

mander if: 

The Cleric of 

Nerull makes 

an excellent 

loader for 

a warband 

stuffed writh 

heavy-hit¬ 

ting figures. 

Death strike 

allows a slain 

model one 

last attack 

before it leaves the board. Your 

opponent might get the drop 

on you with a charge, but if he 

puts down a monster, he has 

to withstand an attack in turn. 

This allows cheap creatures to 

almost alwrays get off at least one 
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strike, while your expen¬ 

sive beasts gain a parting 

blow that can tip the battle 

lu your advantage. Combine 

the cleric with the Blood Rock 

terrain tile and your Skeletons 

and Zombies can take their 

enemies Eo the grave with them 

Tile Human Executioner's 

attack bonus, heavy damage, 

and poor AC make him a good 

match For this ability. Com¬ 

bined with his good move, the 

executioner can. gain one? attack 

on a powerful opponent via a 

charge, and then a parting shot 

tit at could easily cause a morale 

check. With a little Suck, a single 

executioner can send a high-cost 

figure running for safety. 

Urfhok the Vicious (LE, Com 

inlander 5): Perhaps the 

beat choice for 

a war'hand filled 

with cheap crea- 

lures, Urthok’s 

Commander 

Effect can 

turn bug¬ 

bears, hob- 

gobl in a. and 

goblins into 

daunting 

opponents. 

Bugbears 

ill particular 

gain the most from the 

t-4 bonus on attack tolls, as they- 

have the hit points needed to 

sustain an attack or two before 

falling. On top of that, Urthok's 

high Commander rating makes it 

more likely that you can seize the 

initiative or rally your relatively 

cheap forces. Resist the .tempta¬ 

tion to throw Uithok into the 

fray, even though he has good hit 

points and a solid AC- Instead, 

use him as the hammer Lo your 

bugbears' anvil. Let your cheap 

troops wade in and wear down 

a big target, and then charge 

in with Uithok to finish it off. 

If you put him at the front and 

lose him early in the game, your 

entire warband could fall apart. 

Drow Wizard (CE, Commander 2)- 

At first glance, the Drow 

Wizard might not 

seem like much. 

He has plenty of 

spells, but Smlioc's 

SfU>wbaU jfwurm and 

magic- mis site have 

little- chance of 

putting down an 

Ogre Ravager. 

This figure needs 

time to go through his spells. 

A screening force of creatures 

Immune or resistant to Cold dam¬ 

age can bog down an-enemy's 

advance, allowing the wizard lo 

unleash the full potency of his 

spells. The Abyssal Maw makes 

the perfect complement to the wiz¬ 

ard, It never takes damage from 

his Cold spells, and he has a high 

enough Commander rating to Con¬ 

trol il. All skeletons, the Dietch, 

and the Small White Dragon are 

also immune to Cold, while the 

Tie fling Captain has Cold resis¬ 

tance 5. T he tie figures can occupy 

the enemy while your wizard 

unleashes volley after volley of 

spells. The key to using the wizard 

effectively lies in protecting him. 

Keep an eye out for monks and 

other fast, mobile opponents. A 

single guard kept near the wizard 

should keep him safe. 

Eye of jOrwumsh (GE, Commander Ip 

The Hye of 

Grunins h 

might seem 

Like the 

perfect fig* "'.y 

ure tu lead 

an assault, but 

its poor AC, vicious 

attack ability, and Com¬ 

mander Effect suggest 

otherwise. Surround lb is 

walking death machine with ores, 

preferably a second commander 

and a horde of cheap warriors and 

spearfiglvter*. If you have less lb an 

twelve figures in your warband, you 

might not have enough. The Ore 

Warrior and Ore Spear fighter have 

good.attack bonuses, making the 

i-j damage they gain from the Eye 

of Gruumsh invaluable. 

Ore Druid (CE, Commander 2}: 

The Ore Druid 

presents limited 

options as a 

Commander. He 

grants animals 

and magical 

beasts a +2 

bonus on attack 

roils, but he 

can only bring 

a few crea¬ 

tures under 

command. Most 

of the powerful animals and magi¬ 

cal beasts have too high of a Dif¬ 

ficult rating- for the druid to direct 

them, although they still gain his 

Commander Effect, The poison 

spell can wear down a creature, but 

since it has a range of touch, the 

druid must carry his AC LI and 35 

hit points adjacent to a potential 

target. The druid's primary weapon 

is its snake’s swiftness spell. Grant¬ 

ing a creature an immediate bonus 

attack can swing an entire skir¬ 

mish in your favor, Since this spell 

has a short range, keeping crea¬ 

tures under control becomes even 

more important. Difficult creatures 

likely charge too far ahead. While 

the best targets for this spell, such 

creatures might fall before you can 

use il on lb cm. 

COMMANDER EFFECT FEATS 
Commander Effects, 

one-part ofthe- 

D&D Miniatures 

game that doesn't 

appear in the D&D 

loleplaying game, 

can still work with 

your campaign'* ore warlords, 

bandit kings, mercenary captains, 

a nd olher war leaders. Viliam* who 

rely on others lo do their dirty work 

find tire following feats ideal For their 

purpose*. The goblin king might be a 

weak combatant, but the:warriors he 

commands make him a formidable 

•opponent. Commander Effects also 
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YOUft MINIS PLAY BOOK 

To bring you r wa rban ds fully yn-der com¬ 

mand, check out the MjfUQ&>nej Hordbeok ■ 

from Wizards, of the Coast, W%th ne* 

Strategies, taCtlisvand rul cS expljyiaid&ns 

to make the most of your comnnan ders 

and warbands, the M/ndtursi Handbook 

expands on and goes, far beyond the- 

Dv£0 ^fwi'nLunss ha&k rides-. White whole 

swioris focus on usi ng- eornrnancters 

to their greatest capacity, the rttOV rtiass 

battle rules allow you to make War on an 

epic -scale and offer you r com ma nders a 

vistSKWO.P.oV new abilities, a nd tactics. 

So whether you're looking for more ideas 

and.strategies-for commanders o-f some' 

thing totally new, be sure so check out-the 

■VJintoKi’res Hendkaak, 

allow you to introduce relatively weak 

opponents into an encounter while still 

giving them the opportunity to have an 

impact on its outcome. 

These feats represent a char¬ 

acter's ability to lead others in 

combat. They represent a com¬ 

bination of tactical training, low 

cunning, and raw charisma.. A 

commander might exhort bis 

followers to fight harder or 

merely inspire them to greater 

levels of heroism. Note that 

these feats allow you to incorpo¬ 

rate some of the aspects of the 

D&D Miniatures game into your 

campaign with' optional rules. 

Commander figures from D&D 

Miniatures, like the HaiF-Qre 

fighter, do not use these feats. 

These feats don't benefit the 

character who takes them; they 

only help his allies. 

mmm [Gam 
You arc a natural leader, capable of 

instilling bravery and tenacity in oth¬ 

ers, On the battlefield, your followers 

stand and fight while lesser warriors 

flee in terror. 

Prerequisite: Cha 13. 

Benefit; All allies within >0 feet of 

you gain a morale bonus on all saves 

against fear effects. 

Of THE RlCHTfOlE HEM 

The gods look upon your efforts with 

great interest. Wherever you go, they 

are certain to defend you. Rather than 
hoard such power, your selflessness 

provides your friends and allies with 

this divine blessing, 

Prerequisites: Cha 17, good align¬ 

ment, Commander, 

Benefit; All allies within 30 feet of 

you gam a +.1 morale bonus to forti¬ 

tude saves. 

cflHc mala wm 
Your allies seize every advantage, using 

dirty tricks to impress you and win your 

favor. However, they fight hard only when 

they have an opponent at a disadvantage. 

Prerequisites: Cha 15, evil align¬ 

ment, Commander, 

NODWICK €i PS23fi" 
It's the beginning 

of a new chapter in 
the Nodwick sago as 
Plffony gets a visit 
from the mysterious 
"Clergy in Black!" 
Have our heroes gone 
too far in mucking up 
prophetic events? Is 
the only solution to 
erase them from the 
universe? Pick up 
Nodwick 25 for thrills, 
chills, and extra 
helpings of french 
toast! . - A 

You think sc hot 
history reports ar ^ 
dull? Hot whe f 
they're about supei $ 
heroes! And this on 
is about the very firs 
superhero? Rea 
about the dawn of tin 

metahuman era an 
how it all began wil 
"Mr, Extraordinary, 
This story has bee 
over eighty years i 
the making, so don' 
miss it! 

Ask ifour local comic and game store to earrif ijour favorite comics from Dork StOTtn Press 
Buif these books and more an-line at www.nodwickcom and wrww.'ps236jC0fnl 

S WS D^ll 
ill 



Bt'ntfit; All allies within 30 feet of 

you deal 4] point of additional damage 
when flanking.. 

Special: Your followers do not gain 

this benefit against opponents who can¬ 

not be flanked, 

HfUFLIHG S <UHHIHG KSHfRflP 

You share your experience in fighting 

larger opponents with your allies., mak¬ 

ing them more effective against tall foes. 

Prorei]iiisites: Cha 13, Com wander, 

size Small or smaller. 

Benefit: All allies within 30 feet of 

you gain a +1 morale.bonus on attack 

rolls against creatures of"a size category 

gr eater than theirs. 

INSPIRE B10MIHC [CfMERRL] 

Your followers attack their enemies with 

3 savage fury. Their wild, punishing 

blows are more likely to crush a join I. 

slice an artery, or batter through armor. 

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Commander 

Benefit: All allies within 30 feet of 

you gain a 4'L morale bonus on attack 

rolls to confirm critical hits. 

INSPIRE BLOOMIHSI [CfHOlfll] 

The dread you strike into your 

followers hearts compels them to 

fight with a crazed fury. For fear 

ill at you might punish or kill them 

if they falter:. 

Prerequisites: Cha 15, evilalign- 

mon t. I n i i m i dal o 5 ranks. Com m ander, 

Weapon foeux (any melee weapon). 

Benefit: All allies within 30 feet of 

you.gain a - I morale bonus on all 

melee attacks. 

ROUSE' COURUCE [CfHERBl] 

When terror fills the hearts of your 

allies, your presence helps calm them. 

Rather than flee, they stay and fight. 

Prerequisites: Cha 13, Commander. 

Benefit: All allies within 30 feet of 

you may recoil any failed saves made 

against fear effects,. They may roll 

again only once. An ally affected by a 

fear effect who moves within 30 feel 

of you can make one additional save 

to resist the effect. 

CAN’T GET ENOUGH? 

Still n<U-[l rr'inivj t;icLiC& fvr your com- 

mandcrs;pr ideas for DS.D minis 

v/arbands? Check out the DciwocO.vs 

i Dracqss Mir,sSctjdn cYdn? 

Wizards of the.Coast wfjfct.si.ie at 

vmw.wiMrdSnCom. Along with doncfis 

of suggestions, options, and strategics- 

io. enhance you-r sk'nn shes. the-site 

offers new rules, sc4nr.rlc-s, etMO&uri- 

fees, previews, and more for /otir Q&.D 
rpinLatures game. 

lN0UM0LISAM&(T30N, 

reftii &** 

udMMrrfrErs dmightex 

THEau^° fN ^2ics 

The latest adventure in Michael Moorcock’s mind-liendiiig Elric saga—now in paperback! 

I “Brilliantly imagined...high 
R|j|n3ip|q^p adventures fueled by human 
WliajfljUWerWHl passions/' —Locus 

The award-winning author of 7be Dreamthiefs Duughter 

delivers a novel of breath taking adventure that blends 

history and legend with the infinite possibilities of the 

Multi verse. 

The tale's power stems largely from the 
astounding lyricism of the author's ^ 7 * r 

proser" iHB /wiUj 

‘Fascinating,,,.Totally enthralling." 

‘Provocative." -rujsaww« 

ASPECT 

Where Imagination Knows !Mo Bounds 
tiJij: Vl.^rin1 Bwl. Gns'i' Read an Excerpt Online at www.lwbookroaiKcoro 



A NOVEL APPROACH 

by Mail Forbeck 
art provided by Wizards of the C'ofljA 

SKRIT Of THE 
SPIR1TKEEPER 

Hi:rr;t oft rue Spritzer is the first 

in the new "Knights of the Silver 

Dragon" series hf.'young adult 

Dong sows & Dkagons novels from 

Wizards of the Coasl- They'rs pari: of 

the new Mirmrstone imprint of books 

designed fbr boys and girls ages S, and 

up. Like the Harry Potter books, read¬ 

ers of all ages can enjoy them, but they 

feature young (teenage) heroes, and 

they emphasise dramatic tension rather 

than bashing monsters—although 

there's a bit of that too. 

Stem oftht Spiritkegper presents a 
tale of both mystery and adventure. Kol¬ 

iada (an apprentice wizard) and D'ris- 

koll (his younger brother) find Kellatfra 

mentor Zendric lying dead in bis tower 

one morning, the victim of a robbery 

gone bad—or so if seems. Soon, the 

two boys and their friend Moyra dis¬ 

cover that Zendric's. soul was stoSen 

with a magic item called a spiritJc&spsr 

Tire kids have only a day to find the 

spifitkeeper and return it to Zendric's 

body before the connection between 

them is broken forever. Their quest 

takes them from the bowels of the city 

prison to the depths of the Dungeon 

of Doom, miles outside of the city's 

embattled walls. In its course, they 

encounter a tribe of goblins, a savage 

owl bear, a flaming-headed zombie, 

and an enemy far worse and much 

closer to home. 

Kdlach fancies himself as not only 

an up-and-coming wizard but a great 

detective. To him, the two go hand in 

hand, as both professions involve fig¬ 

uring out how things really work. In 

truth, he has a lot of room for develop- 

mem in both pursuits, but he shows 
promise at both, 

Kelfacb is tali for his age and has 

blond hair arid blue eyes. His father, 

Torsn, is the Captain of the Watch, in 

Cursion. His mother disappeared 

around the time of the Sundering of 

the Seal, an event that nearly destroyed 

all of Curs ton and still affects, the city 

to this day, Today, he lives with his 

father and his younger brother Dris- 

koll in a rebuilt part of town called the 

Phoenix Quarter. 

At age 13, Kdlach is learning to be a 

M.-levcl wizard. He has yet to master bis 

list-level spells or the abilities to summon 

a familiar or scribe a scroll, although he 

technically possessed such .skills. 

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU? 

Wizards .of the Coast envision^ Secret 

of the Splritkseper and the rest of tbe Mi r- 

norstene’books as a means to introduce 

reader? to both fantasy Sictjon and. 

the worlds of p.UKlOCONS St Dragons. 
It might hot bo as Sophisticated as tradi¬ 

tion ai fantasy literature, but.it makes tor 

a great waf La book younger reeders i nto 

the genre aod the game. Those adults who 

enjoy tales of younger heroes sEiodd enjoy 

the story too. 

With the explosion in popularity of far- 

tasy with both Harry Potter and The Lot3 

of the. Rings, there's never been a'bettor 

time to get people interested in Duhceon 

& Dragon;. If you have younger fronds 

or relatives you'd I ika to get started flaying 

Dungeons & Dragons, then the Mirror- 

stone bo.Qfo. present the perfect- took Have, 

yciyf friends m relatives read the books 

and then pick u p the new DuWGLQA'S ^ 

OtiAQQrtS Basic Set.due cut this month. In 

no.tim-e, you should have them on their 

first adventure. 

As a Dungeon Master, Swat vfthfi 

Spr.riiikeepf;r.tan help you figure Out the 

proper tor i? to set for younger play'drs. The 

Book featu res some co mbat but keeps it 

to a minimum, Toe heroes get by more on 

their Wits than Strength Of arm Or vvand. 

With such lOw-lcVol characters, Oven the 

weakest monsters can prove dangerous. 

Aim to thrill rather than threaten, and you 

might soon find yourself with a rew group 

of lifelong converts to pja.y with. 
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Kellach, Male Human Wizard 1: CR 

1 Medium humanoid {humat]) HD 

ld4 iip 4 Iilii -1 Spd 30 ft. AC II {-i-l 

Dex), I ouch 'll, flat-footed 10 Base Atk 

+0 Grp -1 Atk/Full Atk -1 mol'ee (ld4- 

1/19-20, dagger) or +1 ranged (ld4- 

1/'19-20, dagger) SA spells SQ — AL. 

>JGr SV Fori -0, Ref-el, Will +3 Str ft, 

Dex 12, Con 10, lot IS, Wrs 12, Cha 10. 

Skills: Concentration t-S. Decipher 

Script +S. Knowledge {arcana) -8, 

knowledge (history) +-6, Knowledge 

(local) 48, Knowledge (religion) 46. 

Search +5, Spellcraft -t-8, Spot 4,2, 

Fester Combat Casting, Eschew Mate¬ 

rials, Scribe Scroll. 

Languages: Common, Dwarven, 

Elven. Gnome. HalflMg. 

Spei-is Prepared (3 save DC 14 +■ spell 

level) 0—daze, flan, prestSdigitati&n. 

Possessions Dagger, backpack, lantern, 

torch, flint and steel, spell book, water¬ 

skin, quill, parchment (three sheets). 

DRKKOLL 
Driskoll plays Watson to Kellach's 

Holmes. He collects stories of" 

all sorts, but his favorites are the 

ones that tell of flic ad ventures his 

brother Kellech and lie have in Cur- 

StOn. He's more street smart than 

Kellach, who spends most .of his 

days with Iris nose in books, 

Driskoll looks up to his brother 

Kellach, although he'd never say 

so to Kellach'$ face. E l e thinks his 

brother is too fiLlL of himself 35 it ia. 

Still, he looks to his older brother 

to protect him and to gel them out 

of-whatever trouble they gel into, 

Driskoll tan manage for himself, hi.it 

sometimes he's more comfortable in 

his brother's shadow. 

At age 10. Driskoll is just coming 

into his own a:> a Lst-Jevel bard. Cur¬ 

rently, he:s just gaming the ability to 

cast spells, and he has yet to discover 

tire hill extent of bis magic. He has the 

bardic knowledge and bardic music 

abilities, but he doesn't have enough 

ranks in Perform to use any of the 

latter's effects. 

Driskoll, Male Human iiard 1' CR 

1; Medium humanoid (human); 31D 

Idb; hp 6; I nil +1; Spd 30 ft.; AC 11 

(+1 Dex), touch 11, flat-footed 10; 

Base Attack *0; Grp -.1; Atk/Full Atk 

-1 melee (Ld4-L/19-2G, dagger) or 

+ 1 ranged (ld4-l/lft-20, dagger); 

£A —; SQ bardic knowledge, bardic 

music; AL N'G; SV Fort 40, Ref 43. 

Will 44; Str ft, Dex 12, Con 10, hit 

12. Wis 14, Cha 18. 

Skills: Bluff t-S, Diplomacy 4gr 

Gather Information 47, Hide -5, 

Knowledge (local) 4S, Liston 4(3, Per¬ 

form fact) 4(3, Perform {oratory) 46, 

Perform (wind instrument) i(3, Search 

47, Sense Motive 47. 

Feats: Investigator, Negotiator, 

LflRgwogite; Common, Halfling. 

Spells Prepared 12 save DC 14' 4 spell 

level) 0—dancing lights, 

Possfesiom; Dagger, backpack, lan¬ 

tern, torch, and flint and steel. 

MOYRD 
Moyra's father Ereddo is a notori¬ 

ous thief who has been in and out 

oT jail her whole life. She first met 

Driskoll and Kellach when their 

mother Jourdam reached ouL to 

help Moyra's mother Royma while 

Ereddo was in jail. Unfortunately, il 

was Torin. Jouidaibs husband, who 

put him there. 

rf Dtiskoll flunks of himself as 

street smart, he has nothing on 

Moyra, who spent most of her life on 

the streets, often as a stooge in her 

father's scamShe often claims that 

all she cares about is earning some 

money so she can move her and her 

mother out of the hole in which they 

live. In trudr, she's, looking for some¬ 

thing she can believe in, and maybe 

someone too. 

Even at age 12, Moyra is a 1st-level 

rogue. The most experienced and least 

sheltered of her friends, Moyra has full 

access to all of her class abilities. 

Moyra, Female Human Rogue 1; 

OK l; Medium humanoid (human); 

HD idG; hp 6; I nit -i-4; Spd 30 ft.; 

AC t4 [44 Dex), touch 14, flat-footed 

10: Ease Atk +0; Grp -1; Atk/Full 

Atk -I melee [ Ld4-1,' lft-20, dagger) 

or -4 ranged (1 cl4-1 /lft-20, dagger); 

S.A sneak attack 4.1 d&; SQ —: AL 

CC; SV Fort 40, Ref 48, Will 4-1; AL 

CG: Str % Dex Hi, Con 10, Jilt 12, 

Whs 12, Cha 16. 

Skilly; Bluff 47, Climb 43, Disable 

Device 43r I tide 48. Intimidate 4(3, 

Knowledge (local) -+5, Move Silently 

-8, Open Lock 48, Search -5, Sense 

Motive 43. Sleight of Hand 46, Spot 

45, 
Feste; Dodge, Lightening Reflexes- 

Languages; Common, Elven.. 

PoaKsnonsjt Dagger, backpack, lan¬ 

tern, torch, flint and steel, waterskin, 

50 feet of rope . 

Hit SPIRITKFtPfR 
'this clear crystal sphere bears ornate 

golden runes that faintly shi m¬ 

mer beneath its surface. Despite its 

innocuous appearance, a spirit keeper 

has the power to steal a person's soul 

and store it within. The crystal can 

hold one soul ai a time for an indefi¬ 

nite period. If it is used on someone 

while it already holds a soul, the tar¬ 

get must make a DC 1.7 Will save or 

have its soul switched with the brie 

in the item, leaving the target's soul 

trapped within the ipiriiktopcr while 

the target's body is possessed by the 

soid now freed from the spiritkeeper, 

Those who make their save cannot 

be affected by the spiritkeep^r again. 

These effects are permanent, but 

otherwise function the same as the 

speil magic jar. Using the ipixtifat&per 

is a full-found action that requires a 

command word. 

Moderate necromancy CL ftth 

Croft Wondrous Item, magic jar Price 

312,000 gp Weight 1 lb. 
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SILICON SORCERY 

fay F. Wesley Schneider 

imagf^ provided hy Square Enix 

and Find Fantasy Watery 

ffflwarcry.com) 

FINAL 
FANTASY 
D espite their shared title, then' is 

nothing "finaF about the games 

in the long-running Final. Fantasy 

scries. With little in common from one 

Lo the next, what these games lack in 

cohesiveness they make up for in pre¬ 

senting unique worlds, each utilizing 

a refreshing variety of fantasy themes. 

From royal knights and monstrous ser¬ 

vants to airships and magic, Pinal Fan¬ 

tasy eagerly twists familiar plots while 

skillfully weaving its own. Perhaps 

no one aspect belter summarises the 

skewed fantasy elements and imagina¬ 

tion of the Final Fantasy series than the 

speedy and potent dhdeobo. 

Part wild animal, part high-speed 

transport, chocobos are peerless 

mounts, powerful pack animals, speedy 

messengers, and true companions, 

Wherever daocobos are found, 

they swiftly replace horses and other 

equities as the domesticated riding 

animals of choice. Cheaper to feed, 

easier to care for, generally more 
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friendly, and—their owners say—more 

intelligent, chocobos combine aU the 

strength, and speed of horses with less 

upkeep arid stubbornness. Playful and 

curious at heart, these aviam quickly 

accept other creatures they perceive 

as having good intentions, and they 

eagerly learn new skills. This .has led to 

the rise of sports like chocoho racing, 

which seems as eagerly anticipated hy 

the mounts as the jockeys and gam¬ 

bling fans. It has also made them the 

mount of choice for many warriors, 

as chocobos can often travel farther 

and faster than most horses. However, 

menial daily chores such as plowing nr 

pulling carts often bore chocobos, who 

need wide open spaces to stretch their 

scaly legs and who are always eager to 

see what's over the next ridge. 

In the wild, chocobos can be either 

unexpected boons or dangerous threats:- 

Whether in flocks of ten to twenty-five 

racing the wind across the plains or in. 

smaller.families nesting in .secluded for¬ 

ests, wild chocobos are majestic sights 

to behold. Chocobos commonly vango 

.between areas, of plains and forests, 

whole flocks running in a wide territory 

of several dozen square miles during the; 

day and separating into smaller families 

at night, always returning to the same 

sheltered groves. 

Creatures that approach with obvi¬ 

ously hostile intentions rarely get close 

to a flock of chocobos, as their keen 

senses and swift refines- are often 

more than enough to keep them ’.veil 

out of harm's reach. .However, should a 

particularly daring poacher or wrangler 

attempt to steal up on a family of choco 

bos lit night, the Interloper must lx: pre¬ 

pared to Face the creatures' sharp talons 

and powerful beaks as they defend their 

home. Also , should a thief success¬ 

fully steal a chocobo ogg or hatchling, 

distressed chocobo parents have been 

known to gather their entire flock to 

chase down the thief and ensure the 

safe return of their stolen young. 
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WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU 

Eii.-ch Finn I Ka^ita&y ga me makes strong 

use ofwetefehiJwn fantasy tlterne:?, hut as 

the series progresses, ttte ^amfs generally 

rely lesson well known Ideas. 

In the liret several gaines, knights 

in armor, mysterious mages, and fear¬ 

some monsters ar<j the rule. Players are 

exposed to familiar plots like redeeming 

n dark knight, saving towns from pillag¬ 

ing pirates, and even rescuing kltfnasp-sd 

princesses. Through numerous creative 

twists, a larger tele far greater than its 

Darts ties these stories together. Besides 

merely ^laying'aseng. ar:. attentive DM 

can learn a great deal about how to 

seemingly tired storyline?, rteW again, 

ideas for new weapons, magic, hordes of 

bizarre monsters, and charsctedzabans 

of all varieties of heroic archetypes make 

these early games a creahWtreasure trove 

for both DMssnd player sal ike. 

The more recent games in the Final 

Fantasy series rna.ke frequent departure?; 

from the the ivies of traditional fan^Sy 

games. .Although knights, hi|| magic, 

and terrible monster's re mai n, new clc-' 

ments Iilte space!nwd. guns, moths, and 

other advanced technologies often make 

oppeara ncos. Any game tea [u ri ng both 

magic a no science can make Use .of ideas 

tor. new characters, equiprrlcot,,back¬ 

ground idea*;, and options.spawned from 

Lh is on k| ue rnl>;-. 

VA,other you prefer your fantasy 

as trad ition al wo rid? c F moft&tc rs a nd 

m a g'r c or c utti n g-cd gc Com b iivat ion s,of 

sc.:eno& and sorcery, the Fir-al Fantasy 

-terms is sure to bring you something 

you've never imagined. 

RIDIHC BIRD 
Large Animal 

Hil Dice: -IdSn S {26 hp) 

Its ilia Ilvc:: -+2 

Speed? 60 ft, (12 squares) 

AC: 14 (-1 size, i-2 Dex, -^3 natural) 

Rase? Attack/Grapple: i 3/ i-10 

Attack: Rite +6 melee (ld&+4) 

Full Attack: Bite+6 incite {ldS+4) and 

claw -+ I meke {ldb+2) 

Space/Reach: 10 ft,/5ft, 

Special Attacks: 

Special Qualities: Low-light vision, 

scent 

Saves: Fort 46, Lief a-G, Will +4 

Alnltlte.s: Str IS, Dex Hi. Con 14, Ini 2, 

Wis ifi. Cha 3 

Skills: Jump 413, Listen +3; Spot-t-9 

Feats: Endurance, Run 

Environment: Warm plains and forests 

SUMMONING RIDING 
BIRDS 

Although they have no skills or magic 

powers that set them apart from Other Mini¬ 

ma is. ridmgblkd? am-known to be particu¬ 

larly responsive lij magical .summons and 

rail::Tor fillies Thus, at:5th IewI* when .1 

paladin calls fpr e mount, It's fencing pds- 

sibly that a. riding Md answers her ca]i. 

Also, beginning fit 4fh level for a druid (or 

Sth level Tofa ranger), a riding:bird can be 

Summoned to.serve as an anrmai com- 

ounion. Riding birds also answer the call 

of syrnmnn tinfirne's hiJy tl. 

Organization: Solitary, pair, dr flock 

(S 20 adult'-, plus 2-5 young) 

Challenge Haling: 2 

Advancement: 5-7 HD (Large), I ID 

(Huge) 

Level Adjustment: — 

What- looks fo he pit m^pOercflEEyflEft- 

ktic chicken the size of a draft hbRJe 

and u-1 itkgpldsn-y elEow fes tlters •stdfHis 

before you. With a pair of sharp taloiis, it 

scratches at tlte ground as its hem riurts 

fl'horA alertly. Upon policing you, iJ tilts 

rts long Ft cl k ir> one side and lets oat a 

curious call, ,T Wark ?" 

Riding birds are large animals that 

look like crosses: between oversized 

chickens and ostriches. With long 

necks, golden leathers, and intelligent 

eyes, riding birds can often be found 

running freely in flocks across, great 

plains oi lading in the cool shade of' 

isolated I ores la. Natural runners, few 

creatures can sprint as fast as a tiding 

bird wjlhout the aid or magic. 

An average riding bird stands 

nearly 7 ieet tall and, with it's flared 

tail plurries, is almost equally long. 

Despite I heir sifcC, riding birds are still 

avians and usually weigh only about 

350 pounds. 

COMBAT 
Riding birds are usually either shy or 

friendly, and thus don't often engage 

ih cornbat. M ost po Le n i.i a I p red a tors 

leave riding birds aione irt favor of 

slower prey. I low'evcr, when a tad 

mg bird's young or those its become 

attached to are in danger, it makes 

effective use of ilfr sharp beak and 

powerful talons. 

Skills: like most birds, riding birds 

have keen eyesight, giving them a 46 

racial bonus on Spot checks, 

Carrying Capacity: A light load for 

a riding bird is up to 200 pounds; a 

medium load, 201-400 pounds; and a 

heavy load, 401-600 pounds. A riding 

bird can drag 3,000 pounds. Riding 

birds cost 400 gp, 

BlHCK RIDING %\m 
Far mote rave than I he standard yel¬ 

low-feathered riding bird is I he nearly 

mythical black riding bird. Said to lurk 

only in the most secluded mountain 

forests or born by chance from the 

controlled breeding of thoroughbreds, 

black riding birds are one of nature's 

most prized treasures. 

Black riding birds have the-exact 

same stats as standard riding birds, 

as well as a fly speed of 00 feet (good). 

Black riding birds usually sell for 2,000 

gp on the open market, 
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COMICS 

OH EPPS , HO ► 
PLEASE OOH'T 
SAY IT, ViHZHU 

PLEASE.,. 
doK't... , 

SAY... 
IT!! 

THIS 1& GHEM1 AfTEtt BEING 
IN TOWN witu MQ MONEY For a 
COUPLE MffNTWS, WERE FINALLY 

OfFToA DU^EOM1. 

rWHf wh'TwMV nu*1 
You Pee oh this stupid 

Rock eve ay toe *' 
WE LEAVE THE [ ITS 

FhiKwn; TDWH?; LUC 

Luck? 
Die You 
HEAR 
THAT. 

E*OMAYD? 

LUCK! 

BUTT MAYBE 
>TrS MOT 
Lucky on 
THE OTHER 

SIDE,... 

AT LEAST GtO 
TO THE OTHER 
SIDE OF THE 
ROCK, WHE&E 
X WONT HAVE 

TO SEE OR 
HEAR YOU [ 

commence Your 
LUCK RITUAL, 

l tJlNPlL. 

FINE, I LL 
BE Ba£K 1M 
A HIHUTE, 

THIS IS A DIRT 

ftOAO NEtft TO 
A PIG FAfttA l 
NOT LEVEL IS 

OP THE Tomb 
OF the NiMiA 
dragon ! 

kev, i op mot 
HIKE THE lOtA 

OF SPLIT TING 
THE PARTY. 

SPLITTING TKI 
Party is a 

BAD IDEA. 

Ht&n. ISb l_TJLi rh ICKh 
EVEN ! Ydu PRfcfcftELY 

WORE ALL THE LUCK 

oft this S®E already 

fAAAk-ftxr . 
Dl rtOIL'S OmU BY 
A WAHOERWO 

KuNWtft IS AffllAELT 
YOUR FAULT. . 

REALLY? 

ARE YOU SAVlMG 
YOU WANT ME TO 
LOOT HIS BOOT? 



by Aaron Willi ami l hm you're not pretending to be evil while 

muiw-nodwick-tom fecrefW being g&sd. That won Id be dahoacfl. 

war £vttotSAperrrvL60U5Pa^ m 
p: rrs NOT TOO SOCJ? AT MWG SWOHCJ iaU).MVWI^*l?GOOPNES^ '*S 

FILLQ> PEOPLE! TOWftC rM ttiPPV TO PEBUT M£TT|0pS 
of mm** jiwswiissTwr Goeseeran? wwt 

MCCTOFyOJ^USEUra > 

V/^—-- 

^ FFST, A LITTLE ” 
HlSTORyAlDWl 

UOEDtttkEHWE 
■v R£TRf£HMEMTS_ > 

^SGQPfcWO 
GWSfJfsnni 

VOU CJ1W 5MUSH 
v rriiow. > 

... 
.WOfitaJHVIM X 

U^W&AS£RJ£S0f£#U$ 
mrowiaFmM^cLErac^- 

7VPE PERSON FETTE32 OUT OTHER j 
X^tvpesgt Miseewm. y 

rTMS^ 
SOUNDS 
MEAT! 
urn 

^TSffiOCCUPflMT.lFVOUSEW - 
ME VOUR BWK AECOUWT NUMBER. I WILL 

TWJER rue*™ muat bw nto fr. 
r \tXLL them 60 TO A TOKP ptm. IW 

_TO SET TO KEEP TWO MUJOfL'^ 

jwpLmy DrrEcr 
UJTOEVE^ RiUPEP THE COOKIES MIP \ 

comb over: 

[S'-l 5ORt^EV0?i™E. 

r _AH> IMS SMI® DOES ^ 
£V£mHW&rrsuce.E^B, 

U*flP5tf0PUEE5.M?TOE 
BUEE IS PmOftSHEPLStfe BUT 

L. ujwtff, mars hot aw ^ 
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COMICS 

-""'OK, GUYS. I’VE 
TRYING TO ANALYZE WHY x 

WE GET SO LITTLE ACTUAL 
GAMING DONE DURING OUR 

SESSIONS ANYMORE, AND l 
^EOUND THE FOLLOWING: > 

WE SPEND 77* OF OUlO 
/ TIME DECIDING ON WHAT 
f /~Y\ PIZZA TO ORDER 
V (~T 1 87. OF THE TIME 
\ X ARGUING 
X STRATEGY X 

3% OF THE TIME 
GOING OVER LAST 
WEEK'S SESSION. 

^OKI THEN LET S PLAYP 
1 ATTACK THE DRAGON! 
K HUZZA H/-* ^ 

&ktte 

X THE DICE HATE ME! X 
THE DICE HATE ME! 

THERES ABSOLUTELY 
NO OTHER EXPLANATION! 
v THE DICE HATE > 

ME! 

...75% OF THE TIME 
COMPLAINING ABOUT 

DICE ROLLS .. FROM HELL S HEART 
I STAB AT THEE! ASSUMING 

l MAKE THAT #*$!*! ROLL, 
OF COURSE... 

J50WtJ@KOVALtC.COM 

X my dice x 
Trolling sucks!N 
MY DICE SUCK! HOW 

CAN MY LUCK BE 
SO INCREDIBLY 

\ BAD? y 
V--s-yvvvo 

©2004 SHETLAND PRODUCTIONS WWW.DORKTOWeR.COM 
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MMT rom countless works of 

If literature, Films, and tole- 

JL playing games, two: heroic 

archetypes stand' out as models of 

martial mastery; the heavily armed 

and armored European knight and 

the honorable and deadly Japanese 

samurai. Each possessing their own 

unique arsenal of weapons and 

characteristic fighting styles, these 

historic warriors have been depicted 

and idealized .countless times as 

nearly invincible heroes of peerless 

ability and skill. Aside from these 

fantastical depictions, the questions 

of who these historical champions 

were, what equipment they used, 

and how they did battle remain. 

These queries also lead tq an.even 

greater question, one that can he 

answered only on the battlefield 

of imagination: In a fifthL between 

these two breeds of 

legendary warriors., 

who would win? 

that each of our ideal combatants 

has been informed about the other 

and is therefore mentally prepared 

and composed. 

Of course, if we are supposing a 

clash between Iwo “typical warriors," 

we mu si also ask exactly what is con¬ 

sidered typical? The knigh ts of circa 

1100 CE and the samurai of circa 1200 

CE were roughly evenly matched iri 

equipment, but the same comparative 

warriors during the 1400s were quite 

dissimilar. Each of the two histori¬ 

cal warriors in question fought with 

equivalent technologies, under fairly 

similar dimateS and terrain, and for 

similar reasons, but it's difficult to 

think in terms of a “generic" medb 

eval knight or a "standard" samurai 

warrior. With respect to a European 

knight, it's also difficult to choose 

which nationality :and what type of 

nia sceiiAuie 
first of all, where would 

these two lone warriors meet, and 

under what circumstances? Since the 

conditions of this imaginary light could 

play a major factor, such an encounter 

would best take place on a flat, firm, 

open field with no cover and plenty of 

mom to maneuver. Although each is an 

accomplished horseman, it is conducive 

to have ffie single-corn bat duel occur on 

foot and without use of missile weap¬ 

ons. tn lores tingly, both combatants are 

probably used in Lhe same climate ant! 

weather, so this factor should not influ¬ 

ence their battle. 

There are many intangibles 

to consider. The ability of each 

com ba tan I in read or size up his 

opponent and determine the threat 

the cuher posed is an important 

consideration. Is each briefed on 

the nature of his opponent and his 

armaments, or is the encounter a, 

blind one in which neither knows 

anything about, his. adversary? 

Given these variables, let's assume 

Bushido is "the way of the horse and 

bow,” not “the way of the sword." 

warrior from which portion of the 

Middle Ages to use. With the samurai, 

though, we only deal with a single, 

homogenous culture. 

As for the .knight, are we assum¬ 

ing he wilt be a mail-dad Norman 

with sword and kite shield from the 

year LOSE? Perhaps he could be an 

English or French chevalier of 1 3 SO 

in partial plate with arming sword 

ready for.a judicial duel in a dosed 

ring? Will he be a Teutonic knight 

of circa 1500 i.n a hoad-to-toe suit of 

articulated Gothic plate-armor and 
wielding a bastard sword? 

Will the samurai be wearing the 

older box-like Kturornachi armor 

and armed with a tachi blade, or 

will he wear the later close-fitting 

Kamakura-period do-maru armor 

and use the more familiar katana? 

For that matter, would the samu¬ 

rai be allowed louse both his long 

katana and his wakizashi short 

sword together? 

TH0 !|IAF!Pte$S 
We. can reasonably assume that the 

personal attributes such as indi¬ 

vidual strength, speed, stamina, 

age, healtli. and courage are fairly 

consistent between such professional 

warriors. Assuming we can somehow 

control for these attributes, we can 

match combatants with some equal¬ 

ity, It is not unrealistic to believe that 

neither was likely decisively stronger 

or faster than tire other. I lowever, we 

emit discount physiology as a factor, 

which might be an advantage for 

the European (lfith-century samurai 

armor examples are sized for men 

around 5’3*:5'5", while European 

armor from the same period and 

earlier fit men ranging from just 

under 6' to about <>’5:r), but other 

evidence suggests average European 

heights in the l.bth century were fust 

above 5 feet. While 

the European concept 

of physical fitness 

among knights of the 

15th century empha¬ 

sized the classical 

Greco-Roman youthful physique of a 

narrow waist and broad shoulders on 

a lean frame, the Japanese ideal was 

one of a more mature man having a 

wider base and broader middle—no 

doubt reflecting the natural ethno¬ 

graphic characteristics of each race, 

but also influencing the fighting 

techniques, they employed, 

Wei might, also want to consider 

lhe forms of warfare in which each 

swordsman possessed experience. 

The early samurai engaged in a 

ritualized style of warfare where 

individual champions might fight 

separate battlefield duels foil owing 

established protocols, as opposed 

to a later mounted archery style of 

combat amid pike Formations of 

lesser foot soldiers. There .were a 

few large scale (often disastrous-) 

military expeditions to Korea and 

elsewhere, but most of a samurai's 

battles occurred iri the environment 

of his home islands- 



Knights emphasised mounted 

shock warfare with couched lances 

and—-off the field—a concern for 

diival.ric and judicial duels as well as 

tournaments of all kinds. The West¬ 

ern way of war was directed more at 

a traditional battle of annihilation 

as pari pf m overall campaign of 

conquest. Yet, individual challenges, 

whether to the death or not., were 

Ire quern. Knightly arms and armor 

were the result of a dynamic interac¬ 

tion of Latin, Celtic, and Germanic 

cultures as well, as Turkish and Ara¬ 

bian influences. The environment 

knights fought; in were extensive 

and. diverse, ranging from me cold 

of Scandinavia to Tire deserts of the 

Middle East, from the plains of West¬ 

ern Europe to the deep Forest of the 

East; and Lhe swamps, fields., and 

mountains in between. 

Culture might also 

play a role in this con¬ 

test. Samurai warriors 

existed in a hierarchical 

and conformist culture 

that rewarded obedi¬ 

ence and loyalty over 

individuality, KnEghi? existed in a 

more complex and fluid society that 

emphasized seT-expressimi with a 

long tradUion of reliance on indi 

viduai initiative, Both cultures had 

experience fighting against outsid¬ 

ers and foreigners: the Europea ns 

encountered the Turks. Mongols. 

Saracens, and others; the Japanese 

encountered (he Koreans, Chinese, 

Mongols, and others. Thus, in con¬ 

sidering the historical record on 

crQss-culiui.nl collisions in different 

locations, we might want to give the 

edge to the ttiore socially diverse 

Europeans on lids matter, 

On an individual basis, we must 

consider what effect the quality of 

Fatalism within the samurai code of 

bushido might play, or rather the res¬ 

olute acceptance of death that moti- 

v a ted i be fiercest s a tmi ub, We' can n ot 

overtook the quality of piety and faith 

that could motivate a noble knight to 

great feats, or of the ideals of chivalry 

that he might uphold to the death. It's 

possible a medieval European knight 

would have a certain disdain and 

scorn for his foreign, "pagan" adver¬ 

sary. Of course, the Japanese warrior's 

well-known atiiLude of proud invinci¬ 

bility and readiness to die For his lord, 

could equally make him vulnerable 

to an unfamiliar foe. Contempt for 

life and contempt for a dangerous, 

unknown opponent you might under¬ 

estimate cau lie a disastrous combi¬ 

nation, While courage is important, 

fighting spirit alone is itisuffioiem. 
Therc are surely intangibles here we 

cannot measure with any reliability. 

These and other iion-quantiFiaLde, 

psychological factors aside, we are left 

with armor, weapons, and training to 

decide the victor. 

THB ARmep 

Armor changes tilings in sword¬ 

play. If you've never trained in it, 

you can't imagine bow. it affects 

your movement and the execution 

of even simple actions. It has- been 

said that while Europeans designed 

their armor to defeat swords, the 

Japanese designed their swords 

to defeat armor. There is a cor lain, 

irulb lo this, buL it's a simplistic 

view. The lietter Japanese armor wap 

constructed of -jjtiuU overlapping 

lacquered metal scales or prices tied 

together with silk cords in order to 

specifically resist the slicing cut of 

the katana. It allowed significant 

freedom of movement while offer¬ 

ing excellent protection. If it got 

wet, however, the silk cords soaked 

up water and it became terribly 

heavy. Although the i:arlie'st styles 

of samurai armor were designed 

with large square plates- as a defense 

against arrows, the later'forms were 

intended primarily to be used by and 

against similarly equipped swords¬ 

men and to lessen the tremendous 

cutting- capacity of their blades,. It 

was dura bl e r effective; a nd p tov i.ded 

fur ample movement. How would 

it hold up to the stabs of a narrowly 

pointed knightly sword? Tins is an 

important question. 

Medieval European armor was 

designed and shaped more to deflect 

strikes and absorb blum force blows 

from lances and swords. A knight's 

armor varied from simple by mi os 

of fine-riveted mail, wh ich could 

absorb slices and prevent cuts, 10 

well-padded a.oft jackets and metal 

coats-of-plates, which were designed 

lo protect equally from concus¬ 

sion weapons as well as 

penetrating thrusts. A 

complete suit of fully 

articulated-rigid plate 

armor required special¬ 

ized weapons to effectively 

defeat it. Plate armor 

was emastruck'd lo be 

i i iv id n e ra bl e to sword cu Is even. 

it can be surmised, those ol tire 

exceptionally sharp katana, Soute 

hIgh-Fanking I fith century sum ili ili 

lords actually owned pieces of con¬ 

temporary European armor, gifts 

and purchases- which they even wore 

into battle. They did not prize them 

merely as exotica. For foot com¬ 

bat, this armor was- well balanced, 

maneuverable, and sometimes even 

made of tempered Steel. 11 was well 

suited for wear in combat, and is far 

from the awkward. lumbering cliche 

presented by Hollywood, 

Without weapons designed to 

defeat plate armor, any fighter 

armed with a sword alone (katana 

or not) would have difficulty. 

Indeed, full European plate armor 

with mail might very well dam¬ 

age the keen edge on particularly 

fine katanas. After all. we should 

not forget that despite I l ie katana's 

Without weapons designed to 

defeat plate armor, any fighter 

would have difficulty. 



vaunted cutting ability the samurai 

were able to successfully rely on 

their armors as defense against it. 

There is every reason to imagine 

knightly armor would have been 

just as effective if not more so. if 

we therefore assume the armors to 

be more evenly matched, say mail 

and partial plate for the knight as 

used around 1250, things would 

get more in lore si mg. However, the 

samurai did often- cany a thick dag¬ 

ger, which would have been quite 

useful against plate. Interestingly, 

each warrior was highly skilled In 

using armor-piercing daggers and 

with close-in grappling (something 

not generally known about knightly 

fencing skills}. 

THG SHiOLD 

We must consider 

whether the knight 

in this hypotheti¬ 

cal due! will be 

armed in the 

familiar shield and 

short sword style 

or will use only a 

single longs word? If armed with a 

shield, we must ask what kind? Will 

the knight employ a cerlter-gripped 

type with front umbo or one worn 

by enarine straps? Will the shield 

bo the highly effective "kite" shape 

’with its superb defense or one of the 

smaller, more maneuverable convex 

"heater" styles? How about a thick 

steel buckler? 

There's a reason virtually every 

culture developed the shield and 

why they were used for thousands 
of years: They were very effective. 

In 15th-century Europe, it was only 

the combination of the development 
of full plate armor and two-handed 

swords combined with heavy pole- 

arms and powerful missile weapons 

that finally reduced the long reign¬ 

ing value of the shield in warfare. 

The-medieval style of sword and 

shield fighting is distinctly different 

from the two-hand grip and quick 

full-arm slashing cuts of Kenjutsu. 

Medieval short swords are prop¬ 

erly wielded with more of a throw 

of the arm and a twist of the hips 

while making passing steps forward 

or back. Both cuts and thrusts are 

thrown from behind the shield while 

it-simultaneously guards, feints, 

defleeis, or presses. A sword and 

shield is a great asset over a single 

sword alone. Fighting with sword 

and shield offers a well-rounded and 

strong defense that safely permits a 

wide range of both direct and combi¬ 

nation attacks. 

The shield was not used in the 

ways typically shown in movies, 

video games, stage-combat, or his¬ 

torical role playing organ \v.n I ions. 

Fighting .against a medieval shield ls 

not simply a matter of maneuvering 

around It or aiming blows elsewhere, 

A sword can cut quite well from 

almost all angles around or under¬ 

neath a shield. Indeed, since the 

shield side is so well guarded, the 

opponent is the one limited to attack¬ 

ing to only one region—the non¬ 

shield side. As it comes out from 

behind the shield to strike, an attack¬ 

er's weapon can be counter-timed 

and counter-cut, which is an effective 

tactic to employ against a shield user. 

Yet. a shield user's attacks are not at 

ail one sided. A shield can be used 

offensively in a number of ways and 

at very close range. 

Katanas are powerful swords- 

used with strong techniques, bur 

thinking they could, simply cleave 

through a stout medieval shield is 

absurd, A shield cannot simply be 

sliced through, even with a lea tana. 

Medieval shields'were crafted of 

fairly thick wood covered in leather 

and usually trimmed in metal, mak¬ 

ing them highly maneuverable and 

difficult to cut into. More likely, a 

blade would be momentarily, stuck if 

it struck too forcefully. Unlike what 

is seen in the movies or described 

in heroic IE ter at lire, chopping into 

a shield's edge can temporarily 

cause Lhe sword blade to wedge into 

the shield for just an in slam and 

thereby be delayed in recovering or 

renewing an attack (and exposing 

the attacker's arms to a counter-cut). 

Shields without metal rims were 

even favored for this reason. 

Kenjutsu (Japanese swordsman¬ 

ship), although consisti ng of very 

effective counter-cutting actions, 

also has no real indigenous provi¬ 

sions for Fighting 

shields. A skilled 

warrior could cer¬ 

tainly improvise 

some, but those 

unfamiliar with the 

formidable effec¬ 

tiveness and ver¬ 

satility of a sword 

and shield combination would have 

a hard time. 

THe SfllHURATS SUAi'RD 

In major battles fought by both 

types of warrior, both samurais 

and knights typically wielded a 

sword in one or two-hands. For 

the knight, the primary weapons 

had always been the long lance 

and the sword, and to a lesser 

degree the poleaxe, dagger, and 

mace. The sword was always the 

foundational weapon of a knight's 

fencing training. For the.samurai, 

however, the sword was but one 

of three major weapons, along 

with the bow and the yard (thrust¬ 

ing spear) used from -horseback. 

We should consider that, despite 

their later acquired reputation for 

swordsmanship, the samurai's pri¬ 

mary weapon was, in fact, not the 

sword. The sword did not become 

As a sword, the Japanese katana 

is unmatched in its sharpness and 

cutting power. 



a premier weapon of samurai cul¬ 

ture and readi its tall status until 

Lhe mid-to lai.e-.l7th century, when 

the civil waning period ended. It 

is- something of a myth that every 

individual Japanese samurai was 

himself an expert swords man (no 
more true than that every Wild 

West cowboy was an expert gun- 

fighter). After all, the expression 

so - associated with hushido is ''the 

way of the horse and bow," not 

“the way of the sword." Besides, 

unlike knightly chivatric tales and 
coin ha i .accounts, "-he majority of 
single combats between samurai 

described in feudal Japanese litera¬ 

ture took place with daggers arid 

riol swords. for the sake of discus¬ 

sion, let us assume both fighters 

use swords in this imaginary case. 

As a sword, the Japanese katana 

is unmatched in 

its sharpness and 

cutting power. 

Furthermore, it is 

particularly1 good 

at cutting against 

metal (but it only 

cuts through other 

swords in movies and video games). 

However, medieval plate armor 

is well known for its resistance 

to cutting, and cutting, at a mov¬ 

ing target hidden by a shield or a 

greats w ord is not easy. While the 

edge of a katana is veiy strong, with 

a sharp cutting bevel, it is a thick 

wedge shape and still has to move* 

aside material as ii cuts. Although 

this is devastating on a draw slice 

against flesh and bone, it is much 

less effective against armors. Real¬ 

izing this, several styles of Japanese 

swordsmanship devised specific 

techniqucs not to cu.t -at armor, but 

to stab and dr rust at tire gaps and 

joints of it just as the Europeans 

did against their own plate armor. 

Except for major conflicts in Korea 

and encounters against the Mon¬ 

gols,, the katana developed in com¬ 

parative isolation and is not quite 

the "ultimateword” some of its 

ardent admirers occasionally build 

it up as. The katana’s exceptionally 

hard edge was prone to chipping 

and needed frequent re-polishing, 

and its blade could break or bend 

the same as any other sword might. 

M was not designed to take a great 

deal of abuse, and is not as-flexible 

nor intended to directly oppose soft 

or bard armors as some forms of 

medieval swords had to be. 

The katana’s design was not set 

in stone, tt was changed and alLered 

over the centuries like any other 

sword, being slowly improved ur 

adapted to the, different needs and 

lastes of its users in terms of cross 

section, curvature, and length. In the 

13th century. For instance, hs.point 

had to.be redesigned because it was 

prone to snapping against the metal 

reinforced ''studded" leather armor 

(ess cti t i.al I y equ iyalon l bo E u co | >ca n 

brigandine armor) of the Mongols 

and Chinese. By the 18th century 

its blade, no longer.■earnestly used 

against armors, tended to be made 

longer, lighter, and thinner for class¬ 

room practicing, 

True, Japanese feudal warriors did 

have their own form of gveatsword 

in the tong no dachi blades. Those, 

however, were employed specifi¬ 

cally by lower ranking foot-soldiers 

against horses (and presumably, cm 

occasion:, .against pikes). Ko. we can¬ 

not draw an equivalency between 

these and medieval greatswords used 

in knightly fencing arts-or to the true 

two-handers of 16th-century Euro¬ 

pean battlefields. 

Overall, the katana was a very well- 

rounded design: excellent a: cutting 

and slicing, yet good at thrusting and 

suitable, for armored or unarmored . 

fighting on foot or horseback, cither 

one or two-handed. Ii was a care¬ 

fully crafted and beautiful weapon 

reflecting generations of artistry and 

fearsome necessity, but it was still 

only a sword—a man-made tool of 

•well-tempered.and expertly polished 

metal. Although the details of manu¬ 

facture differed, they were made 

by the same fundamental scientific 

processes ofiicating and working 

ore by shaping and grinding as were 

other fine swords around the world 

throughout history. 

TUG KniQWrS SUJ&PD 
Having equipped Our samurai, we 

must turn bo the sword to be used 

by our knightly combatant It must 

be understood that there was a 

g re.a I. d Ivors i tv o f kn igh 11 y .swords 

and armor types. 

European swords 

were, in a sense, 

always specialized 

rather than gen¬ 

eralised designs: 

There were swords 

for foot combat, 

swords for horseback, single and 
double-handed swords, straight and 

curved swords, swords for,armored 

and for unarmored fighting, swords 
lor tournaments, swords for civil¬ 

ian dueling, swords ideal just for 

thrusting or just fur cutting, and 

a words only for training. 

A knight's sword-was typically 

a one-banded weapon originally 

intended specifically for u.se with 

a shield. Their blades are wide and 

fairly thin, but rigid, with e hist Hike 

edges iniemionally designed for cut¬ 

ting through mail armor and deep 

into flesh and bone with a quick, 

forceful blow. They were light, agile, 

and stiff, yet flexible enough to 

withstand the stress of use. They 

varied from the-wider, flatter kinds 

Ip ngid, tapering, sharply pointed 

variations welt suited for stabbing 

both plate and laminated-armors. 

European swords were, in a sense, 

always specialized rather than 

generalized designs. 



Tlit later wide-based and acutely 

pointed style of bastard sword was 

superb at thrusting. So, even though 

| a paries e armor was made of the 

same quality steel as their weapons, 

nothing in its crafting made it supe¬ 

rior to armors European blade's were 

designed to penetrate. 

Although the medieval sword 

and shield combination was fairly 

common, longer blades usable in 

two hands were in widespread use 

from about 1250 to roughly L600 

in Europe. When we lalk about 

medieval European longswords or 

war-swords (or even greatswords), 

we are not dealing with a single 

uniform style. Some swords had 

wide, flat blades with parallel edges 

well suited to powerful cuts. Later, 

swords specifically designed for fac¬ 

ing heavier armor, had narrower, 

much more rigid blades of dia¬ 
mond or hexagonal cross-sections 

that tapered to hard, sharp points. 

They were used to bash at armor 

before stabbing and thrusting into 

[dints and gaps. They could also be 

employed to thrust like short spears 

or slam like war hammers, yet they 

were still capable of cutting at more 

lightly armored opponents. 

The difference between these two 

European blades is significant and 

once more underscores the distinc¬ 

tion between ihe manner of using 

a katana and a straight medieval 

European sword. The tapering blade 

Form has a different, eetiler of bal¬ 

ance and is often lighter. Its point 

of percussion is located farther 

down the blade, and its fine point 

is capable of making quick, accu¬ 

rate, and strong thrusts. 'Ihe wider 

style can make, a somewhat greater 

variety of strikes and delivers more 

effective cuts overall. The latter is 

more agile and easier lo guard and 

parry with. It can also more easily 

employ its versatile hilt in binding, 

trapping, and striking. Its propen¬ 

sity] e of use (wiLh its tighter move¬ 

ments, various thrusts, and infight¬ 

ing with the hilt) is rarely depicted 

with any accuracy in movies and 

staged performances. 

The reach factor also cannot 

be Overlooked. Although a skilled 

fighter can effectively use a shorl 

blade against a long blade or vice 

versa, and although neither long- 

swords nor katanas had standard¬ 

ized lengths, overall the katana is 

significantly shorter than European 

iwo-banded swords and great- 

swords. A longer weapon with two- 

edges docs have advantagespe¬ 

cially if used by a man taller than 

the wielder of a shorter, single- 

edged weapon. 

Surprisingly, the longs word or 

greats word is arguably a more com¬ 

plex weapon than the katana. It has 

two edges that can be used, as well 

as a versatile crossguard and pom¬ 

mel permitting a variety of special¬ 

ized techniques. Another demerit 

to consider is that European swords 

could be used in "half-sword''' 

techniques where the second hand 

grips the blade itself tp wield the 

weapon in bashing, deflecting, 

binding, and trapping as a pole-axe 

or short spear ran lie used. This 

was especially effective in fighting 

against plate armor. 

Knightly blades could be excellent 

swords, but they are oiten denigrated 

merely as crude hunks of iron while 

samurai swords ate venerated and 

exalted sometimes to the point of 

absurdity by collectors-, enthusiasts, 

and films. The bottom line is that 

medieval swords weie indeed well- 

made, light, agile lighting weapons 

equally capable of delivering dismem¬ 

bering cuts or cleaving deep into 

body cavities. They were far from ihe 

clumsy, heavy things they’re often 

portrayed as in popular media and 

far, far more than a mere "dub with 

edges,” Interestingly, the weight of 

katanas compared Lo longs words is 

very dose, with each on average being 

less than 4 pounds. 
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THG SW&fcDSmftmHlP 

If instead of a shield and sword wo 

match a knight with a locigsword 

or greats word against the katana- 
armed samurai, this makes a sig¬ 

nificant difference iri how we judge 

the fight. We must nol kill into the 

trap, of judging the medieval Eong- 

5 word in terms of what we know 

about classical Japanese fencing, ll 

is a mistake to think the straight, 

double-edged medieva l sword with 

cruciform-hilt is handled |i.ko a 

curved katana. While there are cer¬ 

tainly similarities and universal com¬ 

monalties between the two styles of 

swordsmanship [such as in stances 

and cuts), there aid also significant 

and fundamental differences:. They 

cadi make the .same basic seven or 

eight cuts and thrusts. As a curved 

blade with an especially keen edge, 

the katana is superior in the poten¬ 

tial use of quick, shore slices, Yet. 

as a long, straight blade tapering 

to a keen point, the longs word i£ 

better at thrusting. Additionally, its 

dual edges, enabled by a gra&pabte 

pommel, allow it to aLtack along 

more hn.es than the eight standard 

cuts. Having two edges to work 

with permits back-edge and reverse 

cuts. This allows a larger number of 

strikes from different angles. 

The katana is wielded in a quick, 

flowing manner with a torque of 

the grip as well as a push of the 

hips. Pulling a curved blade in this 

way makes it slice as it shears. The- 

footwork is more linear, with short, 

quick hopping {even shuffling} steps. 

Iu contrast to the slicing slash of 

a curved, single-edged. Japanese 

blade, medieval swords wore made 

for hacking, shearing cuts delivered 

primarily from the elbow and shoul¬ 

der and employing wide passing 

steps. The movements are larger, 
with more fast whirling actions as 

the two edges are employed, the 

pommel alone gripped, or the hands 

changed to different positions on the 

hilt. As a straight blade, it strikes 

more wi th a pomt-cf-perctission on 

the 6 to & inches of blade down from 

the point as opposed to the cu rved 

katana, wliich uses more-of the first 

few inches, if we bring into the 

equation the medieval bastard sword 

with compound-hilt of side-rings and 

bar-guards as well aa half-grip handle 

using various methods of holding, 

this could also be a significant factor, 

Such hilts allow for a variety of one 

or iwo-band gripping options and 

gives-su.per.iar tip control for thrust- 

ingor edge alignment. 

When contrasting these two 

styles of sword we -should also 

keep in mind a n umber of points. 

We classify each as longs words 

and both wore designed for the 

same purpose: killing. Differences 

between them result from the par¬ 

ticularities of their functions and 

the ways they accomplish their 

goals. We should also keep.in mind 

that Japanese swords and sword- 

arts reflect a living tradition, and 

one with a long-standing interest 

group in the West promoting ils 

study, in contrast, the medieval 

heritage has for decades had virtu¬ 

ally nothing but Hollywood fantasy 

and roleplayers representing it. 

From this, it can be seen That a 

direct com parison of a Europea n 

sword to a Japanese one is not pos¬ 

sible. They are "apples and ©raiig&f,?- 

so to speak. 

emKHTGP qilGSSGS 

As our hypothetical fight ensues, 

any number of things might hap¬ 

pen, In tire course of striking at one 

.another, a chance blow by either 

side could end the fight. The katana 

might or might not be able to make 

a lethal or incapacitating cut [some¬ 

thing difficult to do against pLate 

armor, let alone a mail coat with a 

shield). The knight, unfamiliar with 

the nature of his opponent, might 

throw out a strike that makes him 

vulnerable to a well-timed counter¬ 

attack- Of course, the samurai might 

|ji 



also underestimate the power of the 

medieval a word's deriving blows 

and agile tbw&ts-r even against his 

armor. The average European two- 

hand sword is as much as a foot 

longer I ban the average katana and 

i'v. no I at all slow or. defensive. It 

has a versatile hilt used for bidding, 

trapping., arid parrying, The katana 

is also a fast weapon that cuts 

strongly and guards well. 

There tsdm numerous techniques 

for infighting using the long-sword's 

"'half" guards, and there are also 

many techniques for striking with 

a shield, but then' the katana excels 

at'•close-in slices. Of course, against 

good armor, such action's can be neg¬ 

ligible, and fighting against shields. 

wa$ relatively unknown in: Japan. 

So on one band, the knight's light¬ 

ing style—either of close-in sword 

and shield clashing, or large passing 

steps with long-reaching shearing 

cuts and plunging thrusts with a 

iongswoed or greatsword—'might 

give him the advantage; On the other 

hand, the intense, focused, counter- 

cutting style of Lhe samurai with his 

razor-keen blade and own Experience 

in armored fighting might instead 

give' him the advantage. 

Jt could be argued that the samu¬ 

rai by nature would have a tactical 

advantage in attitude and fortitude 

as a result of the psychological ole¬ 

in cuts of his training, l ie is well- 

known in have integrated unarmed 

techniques into his repertoire as well 

as having a keen sense of an oppo¬ 

nent's strengths and weaknesses. 

Still, much of this is intangible 

and subjective, besides, although 

not widely appreciated, it Is now 

well-documented (particularly from 

medieval Italian and German fight¬ 

ing manuals) that European knights 

and men-at-arms fully integrated 

advanced grappling, wrestling, and 

disarming techniques into their 

lighting skills. There is no evidence 

to the myth that knightly martial 

culture was any less Sophisticated 

or highly developed than its Asian 

counterparts—its traditions and 

methods only fell out of use with 

the social and technological changes 

brought about by advances in fire¬ 

arms and cannoni. 

Those who lb ink the medieval 

sword and shield were just brutish, 

artless armaments are as greatly mis¬ 

informed as those who imagine the 

katana was handled in some mysteri¬ 

ous and secret manner and can cut 
through anything. While 1l is known 

th# the average samurai had a large 

inventory of unarmed fighting tech¬ 

niques at his disposal, these too would 

Ik: unlikely to play a part against a 

shi eld-wielding- warrior. 

Keeping 

H<JPd>THGSlS BE&AD 

So, given the Complexities of the 

question of what kind of knightly 

arms and armor front what period 

we could consider in a hypothetical 

knight-samurai encounter it might be 

easier to just imagine an imarmored 

duel, sword against sword, without 

shields. Let's assume then that our 

croSs-culturai gladiatorial fantasy 

would be fought by two ret pic live 

15 til Ce n I to y w :l r r i o I'S w i th si r i gl e 

H wo ids. alone:. In this way, we essen¬ 

tially have two fighting men experi¬ 

enced in using a long sword as well 

as tig bring unarmored. 

'I bis solves a lot of questions, but 

even here the issue Is problematic. 

WC si ill need to ask what kind of 

katana and what kind of iongSword? 

What length of blade and handle? 

There was riO generic model for 

either weapon, alter all. So. assuming 

that we choose two weapons of com¬ 

parative dimensions, W could choose 

lhe knightly, longs word of: the ctuci- 

form-hilted, double-edged, slightly 

tapering variety. 

Under this scenario, the katana 

would have a slight advantage. It's, 

adept in unartnored, cut-and-thrust 

lighting where the slightest wound 

from ils keen edge could perhaps 
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sever a hand or disable an arm. It 

could also thrust well and might 

even threaten a pressing or slicing 

draw if close in. The half-sword in g 

techniques of the longsword would 

also not be nearly 

as viable here, -pi 

although its hilt * ^ ^ 

design might prove 

useful. While the 

longs word would be menacing in its 

quick and long-reaching thrust, its 

stabbing attacks 'would perhaps not 

be that unfamiliar to a samurai used 

to facing spears. On the other hand, 

the knight would not 1m: unused to 

facing a curved single-edged blade, 

likely being skilled in or familiar 

with the falchion, badelaire, messer, 

long grosseme-sser, and even Turk¬ 

ish scimitars. So again, the outcome 

of the match would come down to 

in tangibles of personal attitude and 

individual prowess. 

Some would suggest that the samu¬ 

rai was simply a better swordsman 

and more tenacious warrior and would 

likely out-fight his European counter¬ 

part, Others argue a skilled, superbly 

conditioned knight using eifber a 
sword and shield combination or a 

longsword or greatsword in full mail 
or plate would be near invulnerable 
and brutally overpowering. Practitio¬ 

ners who are experienced with one 

type of blade tend to favor whatever 

they're most familiar with¬ 

in one sense, we .are talking 

about very different approaches 

to armed personal defense, but 

it's all the same when reduced to 

two armed combatants facing one 

another. There are many universal 

commonalities and shared funda¬ 

mentals between both European 

and Japanese feudal warriors, but 

there were also significant tech¬ 

nical and stylistic differences in 

their respective approaches. If not, 

their martial histories and their 

arms and armors would not have 

been so distinct. 

S® UJHAT CAI1 
UJG R€AUL9 Ktt&tyl? 
Overall, there are far too many vari¬ 

ables and unknowns to decisively 

fudge who would win in a battle 

better fighter wins the 

between a knight and samurai. The 

fight cannot be reduced to any gener¬ 

alized Statements about who had the 

historical advantage in skill or who 

had the superior array of arms and 

armor. All we can really do is give 

an opinion based cm what we know 

about these warriors' means, and 

manners of combat. 

Before roflexively reacting with a 

strong opinion, one way or another 

when thinking about this subject, 

wo might want to atop to ponder 

I he same imaginary contest as held 

between two samurai, such as a 

samurai of the Murojnachi era ver¬ 

sus a Kamakura one, We could do 

the same for the knight, posing the 

pro blem of who would defeat whom: 

an 1 Ub.-.century Flemish knight or 

a 14th-century Burgundian one? By 

doing this simple mental exercise, 

we can see the inherent problems 

of arguing one way or another over 

such imaginary fights. 

While the techniques and prin¬ 

ciples of ken juts u are highly effec¬ 

tive, they might be dimly pressed 

to combat the proven efficacy-of a 

warrior using the sword and shield 

method—a technique tbaL proves 

doubly effective against an opponent 

with a single sword. As well, the 

formidable utility and versatility of 

European longs words or greatsword s 

cannot be ignored, especially when 

combined with European armor, 

although a fine katana can also be a 

truly awesome weapon. 

There are many other factors that 

could be raised when speculating on a 

hypothetical cbmbal between a knight 

and a samurai. In the end though, 

the question of who would win such 

a duel is really unanswerable. Being a 

great warrior is a matter of individual 

ability and technical factors that are 

not exclusive to 

r i , any one culture-or 
f I g FI L. time period, The 

better lighter wins 

the fight, and 

whoever does win is therefore consid¬ 

ered the better fighter—or at least the 

more fortunate. 
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F4>l}G'4>TTE!t I^EALfllS: . 

D6W In recenbyears, Atari has made an 

impassive mark on the console 

and.computer game industries, 

publishing a host of popular games 

under the Dungeons & Dragons 

license, including such Lilies as Dun- 

t RONS if DtiAGtii-fs Heroes, Nevmvwtfisr 

Nights, anti fb& Ttmfa of. Elements) 

Evil, Bach of these games; has did i ydj 

ered the feel and experience-of the 

t)&D roleplaying game in new and 

graphical]v esf.dting ways. Working 

with the designers: at Storm front Stu¬ 

dios, best known for their game* lord 

oft he Rings: The Two Tvwm and Pud of 

Radiance: ftniiis. of Myth Drai-mor; these 

innovative: corn pail ies have teamed up 

to redefine &&D in a wholly unique 

way. The result of this collaboration 

appears this month with For got- 

TEfiptfMALiM Demon :Sl$pJ an action 

adventure game fob.the Playstation. 2 

and Khox set in one of the most popu 

larioiepiaysngsetliugs sjT all time. 

Stomifront SttEdio.v awafd-winning 

Lord of itar Rings game engine blende 

the control of console game play with 

cinematic visuals, giving the player 

the fed of controlling a-movie,This 

design is made all the more remark¬ 

able as actors Michael Clarke Duncan 

and Patrick Stewart lend their voices.' 

to diameters created by New York 

Times-bestselling author R.A. Salva¬ 

tore. With dements taken directly 

from Salvatore's novd, The Two 

Stvordi, and other Forgotten Realms 

products, ptayddget to see and 

bear their favorite heroes not only 

brought to life, but put under illeir 

control, including one of the Realms' 

most recognizable characters; Drizzt 

Do'Urden. These features, applied 

to a world filled with creatures, con¬ 

cepts, and rules straight from the 

Dungeons & Dragons rolepkiying 

game, set the stage for a dynamic 

D&.D experience. 
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Besides the task of creating a unique 

fantasy story using the core Dun¬ 

geons & Dragons' rules. Storm front 
Studios faced tile challenge of pre- 

senting players with experiences and 

options unlike those in any other 
action •game. 

One of the most unique elements 

of pettier,; Stone is that even though 

the.;game operates in real time, the 

player controls-an entire party of 

three characters. “To us, playing as a 

party of heroes with different skills, 

and the plethora of different choices 

that offers,.is the core-of D&.D,"says 

Storm front Studios president, Don 

Daglow. lTFrom this, we came to the 

idea that the player could switch 

on the fly between three different 

heroes." These three heroes, each ke 

to Djjfpjon Siene'n far-reaching story, 

would become Alius the sorcerer, 

Zhai the half-drow rogue, and ftanne 

the fighter:, who made his first appea 

a nee in the R.A. Salvatore novel. The 

live Swords. 

Witli three separate characters am 

no lime to take turns: or program 

actions, most players might expect 

the unused party members to merpl 

sit back and watch the action, or eve 

inexplicably disappear when not in 

use. However, Storm front lias come 

up with a more creative solution, 

making the unused characters your 

active allies throughout every eneou; 

ter. "The AI of the- non-con trolled 

heroes is really strong," Daglow 

explains. “They will kill enemies tha 

have fallen on the ground, cast pro- 



ft 

tective spells when the par tv .is low on 

hit points cast hold spells when there 

are too many enemies, use darkness 

to launch streak attacks,.sitid so on." 

J'li us, by followi ng the active, charac¬ 

ter's lead, the actions of a cohesive 

team of adventurers remain within 

the player's control through every 

step of the game, However, basic 

game control istf t the only way the 

characters work together. 

Demon Stone, promotes tlre use of a 

party over focus on an individual charac¬ 

ter, much the fame way traditional D&.D 

does. As such. die party relies on the 

i iiiii.|ue strengths arid skills of its mem¬ 

bers to aid rhem on their adventures. 

To do tins. Atari and Storm front had to 

trail.sl.:.itr- a number of D&D rules and 

.abilities into graphics that both make 

.sense within the world of the game and 

allow the player; to maintain control; 

,JWe always try to Jive within Ure spi ri.c 

of the rules ofD&D.'says Da glow. "For 

esttfmpld, we have used symbolic imag¬ 

ery'to depit: L bow hide in shadows and 

sneak attack work. Once ZEui, tire rogue, 

enters shado w, sire becomes translucent 

to show that she bid soccer fully, Once 

she leaves the shadow, she remains 

translucent for a little while to show 

Urat enemies still have hi seen her—she 
continues to make her roll. She. can them 

launch .a sneak attack on enemies. This 

is ini example of keeping the spirit of the 

rule alive while preseuti hg i t to our a t id i- 

ence in a visually appealing way," 

besides drawing on familiar skills 

and abilities^ Demon Siam has added a 

now concept to D&D's tliemes of team 

interaction and cooperation. "Each one 

of tire three heroes, has a special attack. 

Thu fighter's is the Whirlwind Attack 

feat that does massive damage in a 

toOhegrer-; arc. The player also jhas ilie 

choice to: fire off a team attack," Da glow 

c^piaihs. “During dais attack, all three 

heroes unleash devastating attacks that 

inflict heavy damage.to all enemies in 

the area around the heroes." 

TPfSE Ip#VIE 

EjfpE^IERCE 
Besides tightly holding :o many of 

Dungeons & Dragons’ core concepts. 

Demon Rtemrako breaks new ground 

on several console gaming fronts, IJij- 

liring and improving upon rook and 

techniques first used in the Lard of the 

Rings: The iluo Tou-er.? action game, 

Demon Stone's development was much 

the $ amends a major motion picture. 

"As the power of our development 

took and the video game platforms 

grows, wo can. use more and more of 

the techniques of cine ma to enhance 

the player experience—without losing 

track of the fact that this is a game, 

not a movie!"- says Daglow. "From the 

beginning we have treated dtis game 

like an epic acti on-ad venture film. ft. A. 

Salvatore pushed hard to make sure 

the game play unfolded in a way that 

stayed focused around the story, while 

Boh Good man, the Emmy Award-win¬ 

ning writer who created the game's 

dialogue. brought that same focus to 

tire characters.' 

Perhaps owing to these cinematic 

techniques, Demurs- Sitmt; offers play¬ 

ers more than just control over stag¬ 

nant action heroes-, but a chance to 

interact with fully realised characters. 

"The characters in Bmm Stow have 

personalities that play out as the story 

advances," Daglow explains, "For 



■example, Zhai is half diow. At the 

begi no big of the story, she and Ran- 

nek, a lawful good human, don't see 

eye to eye much, Not only do thechar- 

actors grow in their respective fighting 

and magical abilities during the game, 

they also grow in their mlaiioii ships." 

Probably the most exciting and obvi¬ 

ously movie I i ke dement of Demm 

SB?ieis its reliance on the aedng 

talents of some of the best-known 

names in the fantasy, and sd-fi movie 

industries, notably tire participation 

of actors Michael Garke Duncan and 

Patrick 5tewarL Both award-winning 

and internationally acclaimed actors 

lend their distinctive voice talents to 

bring characters -ifi Demon SEokc to 

Jite. Michael Garke Duncan 

The Creep?- Miik) provides Lhe voice for 

Ygorl., a powerful shad lord intent on 

leading tire hordes of T ini ho in laying 

bloody siege to the Realms. Patrick 

Stewart (X-iVfi;n, Star Trr.k: The Next 

Generation) lends Iris voice to one of 

the best-known heroes of the r:QT?r.0T- 

tek Realms as KbelbEin "Blacks; calf 

Amusun, working to defend the 

Realms against the evils encroaching 

upon it. They are merely two of tire 

F}.A. SALVAT(f)I}E 
In a- &>« move, Storm fronr Studios 

did more than ask for .suggestions 

abuul the' world they had begun 

designing;; they enlisted FLA, Salva¬ 

tores rich sniaginatibrt and knowl¬ 

edge of.ftealmslom Prom designing 

the story. participating in the incep¬ 

tion of each character, and assuring 

t) Lat his, niost popula r cha racier was 

depicted a s lie i n tended, Sejbatim? 

badan important part in Auitoii 

&omds creation; 

Due hi' R.A. Salvatore's vital roles 

involved working with die game's 

designers tooente a story that not 

only would lend itscif to a video 

game format bill would remain 

distinct to lire roRcoTTHM Rpums, 

“The <tory ccmurs on three-adven¬ 

turers who Eind.ihe-rtksoh'es ip the 

middle of a potentially devas-l riling 

conflict l>fi tween the.gilhyanki.iind 

Lhe S;inadir" says .Salvatore. "Will urn t 

going into too much Spoiler detail, 

events am-underway that will lead to 

catastrophe ual&S our hemes can 

interr i Ept a u d del ha t rl le-rh. I I's aki ti 

to being in the middle of acoiillict 

be; tween two saperpbwr^ and-hav- 

mg a vested interest in snaking sure 

that neither aide wans!" 

With sueti an epic plot devel¬ 

oping. Salvatore had io carefully; 

work within the. confines of a 

video game, forcing annscagbifiss 

of dialogue und focus on player- 

moirvated decisions'th a l proved to 

be morcinhibiChg than writing' 

a novel, Usings video game as 

a medium didn't mean the story 

could rih-bf? told well, only I hat lhe 

stdpytelling Iliad to-be done in a dif¬ 

ferent way. "The story in this gartn1 

goes forward and mover back, 

ducksa round turn c-rs and goes ofJ 

in unexpected directions—-I hope!” 

■Salvatore, relates,;-^1 have to-say 

that none of.thal could have been 

possible without the imiovirig coop- 

oration I received from the team 

at Atari and Stornifrcrnt, lc really 

Was a team effort to try to blend 

story!clhhg <md-gamo play. Nunc of' 

us wanted the topical huge breaks 

in the playing action to rhhfyldkw 

thin toki a story. Wc wauled to go 

to lhe nest love) a rid hit the .story 

unfold to the player liifef'ieplaying," 

Salvatore also had a Kigniftcanl 

hand in developing lhe? depic¬ 

tion of his. best-known charaster, 

DriKKt DdUrden. Midway through 

Dr.-mtm Suite's plot, players have 

tlto opportunity to gain Di.'iv/i 

as a playable party member, The 

abilil.tos rind role of the'scimitar- 

wielding drow fiord hove largely 

renin inud. a kccici , hui. Salvatore 

Seemed hopeh'il abou! the way the 

game depict:; him. “{This is] the 

first lime E've bden involved- intrf- 

caiely. in the Inclusion of DrizzL 

into a game, go I hope that lie's 

ftprly coushtonl with my vision 

ofiiim, Tile, format is-diffcrum, 

tolivioiikl^.a-nd so his-'dialogue lias 

"to-strve i mom con ri se slid diWCl 

purpeuie than it likely would in a 

novel formal. Also, fust Jin ding 

;a voice lo til him is no tiling I've 

liver though L of before. It's very 

Grange, in loll the lrulh(j“ 

AJthough ifs unclear at ihr 

moment whether future Realms- 

I ore wilt itK'.prporaf.e events from 

I lie game or the role IMsrch plays 

in ibeiTi. tinman Si-oJie presents an 

adventure pot to be missed. bodi 

due to its dy-urimic .story and'1 [ic¬ 

on Iqueii ess of its creation. "Video 

games are the wave uf'faritrisy^ 

future, witlroul s doubt." predicts 

S a I va tore. "Authors, and .desi gri <•■ rs 

have been struggling with this for 

years now. Where do each fit in. 

regarding the process? What blend 

of StoryldUing and game action 

will .prove the mosl fun and fulfill¬ 

ing for everyone involved? Tve 

been asking these questions For 

years; bnici with regard?; ter pa per 

gaming and Computer gaining. 

Now 1 Was given the chance to 

explore thci?e Important-questions 

even further, and I certainly waurr'l 

going lo pass 11uiI upj" 
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actors giving voice to the petsonali- ■ 

lies of i.l 10 Forgotten Realms. Damon 

Stone offers players a chance not only 

l o see an impressive vision, of then* 

fayaritc campaign setting, but.also to 

hear it as they never have before! 

An even more unique aspect of 

fy'nu.m Si on i; is that fan. Favorite -attthpr 

and chronicler of the fbUGrtTm-j 

Realms., R,A. Salyaforje, had such a 

major band in this project. "R.A. Sal¬ 

vatore had a Jot to do with the Dri/oi 

model and bow it looked. Because he 

was involved at the very beginning of 

the-game by; creating the unde dy¬ 

ing story; Salvatore had a massive 

impact on the locale5 and the 

eiwrnirs wediose," Daglow 

says. This opportunity 

to play one of the most 

cefebrated heroes of 

the fOEGOTTSN RliAT.MS, 

realized as his creator 

ititended him; is perhaps one 

of the most anticipated opportunities 

Demon Stone presents. However, the 

creation of one of its most .noteworthy 

cliaracfcr?. wastfi the only role R, A. Sal¬ 

vatore played’in Demon SrcFit iT cveati oh. 

Din-rum Siones designers at Storm - 

Irani Studios have made every 

attempt to incorporate the rules and 

fee) of the pen-and-paper Dungeons 

a. Dragons roleplaying game into 

a video game medium. ' Many of us 

here, at Stormfront have been playing 

D&D since the Eilne Book—I have 

one on my desk—and so getting the 

feeding of D&D was really important 

to us." president Don Da glow says. 

The results of this passion for role- 

playing and the D&D Tules is evidenL 

in the game's system of decision 

making and customization. 

The most immediate, notice¬ 

ably D&33 elements of Stone 

are central to the game's play and 

storyline; the characters. Drawing 

off iconic ideas straight from the 

■Player's Handbook and themes from 

die FoRGorrEH Realms, a skilled 

fighter, devor sorcerer, and sneaky 

rogue make up the party. With the 
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same ab.il.ii.jet and options as the cor¬ 

responding pen-and-pa per version-s,of 

these dasses, recognisable core D&D 

abilities as varied as sneak attacks 

and spelkasiing remain at the play¬ 

er's fingertips throughout the game, 

In many action games, character 

progression means finding bigger 

and more destructive weapons. In 

Demon Stine, character progres¬ 

sion has i he same meaning it does 

in Dungeons a. Deacons: players 

choosirig which skills to advance and 

feats to possess as their characters' 

abilities become all the more spec¬ 

tacular, As the characters gain experi¬ 

ence-ami levels{'the player's decisions 

define what their heroes van do and 

how successful they are at using 

special abilities arid making attacks. 

" bach of the three characters is totally 

customizable, having a large number 

of unique: feats and skill upgrades 

they can purchase using their experi¬ 

ence," notes Daglow. D&D players are 

sure to recognize and make consider¬ 

able use of skills like Hide and Move 

Silently; while a number of feats, 

including the fighter's devastating 

Whirlwind'Aback, arc given center 

stage with full animations. 

Promising to be-an action game, 

Demtin Stunt, makes full use of D&D's 

combat system, although in.a real- 
lime style. "The thing that's different' 

aboii i i he game is the pacing of the 

action, but 'under I he hood' all the 

basics of Dfx-p are there," Da glow 

notes. "When you play traditional 

D&D with friends, you picture the 

combat taking place -in a fast and furi¬ 

ous exchange, and i t's that world! of 

D&D imagination' that we recreate." 

As with any fantasy game in any 

medium, l.he presentation and use of 

magic in I he game is one of the inte¬ 

gral elements, especially in a world 

as rich in.magic as the Forgotten 

Realm's. Dungeons & D.rago'NG bus a 

vast number of options and rules fir 

casting spells, spell effects, and using 

magic items, in I he past, all erupts to 

convert the sheer number of options 

and rules regarding magic into video 

game terms have had varying degrees 

of success. However. Demote Stone 

meets this challenge head-on. "We 

look advantage of I he sorcerer's quality 

of knowing a few spell5, hut being able 

to cast them many times," explains 

Da glow. "O&D players will recognize 

spells such as Melf's add arnng light¬ 

ning i>uk, power word Idli, confusion, 

pHbtctiQttfkm evil, charm monster, and 

so on. In ihe end, we Feel strongly that 

.the spell system in Demon Stone will 

feci .like the P&D system, just geared 

far-a faster experience,"; 

Oven more central to any rolephty- 

ing game than the nites is the story, 

a concept that. Dmirrn Slow, adheres 

to even as an action-driven game. 

Although the characters' actions and 

the player's decisions remain the 

focus of the story, tiemtm Stoat t< 

filled with new ideas and situations 

just wailing lo be explored by video 

garners and pen-and-pa per m.k:play¬ 

ers alike, "We've added to the lore of 

the Forgotten Realms, as well as to 

the history of races, like the slaad and 

the githyanki,” says Da glow. "We'd 

realty like to see what folks do with 

these-new stories we've added." 12 



% fiat Maclean 

itiiistratpd bfy ttdfr Thamjjik 

f \ vs ris® envy, gluttony, 1 us!:,-: sloth, wrath, and pnde- 

\ 11' ey^ptak to the darkest :pnrts of the mortal soul -and 

' can |ii ihemc&t pious to depravity Thly gnaw 

upon the deepest jj|p§£es and burrow: into the'niost hidden 

feats. Such is fcB^-iature of the seven deadly, sins. 

From these dJtrki;^ vtegs come untold power, iivaikdjjp' 
lo :-.n;. crclmv v.-iiling mercy In >.i.: nl. '11:11- ok ioi. dy 

appr^^^lc.Fdf evil-characters and villainous NFCs, the ' 

ulerit (torhauts dp scribed here .ate suitable foL any align- .j 
meni Thumpst saintly characters struggle with their -base 

passffona’v and thdgodv they worship embrace or fall wetlrii 
to tviortai depravity ih' <?q ual thtfi.: Subject to these i niejub 

tips, those who serve'the Cause of good despite tfea&fiaws 

*td heroes all the more. 
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Avarice is 

the desire for 

wealth, whether 

it is materia] 

goods, knowl¬ 

edge, or any 

other tdriceiv- 

abte item or 

concept that 

could have value. This kind of exces¬ 

sive, covetous greed causes creatures 

to take more then tiiey could ever use, 

regardless of the needs of others. 

Clerics of avarice covet ah they can 

get: working for flee is anathema for 

them. When the time comes to divide 

up party treasure, they are not afraid 

to explain why they deserve a greater 

share, but they are also willing bo take 

tremendous risks to justify their claims. 

Granted Power: Once per day, as a 

standard action, you may determine 

the most valuable item within 30 feet. 

An item's value is determined by its 

listed gold-piece value, if you cannot 

see the most valuable item within 

range, you became aware of its gen eral 

location (within 5 feet), but you gain 

no insight into what the item is. This 

ability does not tell you the gold piece 

value of an item. 

Avaricie Domain Spell# 
1 Sticky fingers*: Grains you a iTO 

bonus on Sleight of Hand checks. 

1 Treasure Seem*: Allows you to deled 

and follow valuable materials by scent. 

3 Locate Object: Sense direction toward 

object (specific or type), 

4 Shrink Item: Object shrinks to one- 

sixteenth size. 

3 Telekinesis; Moves objects, attacks 

creature, or hurls objector creature. 

6 Leonumd's Secret Chest1': Hides 

expensive chest on Ethereal Plane; you 

retrieve it at will, 

7 Sequester: Subject is invisible to 

sight and scrying; renders creature 

comatose. 

3 Discern Location: Revels exact loca 

tion of creature or object, 

9 Antipathy: Object Or location affected 

by spell repels certain creatures. 

* New sped! described in this article. 

E# 
Envy is the desire 

for what others 

Have. Whether 

it be material 

goods or per¬ 

sonal traits, envi¬ 

ous creatures 

covet what others 

possess, 

Clerics of envy are jealous by nature. 

They long for what they do not have and 

resent die good fortune and talents of 

others. Their need to prove themselves 

sometimes puts them in risky situa¬ 

tions. A cleric of envy might push a 

tighter- aside so he can be the hero or 

rush to disarm a trap before die rogue, 

Granled Power; Add Bluff to your List 

of cleric class skills. In addition, you 

cast spells that damage or drain abili ty 

scores or bestow negative levels at 4 E 

caster level. 

Envy Domain Spell# 
1 Disguise Self: Changes you]' 

appearance. 

2 Bay ofBnfeebkment: Kay deals 

ld6+l per two levels Str damage, 

3 Touch of Idiocy: Subject takes ldd 
points of In?, Wis, and Cha damage*. 
4 Yampirk Touch: Touch deals Ld6 

per two levels damage: caster gains 

damage as hp. 

5 Crushing Despair: Subjects take -2 

on attack rolls, damage rolls, saves, 

and checks, 

6 Magic far': Enables possession of 

another creature. 

7 Limited Wish*: Alters reality—within 

spell limits. 

8 Siniulacnini'1': Creates partially real 

double of a creature. 

9 Wish*; As hfmted wfot, but with 

fewer limits. 

The gluttonous 

live to bring 

themselves plea¬ 

sure. Unthink¬ 

ing ot uncaring 

of the needs 

of others, they 

consume and 

indulge in all they can for the mere plea¬ 

sure, of doing so, whether it be. food and 

drink or revels and adventure. 

Clerics of gluttony. Live to gratify their 

whims; Sensations niust be sampled, 

lemptations explored. Cultured fold 

playful, they make Ideal companions in 

many situations. Yet die re is a certain 

shallowness to them. Their only real 

loyalty is to their ques-L in try everything 

at least once. 

Granted Power; Foe a total time per 

day of I round per cleric level you pos¬ 

sess, you can increase your size as if 

you Were affected by tile tad urge person 

spell. Activating the power or ending it 

is a free action. 

Gluttony Domain Spell# 
1 Goodlier ry: 2d4 berries each cure l 

hp {max 8 hit points/24 hours). 

2 Deaili Knell: Kills dying creature; you 

gain ld8 temporary hp, 4-2 to Str, and 

-1 caster level. 

3 Create Food and Water: Feeds three 

humans (or one horse)/level. 

4 Vainpiric Touch: Touch deals ld& per 

two levels damage; caster gains dam¬ 

age as hp. 

5 fialeiiil Polymorph: Transforms sub¬ 

ject into harmless animal. 

6 Heroes' Feast: Food for one creature/ 

level cures and grants combat bonuses. 

7 Stone to Flesh; Restores petrified 

creatures. 

8 Swallow*: Traps victim in an extradi- 

mcrtsio.ua] stomach. 

y Trap the SoidMH: I in prisons subject 

within gem. 

*New spell described in this article. 

u# 
The lustful exist 
to satiate their 

own passions. 

Although this 

often means 

indulging in 

excesses of 

sensuality and 

eroticism, any 

unbounded desire for that which 

brings pleasure is also considered lust¬ 

ful. Thus, one might have a lust for 
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influx no:;, status, [jo.wcr, or countless 

o rh er.de sires. 

Clerics of lust believe every person 

lias a fatal flaw, a secret desire that they 

can use-io control that person. Every- 

one is a potential diversion or source 

of pleasure to them, someone who will 

dance for their amusement if they can 

just find the right strings to pull, 

Granted Power: You can perform 

a series of seductive motions and dis¬ 

tracting gyrations augmented by the 

passion of your deity. This s upernatural 

ability grants you an enhancement to 

Charisma equal Lo your cleric level. 

Activating this power is a free action, 

the power lasts l. round, aud it is. usable 
once per day. 

Lust Domain Spdls 
1 Cliarm Person: Makes one person 

your friend. 

2 Invisibility: Subject is invisible for l 

min./level or until it attacks, 

3 Clairaiidience/Clairvoyance: See or 

heat at a distance for 1 min./level. 

4 Planar Ally, lessor*; Exchange ser¬ 

vices with a b HD extrspEanar creature. • 

5 Scrying1': Spies on subject from a 

distance. 

6 Symbol of Persuasion^: Triggered 

rune charms nearby creatures. 

7 Refuge": Alters item to transport its 

possessor to you. 

S Sympathy'; Object or location attracts 

certain creal urea,. 

§ Trap the you]”'1; Imprisons subject 

within gem. 

Arrogance, con- 

eei t, hubris, van¬ 
ity: pride is the 

root of all other 

sins and argu¬ 

ably tlye most 

deadly. While 

some degree of 

self-confidence 

is accepiable, pride in excess becomes 

egotism and is perhaps the easiest sin 

.to commit. 

Clerics of pride are supremely 

confident in their own self-worth, 

seeing lin-msolvi-x as destined for 

greatness. They expect Lo be at the 

heari of'any plan and arc strangely 

indifferent to their own safely. Con¬ 

fident they can survive virtually any 

hazard they might volunteer to serve 

as hostages, lead assaults,, and to dis¬ 

tract monsters. 

Granted Power: Whenever you roll 

a 1 on a saving throw you may imme¬ 

diately reroll the save. You must keep 

the result of the second roll, even if it 

results in the roll of another L 

Pride Domain Spells 
] Hypnotism: Fascinates 2d4 HD of 

creatures. 

2 Eagle's Splendor: Subject gains -H 

Cha for 1 min./level, 

3 Heroism: Gives +-2 bonus on attack 

rolls, saves, Skill checks, 

4 Divine Power: You gain attack bonus, 

id to Etc and 1 hp/level. 

5 Reduce Person, Mass: Reduces sev¬ 

eral creatures. 

6 Eorbiddance”: Blocks planar travel, dam¬ 

ages creatures of different alignment: 

7 Heroism, Greater: Gives -i-4 bonus on 

attack roils, saves, skill checks; immu¬ 

nity to fear temporary hp. 

8 Spell Immunity, Greater; As ip fill 

immunity, but up to gtb-levd spells. 

3 Charm Monster. Mass: As charm 

mtitarteg but all within 30 feet. 

The slothful 

avoid work and 

exertion in all 

of Its forms. 

Perhaps out of 

pride or merely 

out oflaziness, 

those afflicted 

with sloth have 

nothing bill 

distaste for labor, whether it be physi¬ 

cal or of some other form, and they 

spend their time idly gratifying their 

own whims; 

Clerics of sloth are lazy and res on I 

those who want them to do more, 

titan the bare minimum. If they sec 

an- easy solution lo a problem, they 

take it, even if it offends some of 

their companions. 

Granted Power: You are closest tp 

your god while lazing and .relaxing. 

You suitor no penalty to Armor Glass 

against melee attacks while prone. 

Sloth Domain Spoils 
1 Touch of Faiigne: Touch attack 

fatigues target. 

2 Unseen Servant; Invisible fence obeys 

your commands. 

3 Deep Slumber: Puts 10 HD of crea¬ 

tures to sleep, 

4 Slow: One subject/level takes only 

one action/round, •'! to AC, -2 on 

attack rolls, 

5 Symbol of Sleep**: Triggered rune 

puts nearby creatures into catatonic 

slumber, 

6 Waves or Fatigue: Several targets 

become fatigued. 

7 Shadow Walk: Step into shadow to 

travel rapidly. 

S Waves of Exhaustion; Several targets 

become exhausted. 

3 Astral Projection": Projects you and 

companions onto the Astral Plane, 

Although every 

creature feels 

angry at ti rues, 

wrath stems 

from excesses 

of such feelings 

and unfounded 

righteousness. 

The wrathful 

are quick to anger and often do not 

distinguish between accidental slights 

and true affronts. Thus, even the most 

minor offense can inspire their rage. 

Clerics of anger- are confrontational. 

They have explosive tempers and hoard 

grudges as if they were hue jewels. 

They might forget a slight, but they will 

never forgive it. 

Granted Power: Once per day, you 

may subtract a number pf points from 

your Wisdom score .equal to or less bum 

your cl me level. For every l points, you 

subtract from your. Wisdom score, add 

3 point to your Strength score. You xuf- 

feral! the effects of reduced Wisdom 

including access to spell s a nd bon us 

spells, reduction pf Will saves, and 
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penalties on Wisdom-based skills. This 

trade between ability scores lasts' for 

I round p.T deric level and cannot be 

ended Weruiturely; 

Wrath Domain Spells 

I Rhino's. Rush*: One tMrge deals 

increased damage, 

3. Bull's Strength: Subject gains i-4 Str 

for 1 rn in./level, 

J Rage: Subjects gains +3 to Str and 

Con, -i-l on Will saves, ■2 to AC. 

4 Shout Deafens all within cone and 

deals !5d6 sonic damage. 

5 Righteous Might: Your size increases 

and you gain combat bonuses. 

6 Song of Discord: Forces targets to 

attack each other. 

7 Tenser's Transformation*1: You gain 

combai bonuses. 

a Shout, Greater: Devastating yell deals 

10d6 Sonic damage, stuns, creatures, 

damages objects. 

9 Storm of Vengeance: Storm rains 

add, lightning, and bail. 

1,1New spell described in this article. 

JUitUi 
A number of spells are uniquely tied 

to the seven deadly sins. Although they 

arc not necessarily evil spells, clerics 

with at least one of tile seven deadly 

domains most often mate use of them. 

These spdls might work well in tan¬ 

dem with the sinful spoils presented in 

die Boot of Vile Daf tness. 

Sticky Fingers 

Transmutation 

Level: Asn 1, Avarice 1, Brd 1 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: ] standard ad ion 

Range: Personal 

Target; You 

Duration: 1C) min./level (D) 

Your fingers exude a slightly viscous 

secretion and become more nimble, 

This augmentation grants you a +-10. 

bonus on your Sleight of Hand checks. 

Rhino's Rush 

Evocation 

Level: Clr lr Drd t, Rgr 1, Wrath 1 

Components: V, S 

SINNING SAINTS 

Besides deities aifMtfy associated with Vim 3rd depredation, manyyods from -easting campaign 

vfoflds rfilghl offer their worshipers accessto one or more of those seven deadly domains. Such 

a'tie foa specific sin does not make a ged evi3 or less righteous thrm other deities lhal do not, it 

merely reflects another aspect of its .mmortal person^ Fallowing are suggestions for which of 

Core DunoEDw5 I*. DifAOQWS land the e^mdedpanlheon pjesentud tn the Complex D.dre), 

EBF,n.rtON, aod Forgotten ReacM-S deiT;« might provide these domains to their clerics. 

Avarice 
Core Pantheon: Carl CiiUergold, 

Morddln, Moupdl, OMyimmira, Thariz- 

dun, Xan-Yse. 

Ebetrcwx I he Keeper, Kol Soman. 

Forgotten Rwifms; Abbathor, Eran- 

dooaris: Cyric, Dumatboin, Finder 

Wyvemspur, Gargayth, Geb, Hoar, M 0:5 k, 

Nephthys. Shargaas, Vel sharpen, Verga¬ 

ra in, Vhae.'aUm, Waif keen. 

Envy 
Corre Etkb PantRcOn; EJHbar, Cad Glittor- 

gold, Kurtulmak, Lolth, NeruJI, Tharizdun. 

Eberron: The Keeper, Kol Korran.the 

M ockery, Onatar. 

Forgotten Realms: Bane, Beshaba, Gyric. 

Cerigaoth, Hoar, Kiaranselee, Mask, Set, 

Shar, Sbaress, Sbcgaas, Tafona: Umbvffee, 

Urdl.en, Wshiiruyn, Vhaeraon, Waukcen. 

Gluttony 
ConeD&D Pantheon; Fryth^nd, Yontklkj. 

Ebenrou; The Dev Purer; the Keeper. 01 ladra. 

Forgotten Itenlim;: Cyrrollalee, Garftgos, 

Malar, Sebek, Urnberlce, Urdlen. Vcrgadair. 

Lust 

Core P&P Pantheon; Cruumsh, Lolth, 

QFidam mare, 

Ebcrron; 01 ladra. 

Forgotten Realms; Ucshaba, EilistraCc. 

l-lanali Odanrl, Hathor, isis,.Lliira, Lovi- 

atar, Luthic, SViaress, Sharintilar, Sheela 

Peryroyl, Sune. 

Pride 
Core D&D Pantheon: Bahamut, Beltar, 

CoreJIon Lar-ethian, Heirpneous., HeMfor. 

luz, -LolE-h, Moradi nr Pelor, PhpItuS. 'Ha- 

mat, Vecng, y/astrl, Wee Jas. 

Eherron: DqI Atrah, f|.Yannaih. the Mock¬ 

ery, Orudaf, 

Fwgadteti Realms: Baric, Cyric, Dumachoin, 

Finder Wyvernspor, Cergaufo, Gpnd, Fdelm, 

Horus-Re, Kiaransalee, Nobanlcn, Oghn'is, 

Osiris, Set, Shur, Shevarash, S*a.mo.rphc, 

Sune, Tempus, 'form, Tyr. Uirtao, LTmbertce, 

Vdsharoon, Vhaeraun, Waukeen. 

Sloth 
Cwo uatr Fanthoon: Olidammara. 

Eborrcn: Oltadra. 

ftwgottnn Realms; Bnanddbaris,' Cyrrol- 

lalct,-Erevan llcserc, Finder Wyvemspur, 

Catgauth. Hathor, Llsira,. Luthlc, Masi. 

Milil, Sha'ressm, ShorlncKar. Slwia Pery- 

royl. Tymora. Vergadahi, Waukccn. 

Wrath 
CoreDiiD Pnndieon: Beltar. Erythnul, 

Cruumsb, Heirone&uS, Hextur, Incabulos. 

Jorarriy, Koro, Llerg, Lolth, Moradin. Pro- 

can, Pyremius, St. Cothbert, Tiamat, 

Eberron: Bali nor, the Fury. 

Forgotten Realms: Anhu r, Auiil, BaFrgUu, 

Bane, BeShabo, Gangaddin,; Ga ragos, I'idar, 

HorusvRe, Ko^sulfo. ioviaterr Malar. Sel- 

vefarrn, Set, ^hevarash, I'afos, lempua, Inara 

Harf, Urnberiee. UtFig.ar, Vaiku^, Yurtrus. 

Range: Personal 

Tirgcl: You 

Duration: I hour/level 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: I round 

A violent fury consumes you, allowing 

you lo propel yourself itt a single deadly 

charge. Any charge attack you make 

before the end erf the next round inflicts 

double damage on a successful hit. 

Treasure Scent 

Transmutation 

Level: Avarice 2, Drd 3 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time; 1 standard action 

You gain the ability to smell gold and 

other precious materials. You can 

detect copper, silver, gold, platinum, 

and gents within 30 feet by sense of 

smell and differentiate between the 

scents of these five kinds ofvaluable?- 

!f such treasure is upwind, the range 

increases to 60 foot: if downwind, it 

drops to I!i feel1.. Strang scents, such 

as an open chest of treasure, can bo 

directed at twice the ranges noted. 

Overpowering scents, such as a dra^- 
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pin's, hoard, qn be detected at triple 

normal range. 

When you detect oho of ihs.se types 

of valuables, the exact location of the 

source is not revealed—only its pres¬ 

ence somewhere with u i range; You can 

take a .move ael ion to note the direc¬ 

tion of the scent. Whenever you come 

within 5 feet of the source of the snu-H, 

you can pinpoint its exact location. 

[fyoii have the Track feat, you can 

follow the tracks of a mewing creature 

with valuables by smell. making a 

Wisdom [or Survival) check to find or 

follow such tracks.. The typical DC for 

a fresh hail is 10 (no matter what kind 
of surface holds the scent), This DC 

increases or decreases-depending on 

the age of the trail, For each hour the 

trail is cold, the DC increases by 2 . This 

ability otherwise follows the rules of 

lhe Track feat. Creatures ■.racking using 

this spell ignore the effects of surface 

conditions and poor visibility. 

Swallow 
Conjuration (Teleportation) 

Level; Gluttony 8, Sor/Wb: 8 

Components; V, s 

Casting Time; 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 
'Hirget: Great Lire touched 

Duration: 1 round/'lev el; see text 

Saving Throw: None 
Spell Resistance! Ves 

You can make a touch attack lo leap an 

opponent in a deadly extradimensiohal 

space. Touching an enemy causes a 

horrific visual effect as your mouth, gro¬ 

tesquely distends, swallowing; the target 

and banishing it to a tight, swelteringly 

humid cxhadimcnsicuiai chamber with 

cor i siri c.Li n g. pul py wall s. 

Upon being teleported to this extrad- 

j mention al gizsiafd, Line victim is con¬ 

sidered grappled and suffers 2d6 points 

of bludgeoning damage'+ 1 po nit/lev el 

as well as 6 poi nt;:; of add damage every 

round for a number of rounds equal to 

the caster level. The victim may attempt 

to escape by using a light slashing 

or piercing weapon to deal K) points 

of damage to the space's waits. The 

space has an AC equal to the eafct&fo 

level. The target, may also try lo escape 

by making a grapple or Escape Artist 

check opposed by the space, which 

has a grapple bonus equal to double 

the easier level. If the vie tim succeeds 

cither ist aittir.ig.or grappling its way 

free., it is expelled from the extradimem 

sional gizzard and reappears where it 

had been when the iivflii aw spell was 

cast. If ibis I oca i ion is filled with a solid 

object, the subfect apjjears in the next 

nearest open space. Otherwise, the tar¬ 

get remains trapped and takes damage 

every round until the spell ends. If the 

target is killed by the spell, its body is 

dissolved .and possessions are expelled 

onto l ho Astral Plane. 2 

PLAYING A SINNER 

Choming one of these domains is making a mminitment to a worldview. which, while not nec- 

cse-Srity evil, will certainly color many other aspects of you f diameter's ;>ersonalUy. Jus; like any 

other domain, these spell lists- Ere merely reflections of a single as poet of your character's. oOil,;:. 

Tons, although your deity might succumb to. a sped fie vice, it's the c -iti/ety of your deity's dogma 

that defines his or her hfignmer’.t. 

Whotharyou^ dr,a racter promotes or stiugg'es against h;.s deity's specific brand of tin, t ii his 

actions and how he. uses hi;; abilities .that deFne him asfioroic or vila.inous charaoLsr; Mewing 

are some examples of how a character with one of feesMriiits m ghl ixihavc. broadening Ihdr 

definitions from specifically evil vices to poiwrs l- seful to mi bVies of si" alignments. 

Avarices Almost -7 character probably suffers from more Wan a little avarice. 1 no desire 

for wealth is what leads most adventurers to loot ancient ruins, and raid dens of evil creatures 

In the first place. It's when a'character starts taking more than his fa.r share or hiding what he 

feuls from hiS party members; that ho may need to confront his avarice. 

Ertvy: An envious dm meter wants what another has. Although this might be put to good 

use,,-sudi as seeking outl ho puwtrfiif sword cT an evil warlord; i: could also mean Coveting 

thE aoiitics,.traits, or possessions of a fellow party member. Such feelings might occur when 

two members of the same class are in a party and one becomes jealous of the other's abilities. 

Although this could result in some well-intent; oned compe:it;no, the envious character might 

perform stunts beyond her ability to show up her rival. 

Gruttnny: Gluttonous cluirockMS ^nt to'experience everything. Although Lhjs might seem 

inoffensive-enough, the fetta fatter who insists on Seeing whsl's behind tv cry door ur sampling 

every potion in the necromancer's laboratory could swiftly become a I lability to his party. Even 

in less extreme situations .sudh a character might take advantage of the hospitality of patrons, 

givlng.an entke'party an unwelcome reputation. 

Lust: A lustful character desire* something or .someone to the detriment of al! other 

things, Although there am few nndlp: quesLs than those done opt of love, these perfnrmed 

in lust a re far more Self-serving:. The wit and who quest's forever greater magic Or the monk 

who strives for. martial mastery both might push aside the de.£lrAs.and rlcees Q.f their allies 

to sat's'fi their passions. 

Pride: Although it might be hard So be prideful at low level, characters-who can shatter 

mountains'anc felldrago.ns with a sword swipe are rarely demure. A prideful character'might 

push aside those better quipped to deal wjm a situation, Tne barbarinn who breaks down 0 

door before ai rogue can disarm its trap or the fighter who Insists.on attacking theorealuro a 

wizard could dispatch with a word arc both examples-of prideful characters. 

Sloth: Slothful chara-dcfs always take the quickest 0: easiest routes, even against the wishes 

of their allies. Such a character might simply refuse to climo over.a wall and go off in search 

0-f stairs. In extreme situations, she’ might ignore'the advice of a guide and follow the shortest 

route- on.a map. even 'hough .t leads drectly through 3 tiiagon's lair. 

Wrsih: Wbllitfbarb-tHiiHit are-'almost innately wraehfui, sny character can show an excess of 

anger. I tie clone who oasts only dcatruct iw spd Is an d who can no longe ■ hea I or: he fugue 

who takes an excessive' amount of time to perform a single Sneak attack arc both examples of 

excessively wrathfu I cha racters, 
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DETECTING SPELLS Divine spcllcasters possess-a mul¬ 

titude of powers., from turning 

undead and heating the wounded 

to taking on the fomt Pf Animals. 

Deities and other primal forces grant 

these abilities both in the form of 

continuous powers and magical spells. 

Higher-level spoils often manipulate 

Lite and death, but clerics all too often 

overlook one of their most useful low- 

Level spells; dtUd evil. 

The power to know a person's soul 

creates'more questions and moral 

dilemmas than it sol ves, however. What 

does a spell caster do when he detects 

evil in someone who's not perform¬ 

ing an evil act, for example? Doss the 

spelkaster draw a weapon and murder 

the person he fore she hurts someone 

else? A great burden and awesome 

power comes with peering into another 

person's-souk 

Like a smudge of dirt, evil appears 

on people and things bearing its taint. 

Yet even non-evil people perform acts 

of question able morality. Tracking 

down such a person proves difficult 

if you can only cast detect end. A spell- 

caster must specialize in a particular 

form of detection in order to hunt 

down such individuals* l'hts article pro¬ 

vides spells to help in- such hunts. Use 

them in. addition to -detect taki or pick 

one to replace that spell to play a more 

morally ambiguous game. 

DETECT 
ATTITUDE 
Divination 

Level: Brd I.Clri, Pal 1 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Timet 1 standard action 

Range: Close (25 ft. 4 5 ft.,.'2 levels) 

Target: One creature 

D lj ration: Concentration,. up to 1 

rqund/level 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Ro-sislance: Yes 

You sense the target's attitude (see 

the Player's Hfindbotik, page 72) 

toward you by seeing a faintly glow¬ 

ing colored aura surrounding it, vk; 

Bard Spell 
Ist-lcvcl Sard Spel I 

Defect Attitude- Reveal's 
■target's at:itudc, 

Ranger Spells 
lst-Usvfl Rurigir Spell 

Deytci Viokwa■Rentale 
yiBfendfr en.-ir; in area 

within.recent past. 

Cleric Spells 
1 it-Levet Cleric SpcU* 

Detect Attitude; tgh'e.ali 

te^get's attitude. 

D^KtiCiific’ Reveals how 

rtiuch guilt Larget feels. 

Defect Vieleuct: Revests 

VLok'ncfrdonein ares 
V/ithih recent p.aUl., 

1 rtt-Lcvcl Clcrtc Sjjell 

Detect l-\CK5'/\ fe'/<;yk 
heretical th&jght&ur actions 

in. target's recent past. 

Paladtn Spells 
Ist-Level Paladin Spells 

Dvsnjrt Attitude:Reveals 

tiir-gel'^ iUlituide. 

Detect Guikft&f&tit hpw 
much guilt targe: 

Defer; Vividnc*: Reveals, 
violence done in area 

with in recent past. 

2nd-Levet Paladin Spdl 

Detect Heresy.' ReVe&ls 

heretical-thoughts- or actions 

in-target's recent past. 

i.ble only to you* You can determine 

howr the target's Attitude changes 

over time, allowing you to know the 

effectiveness of attempts to change 

the target's attitude. Tf you- cast dais 

spell on someone who has not met 

your that person's aura always appears 

blue (indifferent) r 

Attitude Aura Color 

Friendly White 

Indifferent Blue 

Unfriendly Black 

Hostile Red 

DETECT 
GUILT 
Divination 

Level; Clr t Pall 

Components: V, £, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range; Close (25 ft* 5 fti/2 levels) 

Target: One creature 

Dura don: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw; None 

Spell Resistance: No 

You sense the presence of guilt in the 

target creature. This spell in no way- 

reveals why the target feels-guilty only 

that it does. The level of guilt a creature 

feels has little to do with whatever act- 

causes the creature's guilty feelings. 

A serial killer might feel no guilt for 

the brutal murders he commits, for 

exam pie, while a maid might feel 

.strong guilt about forgetting to mop the 

•kitchen floor, 

Good creatures typically feel greater 

amounts: of guilt I ban neutral crea¬ 

te! L'CS. who i n turn usually feel more 

guilt chan evil creatures. These gener¬ 

alizations cannot guarantee how a crea¬ 

ture reacts to its own actions, but they 

give a general guideline. 

A creature must have at least a i 

Intelligence, I Wisdom, and I Cha¬ 

risma in order to feel guilt- The spell 

fails if cast on a creature without those 

minimum ability scores. 

Severity of Guilt Aura Power 

Has occasional Faint 

pangs of guilt 

Stomach-churniug Moderate 

guilt; worries about 

what happened 

Lq ses sleep ove r S t ron g 

what happened; 

obsesses about it 

Wants to ta ke ras h QverwSi el min g 

actions-to avoid 

feeling the guilt 

Level: Clr 3, Pat 2 

Components: V, S, DT 

Casting Time; 1 standard action 

Range; Close (25 ft. -t- 5 ft./2 levels) 

Target: One creature 

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 

round/leyel 

Saving Throw; Will nega tes 

Spoil Resistance: Yes 

DETEG 
HERB] 
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HERESY AND SIN 

Prized by inquisitors nncl martial 

religious orders, this spell reveals 

past heretical actions and die current 

heretical thoughts of the target. You 

sense the target's heretical thoughts 

and past actions by seeing a faintly 

glowing aura surrounding it, visible 

only to you. The strength of the aura 

shows, the level of heresy. You detect 

current heretical thoughts in the target 

a$ well as all consciously made acts 

of heresy performed within, the past 

1 day per caster level. The spell can¬ 

not detect heretical acts that occurred 

prior to the spell's time limit, regard¬ 

less of their intensity. You define what 

consti lutes heresy by your own belief 

structure, even if the majority of faith¬ 

ful disagree. 

This spell cully affects people of 

your own faith, those who say they 

follow your faith, and those who 

show aspects of your faith (wearing 

your deity's holy symbol, for exam¬ 

ple, or attending a religions service). 

Any action or thought that opposes 

your particular definition of your 

religion's dogma or teachings counts 

as heresy. A character of a different 

faith doesn't show as heretical when 

you cast this spell, although a char¬ 

acter pretending to .be a member of 

your religion shows as committing 

apostasy/blasphemy. 

The more heretical the thought or 

act, the stronger the aura of heresy the 

I argot displays. By concentrating, you 

can ]earn more details of the heretical 

acts or thoughts, 

ht ffr'uraf Presence of heretical acts 

in the history of the subject or current 

heretical thoughts in subject. 

2nd RowWr Intensity of subject's cur¬ 

rent heretical thoughts, 

Jrri Round: Number and intensity of 

past heretical acts performed by subject 

Intensity Aura 

of Heresy Strength 

Tangential heresy Faint 

Contra ria n h eresy M od e rate 

Fundamental heresy Strong 

Apostasy Overwhelming 

/blasphemy 

Tangential Heresy: This minor act 

of heresy allows the. heretic to func¬ 

tion normally within the faith, with 

little indication of non-dogmatic 

thought. Such a belief must affect 

how the heretic Interacts with those 

of his faith, but in such a way that 

only clerics or others trained in the 

religion's doctrines ntight notice, 

For example, a priest of lihlonna 

who only th.rn.ts of the. goddess as 

a gnome even though the religion 

defines her as an elf nr human ■com¬ 

mits tangential heresy. 

Contrarian J feresyj This form of 

heresy goes against a relatively minor 

but nonetheless important aspect of 

the religion's dogma. For example, 

a priesl of' Pelor who preaches arid 

believes the sun ls something besides 

the embodiment of Pelor [but who 

still faithfully believes in Pelor), prac¬ 

tices contrarian heresy, 

FiircdfifT^rtfciu Heresy: A fundamental 

heretic believes and teaches the oppo¬ 

site of a core tenet of the religion. For 

example, a priestof Veen a who insists 

on preaching that the God of Secrets 

got his moniker because he reveals 

what secrets he knows commits funda¬ 

mental heresy. 

Despite Vast difference between the 

dogmas and beliefs pf Various religions, 

heresy has a constant, unalterable defi¬ 

nition shared by all. Any act, doctrine, 

or opinion that opposes the tenets of.a 

religion's dcgmfc or teachings is heresy. 

A character outside the faith cannot 

perform heresy against the rekgjon; only 

followers become heretics, Those 'who 

fellow another religion for none at aid 

cannot perform htre-Sy against a religion- 

hot their own. Set the r/ertect kenssy spell. 

description for examples of heresy. 

On'the other hand, anyone &n com¬ 

mit a sin. Typically, dNy deliberate dis¬ 

obedience of a religion's'known dogma 

counts as Sin. Most religions (especially 

those of good deities) consider sets that 

unknowingly counter the beiref's tenets 

as errors or the eFfetis. of ignorance. 

Non evil faiths.tardy consider such mis¬ 

taken aetS^rrtost commonly performed, 

among the recently converted—as.sins. 

However, harsher religions (especially 

ofevi; deities) make nr> distinction 

betwee n l.gtvsra nee: and debberaten es s, 

and consider-nil transgressions as pun¬ 

ishable sir. For example, an innkeeper 

and new convert to Fharlanghn wno 

remains within the borders, of his vil¬ 

la ge COmmits a sin. particularly if he 

knew that such an action went against 

th(j Cod of Roads' dogma. On the. other 

ha nd. 1 race nt convert' to th e 1'a.i th o I' 

Hexior who allows a follower ofi-lciro- 

njSjj'clS- 10 liver Inadvertently transgresses 

against his god, and he probablyfar.es 

painful, tomi-e-filled pun.shmenLs. 

All religions agree to the wrong¬ 

ness of heresy and sin. Which type of 

disobedient n religion considers more 

blasphemous depends on its dogma. 

S&me belief systems declare sin as the 

more sc ri ou s type of tra nsgre ssi on, aod 

they actively try to bring heretics back 

into the fold. Others punish those who 

practice heresy with torture and death, 

while forgiving sinners. Of course, most 

evil faiths tolerate neither and actively 

seek out transgressors of both, 

By definit.on, the ya.sfi majority, of 

heretics sin, dul as most followers sin. 

sinners arc not necessarily heretics. 
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ApQitasy/Blfl-sp-Kemy; Those who 

commit apostasy completely turn 

against the faith, utterly rejecting its 

tenets. Such a person only margin- 

ally-remains with the faith, if at all 

An action considered apostasy gener¬ 

ally means the person committing it 

consciously chooses to leave the reli¬ 

gion and join m opposing religion. 

A blasphemous act is typically an 

affront to the faith, such as claiming 

to possess aspects of the religion's 

doily1 or claiming to live outside the 

laws of the deity. Acts of apostasy or 

blasphemy result in the character 

turning from the faith, either to cre¬ 

ate a new religion or to inadvertently 

embrace the-religion of an opposing 

deity. For example, a priest-of Heiro- 

Iicons who kills helpless prisoners,, 

flees from every battle, bullies lhose 

weaker than himself and gives no 

quarter in battle blasphemes against 

H erroneous and embraces the ideals 

of Heston 

DETECT 
VIOLENCE 
Divination 

Level; Clr E. Pal I. Rgr 1 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time; 1 standard action 

Range; 60 ft. 

Area: Cone-shaped emanation 

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 

round/lfevel 

Saving Throw; None 

Spell Resistance: No 

When casting this spell, you perceive 

the residua! aura caused by acts of 

violence committed in the area of 

effect, The spell detects violence 

committed within the past l month 

per caster level. The spoil cannot 

detect violent acts that occurred 

prior to the spell's time limit, regard¬ 

less of their intensity. 

Violence does not necessarily end 

in death. but the more violent the act 

llie sl.ronger the psychic residue left 

behind. This spell docs not detect 

the capacity to cause violence it only 

detects violence committed against a 

Jiving creature. St also does not specify 

why the violence was committed, nor 

the alignment of die assailant or of the 

victim. By concent rating, you can learn 

more details of specific violent acts. 

1st RofiHdi Presence of violence in 

tire area within die Spell's timelimit. 

2nd Ronridr Number and location of 

violent acts performed in the area. 

3rd Round; Strength of aura of vio¬ 

lent acts performed. 

4ifi and .Swhsegueni ftonrcdj-; Number 

of days and hours since most recent 

violent act, then of earlier violent acts 

in chronological progression from sec¬ 

ond most recent backward, with one act 

indicated per round. % 

Residual 

Aura Power 

Nonlethal 

Damage 

Lglhal 

Damage^ Non-Damaging Effects 

Faint 10 hp or less Z hp or less Ul-ridirig, deafening, pinning, and 

stunning effects 

Moderate 11-30 bp 3-10 hp Ability damage,-paralysing effect 

Strong 31-50 hp. 11-30 hp Ability drain, unsuccessful 

death effect 

Oy.erwhel.ml ng 51 or more hp 31 or more-hp. Successful death effect 

*1 f the amount o:damage deal: resulted m a creature's death, The res dual aura power auto¬ 

matically shows the r ext most powerful level {up TO a maximum of overwhelming). 

DISADVANTAGES 

In campaigns that involve mysteries and subplots, The right divir ation spell car bring abbut 

a cuick and unsatisfying resolution to an Otherwise interest n& adventure. Dungeon Masters 

who want to discourage I he use of detection spells without removing the spells from their 

campaigns nave access to a ntimb.fcr of cfiwdvantairas meant to curb these Spell slower. Dis¬ 

advantages discourage these detection spells without causingtPo much tmubic:fev the editor. 

A lernalively, the Dungeon Master can roll ld(S to determine a random disadvantage whenever 

a diameter Cptl.S ii detection spe',1. making detection an unpredictable process. Unless other¬ 

wise noted, a disadvantage lists for the speTs duration and for an addition a J1 fouhd per spell 

level after die sped ends. 

Random Disadvantages 
1 ESoaCOn 

2 Discomfort, 

3 Giowing eyes 

A Empathy 

5 Trane* 

6 Whispering voice 

Beacon: Pvii outsiders and undead within 60 fee- sense the presence- Cifohe caster, pinpointing 

his exact location [distance and direction;! in relation to themselves, Thus. effect penetrates barriers, 

put 1 foot of stone, 1 inch of common metal, a fain sheet of lead, or 3 feet of wood or drrt btodtt it. 

Discomfort When the caster focused ON one c. mature; that creature becomes aware of the 

intrusion-and knowsihst the magical probing comer; from the faster. It gains a -1 honuson 

Listen, Search, arid -Spot cbftsks made to find the caster. 

Glowing Eyes: The £ aster's eyes glow, and the caster suffers a 3 penally on Slulfi- Diplomacy, 

and Hide checks. 

Empathy; Creatures-SUb|tCtect io the detection spell loam* about the easier. Thus, if e dene 

east disssrv? ,'jes on a -group of Creatures, he would allow those creatures tp know i f he was lying 

far the dumtiori bfthe spell, in additi-on fo'th* SpfclE's normal effect. 

Trance: the caster enters a trajito while r.bncVnfoaling,'making the caster dazed (unable t-0 

act normally, can lake no act-dns, but has no penalty to AC). This disadvantage ends when the 

concentration cribs. 

Whispering Sfolc*: A whispering, disembodied voice that only the caste1 hears flfcplafas the 

,-results of the divination, rh* caster musl make a DC TO Listen check So untie stand I he voice, fa 

areas of foud noise the DM might'increase the DC. This disadvantage ends when the spell ends. 
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ECOLOGY 

by Erie Cagle 
illustrated by Pdur Bergtig 

IDE KOLOCV 
OF CHOKERS Innumerable creatures claim the Urukrdark as home. 

Some, such as drbw, ducrgar,.and lllirhids, craft 
daunting cities carved from the subterranean atone, 

creating sprawling underground empires; However, 
the bulk of creatures that live In I he eternal darkness 
consist of little more ihan mindless beasts or barely 
sentient savages prowling the gloom in-hopes of finding 
their next meal. 

One such creature, the vicious predator known as the 
choker, derives its name from the way in which it dis¬ 
patches its victims. This small aberration, a ubiquitous 
and dangerous .part.of the.Underdafk ecology, strikes 
from tile darkness without warning. While not particu¬ 
larly powerful, this stealthy opponent proves madden¬ 
ingly difficult to locate when it wishes to remain hidden. 
This article examines the life and habits of chokers, 



including their history, physiology, 

and mental outlook, as: well as ways 

lo defeat them, 

HISTORY OF CHOKERS 
Chokers are relative newcomers to the 

pitch-black realms of the Under dark. 

Scholars and adventurers note that 

their numbers seem to increase with 

each pacing year, although no one 

knows the reason why. One theory 

claims that a population of gnomes 

who descended into the darkness long 

ago evolved into chokers. Over time, 

these gnomes mutated into horrible 

aberrations, possibly due to a mature 

of cannibalism and lire weird magic of 

Ihe Utiderdark. Gnomes vehemently 

deny this possibility and insist that.any 

resemblances are purely superficial. 

The sviilheblin also dispute the pos¬ 

sibility, although some seem to know 

more ihan they lei on. Any attempts to 

pry more information from the svir- 

fnebiin on this topic results in stony 

silence or worse. A variation of this 

theory involves halflings, who also find 

the prospect detestable. 

A more likely theory involves chok¬ 

ers as the result of some experimenta¬ 

tion that went horribly wrong. Many of 

their characteristics seem reminiscent 

of drow handiwork, but drow dismiss 

this, accusation, pointing out that the 

creatures now pose as much of a nui ¬ 

sance and threat to them as to anyone 

else. Of course, the lofty pride of the 

drow might mask the truth in this 

matter. Some scholars note that chok¬ 

ers often congregate near drow settle¬ 

ments, either to remain close to a relU 

able food source or perhaps because 

of some lingering racial memory of 

I heir creators. Regardless, most drow 

despise chokers and frequently hunt 

them for no other reason than to kill 

as many as .possible: 

The chokers, barely sentient them¬ 

selves, have no knowledge of their 

origin and show little interest in discov¬ 

ering the truth of their past. They seem 

to cart! only about how lo get iheir nett 

meal and collecting shiny trinkets. 

PmiOlOGf OF CHOKERS 
Although an aberration, the choker has 

a roughly humanoid form. From a dis¬ 

tance, the choker vaguely resembles a 

long-limbed bailing, allhough dose rip 

the differences become readily apparent. 

As a Small creature, the choker stands 

around 3 to 4 feet tall, with smooth, dark 

gray skin mottled with patches of black, 

brown, and rust. U possesses a bony, 

slender frame with a j utting spiner hips, 

and rib cage, Tire choker's long, almost 

equine face ends in a vicious-looking 

mouth filled with jagged teeth. Two beady 

black eyes sit squarely in the front of its 

face, granting it excellent vision that also 

allows if Lo see ih rough the utter darkness 

of its borne. The relatively small ears of 

the choker, nestled within ils skull, pos¬ 

sibly indicate that the creature relies more 

on darkvision and other senses than hear¬ 

ing to locate prey. 
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ECOLOGY 

Choker Knowledge 

The following teh\e shows the rasuFt;; of Knowledge {dumg) cheoks zs it relates to the 

choker. Inhabitants of the U ndetdarfi a nd adventu-rers that make forays mto Its depLhs might 

know thjs Informalli>n.■ 

Knowledge (dungsoneeringf 

DC Result 

10 Dangerous ahe*ml IflhS .that I urk in the Underdark, chokers get their nanw foro the way 
they f-hoEfe victims to death. 

1 S Chokers mow easily over almost any surface and usually attack from Over doorways, 

afcbes, Or from cave roofs, They sometimes hide in pools and underground streams. 

2Q Fiitronldy nimble, chokers move in rapid bursts of speed that allow them to move faster 

than it appears they should be able. 

25 Food and treasure can often he used to bribe chokers into answering questions or 

working as guides through their territory, 

The flexible tentacle limbs or the 

choker allow it to reach creatures up 

to LO Feet away. Its arms and tegs end 

in oversized Jlexible pads Riled with 

serrated spines that allow it lo grip 

almost any 'surface, including slip¬ 

pery cave wails, Because of its flexible, 

elongated limbs, the choker appears 

bowlegged, and it moves in a peculiar, 

fluid fashion, preferring to keep at 

leas I tit roc of its iirnbs in contact wi th 

some surface at all times. 

The choke]- speaks Uiidercomrnon 

in a hoarse, raspy voice, intermix¬ 

ing words with meaningless barks, 

coughs, and grunts, li peppers its 
crude vocabulary with banal epithets 

and baseless threats. 

PSYCftOLOCY AND SOGETY 
OF (HOKfRS 
Stealthy, solitary hunters, chokers- 

survive on what they manage to kill 

and the carrion left by more danger- 

ous predators; As befinmg their name, 

they strangle their prey by ambushing 

creatures and quickly grabbing their 

necks. Fearless in their assaults despite 

their small size, chokers sometimes 
attack prey up Lo four times their size. 

Chokers attack through surprise-and 

usually wait to ambush a solitary ore-a- 

lure rather than confront a group. Par¬ 

ticularly hungry or desperate chokers 

might go after a group of creatures, but 

only by picking off stragglers or these 

in the rear, where their attacks arc 

more likely to go unnoticed. 

Before a choker devours its prey, il 

uses its powerful grasping hands to 

squeeze the meat into a tenderized 

pulp. The choker docs this even with 

carrion it finds, fulfilling its instinc¬ 

tive desire to squeeze the life out of 

its meal. Although constantly hun¬ 

gry, chokers can survive for almost 

a month without meat, becoming 

increasingly irritable and likely to 

take risks in order to procure food. 

In a pinch., the choker subsists cm 

lichens, moss, and fungi, scraping ii 

off cave walls with its raspy tongue. 

The choker requires relatively little 

water for its size and seems to derive 

most ofits hydration from the blood 

of its victims. 

Greedy creatures, chokers covet 

bright, shiny objects, such as coins, 

gems, and jewelry, if a group of 

creatures comes across a choker-and 

approaches cautiously, they; might 

succeed aL making it an offer for 

some sort of trade. Chokers lack any 

sense of diplomacy and have low 

intelligence and Charisma scores, 

causing the most elaborate choker 

bartering lo consist of “1 give this, 

you give that. " A choker might offer 

its services as a guide through the 

tunnels and caves'of the Underdatk 

in exchange for coins, gems, and 

food, if negotiations go poorly in 

the first Few minutes, however, the 

choker quickly retreatsand it refuses 

to reenter negotiations with the erst¬ 

while bargainers. 

Solitary beings, chokers do not 

tolerate other creatures—even other 

chokers—In their territory. Once 

every two years, though, females 

release a pungent seen! that attracts 

male chokers. Mating is brief and 

violent, with males wrestling each 

other into submission for a female's 

favor. Gestation lasts for roughly 

six months, after which the female 

gives birth t-o a litter of two lo four 

young, The mother raises her young 

for a year before abandoning them 

in a warren at the edge of her terri¬ 

tory, Among the most aggressive and 

dangerous chokers around, these 

juveniles try to establish their own 

l.urf battling with their own kind and 

the other toes that lurk in the dark¬ 

ness. Chokers generally live for about 

20 years, although those in captivity 

occasionally math the age of 4ft. 

Most denizens of the Underdark 

consider chokers annoying men¬ 

aces deserving only of eradication. 

The more intelligent races, such as 

drew, duergai; and ill ithids, Actively 

hunt chokers, sending out Lea ms 

of warriors and trackers to perform 

search-and-destroy missions. Some 

creatures occasionally capture chok¬ 

ers and attempt to train them to .act 

as guardians and trackers. While 

those projects usually fail, I hose few 

who succeed produce highly loyal 

.servants—as long as they provide the 

chokers .with a suitable amount of 

live meat to hunt and eat. Because of 

their elastic bodies and their ability lo 

worm through almost any crevice or 

enclosure, only solid-walled holding 

cells can hold choker slaves, adding 

to the difficulty and expense of such 

an endeavor. 
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The Lrfe and Times of the Choker 

T ■’iSvhoVe- nriginallv a speared in the Mc-rataas &jntpmdh/n f/fyitPIV 

ApjXStliijk for LhirC edition,-Lhe choker found its place among the 

icomc creatures, in the Mutotfr Mprippl. Ii Can also «ow be found In 

die nfw Abermtiom D&D miniatured Set h> a common figure. 

CHOKER LIIIS 
A choker typically sets up a deri in 

some twisting cave cl i I fir.ul L for larger 

or loss flexible creatures to navigate. 

Bones, hits of trophies from various 

victims, md indescribable chunks of' 

meat squeezed to a pulp typically litter 

the ftkhy den. Chokers, are intelligent 

enough to hide their stash of food in 

a place whore the smell does tit attract 

other predators, they also prowl close 

to the setdements of other races, pick¬ 

ing through garbage and occasionally 

ambushing loners who stray too far 

from safety. Most chokers hide their 

treasure among the debris and hones 

of their lair, occasionally pulling out 

particularly shiny bits and baubles to 

admire when it's safe to do so. 

Chokers establish their lairs near 

crossroads or other places'with read¬ 

ily available prey. In an ideal situa¬ 

tion, the entrance to a choker's lair 

is a diffic.uit-to-spot narrow crevasse 

only accessible by climbing up a 

wall. Chokers dislike large spaces, so 

lhey often lair behind Tiny apertures 

that Medium or larger creatures find 

ut] com for I ably cramped. A choker 

tries to find a space with at least one— 

and preferably two—escape routes 

that it can block with loose stones eas¬ 

ily overlooked by a casual search. 

VS. CHOKERS 
A stealthy, cunning foe. the choker 

relies on surprise to ambush its prey. 

Archways and. s-'-arrwells provide 

chokers with ideal ambush locations, 
forcing prey to lift their heads in 

order to see (and thus, expose their 

necks more to the angle of attack). 

By, levitate, and spider climb allow 

you to fight wall-clinging chokers 

on more even terms. However., since 

chokers are CR 2 creatures, charac¬ 

ters of a level high enough to casl 

those spells rarely consider a single 

choker much of a danger. 

Desptlet.be 
choker's imall size, 

it has the 10-foot 

reach of a large creature. J'be choker 

always uses this to its advantage, attack¬ 

ing from ceilings,.around corners, or 

from holes in the ground, gaining as 

much cover as possible. Ln order to 

get around die reach issue, Front-line 

fighters should use reach weapons to 

hold the choker at bay. while the rest of 

die party attacks with ranged weapons 

and spells. Mug ft missile, always a solid 

choice, ignores whatever partial cover 

the choker might find. Ray spells and 

area of effect spells, especially those 

That don't allow a Reflex save, also can 

lie effective. The ranged touch attack 

of ray spells eliminates ffibsl fifth e 

chokers relatively high armor class, 

giving die average -sorcerer or wizard a 

decent chance of billing it. Other use* 

ful spells include those that hinder a 

choker's movement or keep it trapped, 

such as hol'd monster, sWr and wtb. The 

various wall spells, such as wall of stone, 

block its egress and force die choker to 

fight more on your terms. Other useful 

items include smokestacks (to flush it 

out of a hiding space), tangi-eibot bags 

|to stick it in place), or nets. 

The choker is very particular about 

which vi chins it attacks. Given a 

choice, it goes after creatures in the 

following order: a creature by itself, 

a creature of size Small or smaller, a 

creature with no obvious weapons, a 

creature more than IS feet away hom 

ils comrades, and a Medium or larger 

creature. Thus, a ha 1ftmg or gnome 

scouting, ahead of the party needs 

to be exceptionally wary of chokers. 

Scouts need a high Spot modifier to 

overcome the choker's +10 Hide skill. 

A high Listen modifier helps, but once 

a choker finds its ambush site, it tends 

to stay stilt. The surest way to avoid 

choker ambushes: is for the party to 

Stay as close together as possible. 

'[he choker's quickness ability allows it 

to take an extra standard action or move 

action during its turn each round. This 

means that a choker can move its base 

speed of jo feet and make two tentacle 

attacks in the same round. However, 

because it lacks Mobility or Spring Attack, 

and its attack often requires several 

rounds to kill a victim, the choker prefers 

to attack from ambush, often gaining a 

surprise round, in addition, because of 

its ability to climb with ease, the choker 

often retreats by clambering up a wall, 

away from all but ranged weapons, lb 

provenl ibis from happening, characters 

should move to block the choker's mine 

of'escape, so ii provokes multiple attacks 

of opportunity whenever it moves. 

Because of the choker's greed, ids 

possible to make an offer of treasure 

or food to a looming choker before ii 

attacks. Ju most cases, l.his makes il 

pause while it pen iders the offer. Tire 

choker knows little beyond what hap¬ 

pens within its hunting territory, ai d 

questions of an a lw tract nature or about 

individuals tend bo confuse it orresuk 

in it giving a random answer. I" knows 

sources of fresh water, areas where food 

in piculiful, and the quickest passage {for 

lh.e choker) through certain areas. When 

traveling in areas of known choker activ¬ 

ity, always carry a lew shiny trinkets and 

pieces of raw meat in order to bribe any 

chokers met. Of course, you need to 

sec them first, which means you'll need 

dark vision,, good Spot checks [or excel¬ 

lent listen checks), or a little: luck, 2 
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SPELLCRAFT 

by C, Wts-CpT.' Ciough 
ill unrated by Mike May 

FORCE SPELLS 
Once a student and later a profes¬ 

sor at a tittle known- wizard's col¬ 

lege, Aeroth Blitb felt the path to. 

true power led through the mastery of 

magical force, 'lb that end, he spent 

bis Iifdirite studying and experiment¬ 

ing, developing new and unique spells 

based on forte. 

Aeroth led an active adventuring 

career in his yeat* as a student at the 

college, During that time, his near 

obsessioii with forte magic developed. 

While exploring a previously unknown 

tomb, Aeroth watched in horror as sev¬ 

eral of his Companions met their fates 

at the hands of the wraiths that dwelled 

within. The group disbanded soon after 
it returned to the wizard's college, but 

Aeroth never forgot the lesson learned 

in the wraith-filled cairn. ICnowing that 

tile proper spells could have saved his 

friends, Aeroth decided to make force 

magic his field of study. 

(HRIH MIME 
Evocation [Force? 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components; V, 5 

Casting 1 line: 1 standard action 

Range: Long {-100 ft. -+- 40 ft./level) 

Target: One: creature, plus another cnea- 

tnre/2 levels (each of which must be 

within 30 ft. of the primary target) 

AEROTH’S NEW SPELLS 

En his retirement. Aeroth compiled s tome 

of apelrs *rrd theorfe.S he entitled tmisis 

V1!*, wh»: h Ccjhe'jfij: Of hfs notes 

UO the .nature and application of. magical' 

force. The bool?: contains, among other 

things,.aII ofthb following new spells. 

Druid Spell 
2nd-LeveF Dm id Spell 

Force Ram: Rem of force deal s ld& damage, 

opens dogra, andoe/lc-rms bull rushes. 

Sorcerer/Wizard Spells 
2nd-Level Sorcerer/Wizand EpeIJs 

fc'm?ra,W maws: Creates up t'o fi'<e.j-f0ot 

squares that hold1100 IU./ltjVrl. 

tones ffflrn: Ram of force dwls. Ido dafrtagi?. 

opens doorc,.and pentbrms bull rushes. 

4th-Level Somr/Wtord Spoils. 

Chain Ml'iSEfe: ltl4-|.l/2 fevds damage; ld4+l 

damage to 1 secondary taTget/2 levels. 

TfcfWer'j Flouting Dhk, Greater. As. .Tenser s 

fmaling tiVsJc, but can move independently 

of the caster. 

5th-Lave3 Sorcerw/Wizard Spell 

Force chest.- Creates 2-fcot-ci.jbe beat c-f ftwe. 

Mo$e Annpr, Moss: As mage amor, but 

affects one creature/level, 

S.tara'Stww: Creates a storm of shards. 

Duration; Instantaneous 

Saving Tli row; None 

Spell Eesisianco: Ye? 

Aii with 7-nugvc w us.dk, missiles of magical 

energy dart from your fingertip to unerr- 



ingly strike a creature. Unlike magic trus¬ 

ses, churn ntksiJe strikes one creature ini¬ 

tially, then springs to other targets. Each 

missile'deals lcH-i-'i points of force dam¬ 
age. One missile si tikes The primary tar¬ 

get i>er two caster levels, to a maximum 

of LO missiles (dealing lOtH—J 0 points of 

damage). After the missiles strike, they 

ricochet to a number of targets up to the 

number of missiles created by the spell, 

back secondary target takes ld-11 ] points 

of damage, as if struck by a single witgic 

missile. You choose secondary targets as 

you like, but they must all be. within 30 

feet of the primary target, and no second¬ 

ary target cm be struck mote than once. 

You can daoose tb affect fewer secondary 

targets than die maximum (to avoid allies 

in the area, for example). Missiles with¬ 

out a secondary target'do not ricochet off 

the primary target. 

Spells, magic items, and abilities that 

protect against magic missile (such as the 

siHfeJcf spell or a brooch o/riiie.'dingl also 

protect against this spell. If the primary 

target has that scat of protection, the spell 

has no effect against it but strll springs 

to all secondary target brooch o/shirid- 

ing loses a number of charges equal to 

the number of missiles hitting tbo crea¬ 

ture—up to H> missiles), [f spell nesis- 

lance causes the spell to fad to harm tire 

primary target, the spell fails and missiles 

do not ricochet to additional targets. 

The missiles strike unerringly, even if 

the targets are in melee or have anything 

less than total cover or concealment. You 

cannot single out specific parts of a crea¬ 

ture to strike. This spdl cannot target: or 

damage inanimate objects. 

EMERALD PLANES 
Evocation [force] 

Level: Sor/Wiz 2 

Componetiis: V. 5. M 

Casting Time: l standard action 

Range: Medium (100 ft ■+ 10 ft./level) 

Effect: Disc 5-foot square force 

plane/2 levels 

Duration: 1 min./level 

Saving Throw: Mono 

Spell Resistance: No 

When you cast hi is spell you create 

one or more flat, tvanstuscent green 5- 

foot-square, 1-inch-thick fields offorce. 
You can create one emerald plane per 

Lwo caster levels. An emerald plane 

cannot move, it ri immune to dam¬ 

age of all kinds, and it is unaffected 

by most spells. However, a disintegrate 

spell, a rtid of oayycdlaiion, or a sphere of 

annihilation destroy whichever emerald 

plane they touch, while a Mordenkain- 

e'pt's dis/rmetiou or dfspef mugii; dispels all 

of the planes., created by a single casting 

of the spell. Breath weapons and spells 

cannot pass through an emerald plane 

in either direci lon, although dimension 

door, idsporl, and similar effects can 

bypass the barrier. It blocks ethereal 

and incorporeal creatures as well as 

material ones. J tiding behind an emer¬ 

ald plane provides cover- 

FORCE EFFECTS 

TN s arti cie presents s pe; Is that use the force d«sefiptyr. force effects have a nu m her of 

rules you should keep in mind. Force is nor ar, energy type. Spell* V/Ilh Hut ftwee descriptor 

ignore a creature's damage reduaman and an object’s .-lardncss. end they deal full damage 

to objects. Force effects rear-h in:o the Ethereal Pianeand always affect %n corporeal and 

ethereal creatures {force effects ignore the chance ofrMU affixring such creatures. and-spells 

.such as L',,S'i.1 of force block incorporeal and ethereal creatures), Nothing can damage afore* 

effect, including Other force .effecLS-. 
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Ail emerald plane cannot bn; cun- 

jured^o that it occupies the same 
space as a creature or another object. 

It must always be flat Emerald planes 

require no anchors, and can float 

above ground wherever the caster 

desires. Emerald planes can be Created 

vertically or horizontally,. Only one 

edge of an emerald plane can touch 

another surface at the time of the cast¬ 

ing. but an emerald piano tail touch 

more than one edge to a solid surface 

after casting. Alt emerald planes must 

be placed so no part of them is within 

5 feet of any o ther emerald plane. On 

the battle grid, a vertical emerald plane 

can only be placed along the border of 

a square, and must stretch from inter¬ 

section to intersection; a horizontal 

emerald plane must be placed over a 

square without extending over others. 

All planes created by a particular 

casting of the emerald planes spell wink 

out of existence when the spell dura¬ 

tion ends. Emerald places can be made 

permanent with a permanency spell. 

Doing so requires a minimum caster 

level of 10 and costs 'l .000 xp. 

Material Compm-tem: A pinch of pow¬ 

der made from a green gem. 

FORK CAST 
Evocation [Force] 

Level: Sor/Wiz 5 

Components; V, S: M 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: 0 ft. 

Effect: One 2-foot cube box of force 

Duration: 1 day/level (D| 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

This spell brings into being a lidded 

box of force. The box appears in the 

aster’s, hands, and the caster can 
choose to make it either invisible or 

merely translucent. The chest has no 

weight worth noting. 

Solid walls of force farm the. dies i/s 

five sides and lid. The caster and 

other creatures cannot open the lid 

except by first speaking the password 

{determined by the caster at the time 

of casting). Both objects and Tiny or 

smaller creatures can fit in the box: 

it holds enough air to allow one Tiny, 

two Diminutive, or four Tine crea¬ 

tures to breathe for 1 hour. 

Like a wail of fores spell, it. force c/aesf 

is immune to damage of all kinds and 

resists dte.ifi .magic, hut it is vulnerable to 

dhwtfEgmfe and Morde*ikame$4i$unC‘ 

Hon, and it can be destroyed by a sphere. of 

flunihilAtid of a rad of canceliaiicn. The 

box is. a spell effect, and Open Lock and 

Uric Magic Device cannot open it. 

Mate rial Copupoueftt: A 2-inch-square 

glass cube. 

FORK RAM 
Evocation [Force] 

Level; Dnl 2, Sor/Wte 2 

Components: V/S. M 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Close (25 ft, -t- 5 ft,/,7 levels) 

EfTecl: Ray 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Tit row: Reflex partial {See text) 

Spell Resistance: Yd 

You-create a field of rushing force 

vaguely discernible as a ram or goat. 

This force strikes a single target, 

dealing IdG points of damage. You 

must make a ranged touch atlack to 

hit a target. The force of the blow is 

considerable, and a creature struck 

by the spell is subject to a bull rush. 

The ram has a Strength of 25, is 

considered Large, and always moves 

with the detender. The spell is use¬ 

ful for knocking opponents off para¬ 

pets or lodges, among other things. 

In addition to its attack mode, ./once 

ram aiso has the power to open doors 

it strikes as if it were a character with a 

Strong lb of 25. 

Material CompotJ^ni: A tuft of wool. 

MRC[ ARMOR. MASS 
Conjuration. {Creation) [Force 

Level; Sor/Wix 5 

Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 

Targets: One creature/level, no two of 

which can be more than 30 ft. apart 

Tim .spell functions like m&ge armor, 

except that it affects multiple creatures. 

SAARD STORM 
Evocation [Force] 

Level: Sor/Wiz 5 

Components: V, S, \i 

Casting Time: 1 Standard a ction 

Range: Medium {100 H. +- 10 ft./level) 

Effect: One or more 20dbot radius 

bursts of force 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Saving 'Throws Reflex half 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

Immediately upon completion of this 

spell, and once per round thereafter, 

you may cause miniscule shards of 

magical force to explode out in a 20- 

foot radius burst from the chosen point 

of origin. The storm duals Mb points 

of damage due to force to ah erba lures 

within the radius. A .successful Reflex 

save halves the damage. 

Each round, you may use a Free action 

to cause a force shard storm. You need 

not cause the storm of force shards 

immediately. You can only call one 

storm per round, and only on your turn. 

The center point of the shard sterna 

is fixed when the spell is cast and can¬ 

not be moved. There is no physical 

manifestation of the spell at tire chosen 

point, although detect magic reveals a 

spell in effect at drat location. 

Materiai Component; A small shard of 

clear glass or crystal. 

TENSERS FLOATING DISK. GREATER 
Evocation [Force] 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

'Hies spell functions just like Tmrer's float* 

ingdisk, except teat tee created disk does 

not need to stay within 3 feet of the sur¬ 

face beneath it. However, the disk must 

remain within 15 feet of the caster at all 

I imps. The castor can concentrate: (as a 

standard action) on the disk to make it 

move with -a flv speed of 20 feet (perfect). 

This allows the caster to sit on the disk 

and command it to cany him about. 

Material Component: A drop 

of mercury. 1 
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illustrated by David Wahlstrom 

DIE 
nn 

H realm exists outside the normal 

cosmology of the planes that few 

know of and fewer still can reach, 

Sn this hidden place exist myriad 

creatures known as spirits,, guides 

and allies to those who can com¬ 

prehend their inscrutable ways, and 

those few who can speak to them are 

called spirit speakers. Spirit speak¬ 

ers unlocked the secrets of breaking 

down the barriers between the spirit 

world and the natural world. They 

travel there without fear, entering 

trances that let their minds journey 

in both world's simultaneously, 

The spirit world echoes, in many 

Ways, the natural world. Spirit speak¬ 

ers explain that a spirit exists not only 

for every individual creature, plant, 

river, or stone, but there also exist 

grandfather spirits that represent an 

entire race, species, or element:. When 

a spirit speaker enters her first trance, 

she meets a spirit who bonds with her, 

as a familiar bonds wish a sorcerer or 

wizard. The spirit speaker has no con¬ 

trol over which spirit bonds with her, 

although the spirit typically has some 

connection to the spirit speaker's past, 

such as an ancestor's spirit or perhaps 

the spirit of the small stream that runs 

by her home village. 

A spirit speaker lias spellcasting 

abilities, but her true power lies in 

the special abilities granted to her by 

her spirit guide, both in and out of 

trance, from her connection to I ho 

spirit world, she can gain a tremen¬ 

dous amount of knowledge. Unlike 

the loremaster, who diligently pores 

through .countless tomes, the spirit 

speaker gleans information from her 

forays into the spirit world as well as 

from her own experiences in the natu¬ 

ral world. In a party, a spirit speaker 

works well as a fifih character, one 

who augment's her base class with the 

spirit speaker's unique abilities. Typi¬ 

cally, a spirit speaker shifts her Focus 
to a support rote in the party, providing 

her group with some of the abilities of 

bards and clerics, as well as her u nique 

spelicasting abilities and peevless spiri¬ 

tual knowledge. 

Becau.se a spirit speaker casts so 

few spells, dais class appeals mostly to 
the rion-Speilcasting classes. Barbar¬ 

ians and monks make up the major¬ 

ity of spirit speakers, each exploring 

the spirit world lor different reasons, 

barbarian spirit speakers seek, bo serve 

their tribes' as advisors and wise men, 

whereas monk spirit speakers see 

their communes with the spirit world 

as an indication of the power of their 

meditations, fighters and rogues also 

take up this class in great numbers, to 

■gain flexibility {skills, spoils, and spe¬ 

cial abilities) and overall survivability 

(saving throws). Of the spellcasting 

classes, rangers and bards most often 

take up the spirit speaker way. 

MPO Spirit speakers rarely live atone 

and often work within a village or 

in league with a group of druids or 

rangers. A party might seek a spirit 

speaker for her unique knowledge or 

run across one. while in the depths of 

the wilderness. 

(LBH ffWIIRG 
All oflhe following are class features of 

the spirit speaker poblige class. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: 

Speaker gain no proficiency with any 

weapons or shields. They are proficient 

with light armor. 

Spoils: A spirit speaker has the abil¬ 

ity to cast divine spells. To cast spoils, 

a spirit speaker must have a Charisma 

score of at least 10 + the spell's level, 

so o spirit speaker with a Charisma of 

10 or lower cannot cast: spells. Spirit 

speaker bonus spells are based on 

Charisma,.and saving throws against 

these spells have a DC pfTO -I- Spoil 

level - the spirit speaker's Charisma 

modifier. The spirit speaker uses 

the ranger spell list. A spirit speaker 

has access.to any spell on the ranger 

spell list and can freely choose which 

to prepare, just as a ranger. A spirit 

speaker prepares and casts spells just 

as a ranger does. 

knler Trance (Su): By making a DC 

IS Concentration check, ihe .npjrit 

speaker can enter a trance that allows 
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her to communicate with the spirit 

world, iihe may enter a trance once per 

day per spirit speaker level, which lasts 

A number of rounds equal to the spirit 

speaker's Charisma score. Tine spirit 

speaker can end the trance at any time 

before this by succeeding at a DC 10 

Concentration check. She may not take 

10 or take 20 for either of these checks, 

but she can retry a failed check after 1 

round. Entering a trance is a full-round 

action that provokes attacks of opportu¬ 

nity. Once in a trance, the spirit speaker 

does not need bo make Concentration 

checks to maintain it. 

While in trance, the spirit speaker 

opens to the vast possibilities of 

the spirit world and makes herself 

somewhat removed from her sur¬ 

roundings. Tins duality splits her 

attention but heightens her magical 
senses. A spirit speaker in trance 

casts her spirit speaker spells at -ft 

caster level, and she gains access to 

her spirit guide. However, white in 

trance, the spirit speaker cannot run 
or charge, and she suffers a-2 pen¬ 

alty on all Wisdom- and Charisma- 

based skill checks. 

A spirit speaker may remain in 

trance when her current trance's dura¬ 

tion ends by making a DC 15 Concern 

1 ration check and expending another 

of her daily trances, This prolonged 

trance cotints as one trance for the 

purposes of abilities that work once 

per trance. 

Spirit Guide (Su): When the spirit 

speaker enters a trance, her spirit 

guide appears. While the spirit speaker 

remains in this dual existence, the 

Spirit guide manifests an unseen xrv&ni 

effect, as tire spell cast by a speUcast&r 

of the spirit speaker's d'&s level, except 

that the servant has hit points equal to 

[he spirit speaker. 

While in trance, the spi rit guide 

grants .its spirit speaker special abili¬ 

ties. depending on its master's levels 

in the spirit speaker class, as shown 

on the table below. The granted special 

abilities are cumulative,-so a lGth-lcvel 

spirit speaker gains all of the abili¬ 

ties on the table. However, the spirit 

speaker only gains access to these abili¬ 

ties while in trance. 
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Speaker Level Special Ability 

ist Spirit sight 

3rd Deliver touch spells 

5th Remove curse 

7th Ability enhancement 

9th ScrytHg 

Spirit Sight (Sit-): While in trance, die 

spirit speaker gains darkvision to 60 

Feet (if she did not already have it) and 

can see magical auras as if continually 

under the effect of a -detect mogfc spell. 

Ddiver Touch Spells (Suj; A Jrddevel 

spirit speaker's spirit guide allows a 

spirit speaker to deliver touch spells 

from afar. If the spirit speaker has 

line of effect lo a creature within 

range of the unseen sere>ant effect, the 

spirit speaker may deliver a touch 

spell to that creature as though it were 

within reach. 

REQUIREMENTS 
°*C£ To qualify to betomea'Spirit 1H 

■speaker, a character must ^ 

fulfill ail the followi hg ch Iwia, 

Ease Attack floniis; 14. 

Base Will Sava: +.£ 

Skills: Diplomacy 3 rohki, Know*- 
edge (alcana} 1 rank., Kmitolwlge 
(Ttafurij1 umk 

CLASS SKILLS 

The spirit.speaker's class-skills (and the. 

kir?1 ability for each skill) am Bluff (Ch;i), 

Concentration (Con)'; daft (ini), Diplo- 

mscy (Cha), Handle Animal (Cha), Hoal 

{Wiy), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (all 

skills, taken individually) (lot). Listen 

(Wis). Ride (Den), Search (Inf). Sense 

Motive (Wis), SfifrllCraft (En,[)K Spot (Wis), 

Survival {WiS), and Swim (So), 

Skill Points per Level; 6.+, Iht modifies-. 

Rembw Curse fSu); At-5th level., the 

spirit speaker gains the-ability to'use 

her connection with her spirit guide 

to petition the spirit world to remove 

a curse. Once pet trance, the spirit 

speaker may attempt a DC 20 Diplo¬ 

macy check to convince the spirits to 

help her, having the effect of casting 

remove; curre on a subject the spirit 

speaker designates. If she fails her 

Diplomacy check, she may not use 

this power for 24 hours. 

AfeiiiEy EtohctfWeriierit (Suj: At 7th 

level, the spirit speaker gains the ability 

to enhance one of her physical ability 

scores while in trance. Once she enters 

a trance, the spirit speaker gains a +-4 

enhancement bonus that she may apply 

!o her Strength, Dexterity, or Constitu¬ 

tion-score, She must choose one at the 

beginning of the trance, and she cannot 

later chan ge the ability score to -which I the bonus applies (although leaving the 

trance and entering a new one allows 

her to select a different ability score). 

A spirit speaker who prolongs a trance 

with additional daily trance uses cannot 

.choose a new ability score to apply the 

bonus to (she is still considered in tire 

same trance as when she began). 

Scrying (So); Once she becom.es 

a -pth-leve] spirit speaker, the spirit 

speaker can cast scry tog once per trance 

as a lOthdevel caster. Because of her 

connection to the spirit world, the spirit 

speaker can cast the spell without mate¬ 

rial components or a focus by using a 

full-round action and succeeding at a 

DC 2$ Diplomacy check. If tire spirit 

speaker fails her Diplomacy chock, she 

.may not use this power again liar 24 

bouts. A Spirit speaker who prolongs, a 

trance with additional daily trance uses 

cannot use this ability more than once 

in that trance (she is still considered in 

Ibe same trance as when she began). 

Skill Insigh| (Su), Beginning at 2nd 

level, the spirit speaker's spirit guide 

remains in contact with her ai all times 

in a tangential way, even outside of 

trance.- This grants the spirit speaker a 

+2 insight bonus on all skill checks For 

a skill, as listed in the Spirit Speaker 

Advancement-table. At 2nd level, the 

spirit guide grants a bonus on Heal 

checks, and at 4lh and later levels, the 

bonus applies to a different Knowledge 

chock that the spirit speaker has ai least 

1 rank in. 

Sense Ailments (Su): At 3rd level, the 

spirit speaker's spirit guide can help 

her tell if a creature suffers from the 

effects of a disease or a poison, even 

if that creature is unaware of it, by the 

spirit speaker succeeding at a DC 15 

Heal check. The spirit speaker can only 

use this ability when not in trance 

Sense Curse (Su): At 5th level, the 

spirit speaker can I ts ten 1u the whisper- 

iugs of the spirit world to tell if some¬ 

one suffers from a curse, such as from 

bestow the evil eye ability of sea 

hags, and similar effects, even j.f that 

person is-unaware of it, with a DC 20 

Knowledge (arcana) check. The spirit 

speaker can only use this ability when 

not in trance. 

Legend Lore f$p): At 9th level, the 

spirit speaker's spirit guide grants 

her the ability to cast (egeud lore once 

per day at her caster level. The spirit 

speaker can only use this ability when 

not in trance. £ 

THE SPIRIT SPEAKER 
Base Fort fief weii Spells per Day 

level Attack Bonus Save Save SilV* Special 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

1st +0 +2 +2 +2 Lnter trance, spirit guide (spirit sight) t — — - 

2nd + : +3 +3 13 Skill ins^ht (Heal) % _ _ _ 
3rd +2; +3. +3 Sense ailments, spirit guide (deliver touch spells) 2 1 — 

ath +3 +4 +4 •4 Skill in Si icht (KnowMge jn h [ure]) 3 2 _ __ . 

5th +3 +4 +4 i-4 Sense curse, spirit guide (remove curse) 3 2 1 — 

fah +i 45- +5 Skill insight (Knowledge fhls foryl} 3 3 2 

Vth +i +5 +5 1-5 S pi rit guide (ability enhance ment) 4 3 2 1 

Stb +6 lA Skill insight (.Knowledge [arcana]) 4 3 3 .2 

3th ■fS/ +6 if. Legend lors, spirit guide (aciy'rtg) 4 4 3 ■2 

l.Dth + 7 +7 t7 47 Skill insight [Knowledge [the.phne.*]} 4 4 3 3 
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illustrated by Amie SiwfceJ 

TREIKI1RB 

DWiRVfH 
HOLDS 

carves are renown for their skills with stone and 

metal. Their engineers, jewelers, and smiths 

masterfully craft goods considered far superior 

to those of other races, from the great subterranean 

halls of the legendary mountain kings to the colos¬ 

sal siege weapons built by their ingenious engineers, 

dwarves fashion countless wonders both above and 

below the earth* 

Legends hold that the wonders of modern d warren 

craftsmanship are but pale shadows of the miraculous 

creations of the past. Of peerless beauty and with strange 

and potent powers, fortune hunters risk life and limb trav¬ 

eling the globe to retrieve even the most minor of these 

ancient trinkets. 

Cataloged here is a sample of some of the rarest and most 

desired masterpieces of the ancient dwaiyeri masters* 
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ARMOR OF TOROR 
These half-plate armors, were commissioned by King 

Thror a nd fashioned by the smiths of his glorious forge. 

King Thror allegedly gave his commanders suits of these 

armors as rewards for their loyalty and valor during the 

Great Goblin Wats. Legends hold that those who wore 

ihese elegant suits inspired tremendous fear in their 

enemies, for the bravest among their foes learned of the 

armors' terrible power. 

With die peace that followed these tumultuous times, the 

surviving commanders of Thror' s army eventually died and 

the armors passed down from generation to generation, 

Today an armor of Thror is undoubtedly one of the most 

cherished family heirlooms a dwarf can possess. With the 

passage of time, many such suits were either lost or interred 

with their last owners, but some still pass down through 

modern clans. 

An armor of Thror is a set of beautifully era fled half-plate. 

Fashioned from solid gold with many intricate patterns 

etched into the metal, these suits hold Thror's heraldic sym¬ 

bol upon the breastplate; the face of a mighty boar holding 

a rose between its clenched teeth. Although most people do 

not recognize this ancient and prestigious symbol, many 

dwarves do. 

An armor qfTh^&r is a +2fortification fheuuyji In 

addition, if an enemy makes a melee attack that would nor¬ 

mally cause a critical hit or sneak attack, the armor strikes 

that foe with a bolt of energy that deals Sdfi points of electric* 

ily damage. An attacker'who makes a DC 14- Reflex saw suf¬ 

fers only half damage, 

Strong abjuration; CL 13th; Craft Magic Arms and Armor, 

fining feoh; Price 60,75ft gp: Weight 5ft lb. 

BRERnPLflTE OF HARDINGS 
These rare, suits of blood- 

red armor were fash¬ 

ioned by an unknown 

smith some two thousand 

years ago. No one knows 

for whom these garments 

were crafted, but a good 

number of them were found 

in the tomb of the legendary 

King Armas , one of the most honored 

monarchy itt dwarvea history. 

With the uncovering of the kingly mausoleum and the 

ancient treasures buried within, many historians concluded 

that King Armas was interred with the in embers of his 

personal guard. Research holds that these scarlet armors 

were Fabricated for the king's.most loyal warriors, but others-- 

undoubtedly wore similar garments in the years that fol¬ 

lowed King Armas's demise. 

A brmstpiate ofluirdiness is a -i-3fire resistante breastpfale that 

grants its wearer- a number of .temporary h i I |X>i nts equal to h is 

Constitution score. Whenever the wearer of a breastplate of har¬ 

diness takes damage, subtract the armor's temporary hil points 

first. Once the amount of temporary hit points drops to 0. the 

welter takes damage as normal. A breastplate of hardiness 

regenerates lost temporary hit points at a rate of 1 per hour until 

all of its temporary hit points ate available again. 'Tire armor 

grants a wearer ternporasy hil. points as long as the armor is 

worn, and the hit points vanish if the an nor is removed. 

Strong abjuration; CL 9th; Craft Magic Arms and 

Armor, beafii jei’K&rafw, resist energy; Price 

43,350 gp: Weight 30 lb. 

GIWLEIS OF BfflING 
Each of these massive 

gauntlets is fashioned 

from layered plates oi 

silvery iron cover ing 

the back of the hand 

and fingers of a thick 

glove of black leather. 

The leather of this glove 

is rigid and ils surface cracked 

and battered, as If by old age, Inn n close 

inspection confirms that H is still sound and 

Supple enough to wear. The slightly curved mel.a] plates— 

tour wide ones covering the back of the hand and wrist, 

and six narrow ones upon each of the fingers- are riveted 

into the black glove. A multitude of tiny runes and dwarven 

designs cover the silvery surfaces of these plates. 

These gauntlets are some of the most indent, dwarven 

magic items and no' record.coasts of their original creator. 

The score I of their making, however, has been passed down 

from dwarven master smiths to their most promising 

apprentices when they ill turn became masters. Because of 
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the marvelous power they bestow in battle, warriors of all 

races cherish these items. 

Three times per day; the wearer of a pair ofgiffwntleis of 

bashirtgeair make unarmed attacks that sirike with incredible 

force. As a tree action, the wearer can invoke tire gauntlets 

power, causing all his unarmed attacks made in the next 

round to deal 2dG poiflts of damage bludgeoning damage. 

In addition, also as a free action, the wear can slam back any 

opponent he’s used the gauntlet's power to deal damage to. 

Creatures struck in ibis manner are hull rushed as if by a 

Large creature with a Strength of 25. 

Moderate transnsutation; CR 

telekinesis; Price 45,-300 gp; Weigh t 4 lb, 

MUG OF 
(ItflR-ilEliDEDM 
Long ago, die clergy 

of the dwarven god 

of war made these 

intricate and beauti¬ 

ful mugs in order 

bo insure that tire 

warriors of their 

armies—most espe¬ 
cially its oflicers and heroes—had their heads dear and I heir 

spirits heartened as they waged war, 

A rnugof dmr-kffcktlnm. is cast froth dark bronze. Its body 

is fashioned to resemble a finely cut gemstone. Tire mug's 

handle, however, is sculpted in the form of a dwarven war¬ 

rior chopping with jm tote into die go ml ike surface of the 

item, 'lire handle is so well detailed that anyone looking ai 

the mug instantly recognizes its great artistic value. 

A mug of clwr-ktQ&dnm has ti variety of effects. All liquids 

poured into a n-rug of'dear*iwadedness are affected as if by the 

spell puri^/ood mddrink. Once per day, drinking from the 

mug cures the- drinker of poisons and other toxins in his 

body, as per the spell neuiralitPpbrici«. Also, three times per 

day, a creature who drinks a full mug of liq uid from this item 

gains the effects of the spell wisdpnt. 

Moderate transmutation; CL 7th;: Graft Wondrous' Item, 
neutralist poison, aid's wisdom, purifyfiod nnd drink; P rice 
33,800 gp; Weight I lb. 

RiHG OF SPEtllNKIHG 
Like many dwarren rings, 

rings of speiunkf rig are 

wide, thick bands that look 

heavier than they actually 

are. These perfectly round 

bands scintillate when held 

up to the light. The surface of 

a ring of spriun.king is so well polished ihat, at 

first glance, it appears ro have'been cut from a single piece 

oF semi-precious stone. A closer look, however, reveals that it 

is composed of countless fragments taken from various lypes 

of stories and gems seamlessly melded together. 

I n ven ted at the onset of ibo rule of the great Mountain 

Kings, these items were used by dwarven exploring par¬ 

ties and mining expeditions to navigate the treacherous 

underground cavern complexes from which they eventually 

carved out their great dries. The majority pf ihe.se rings 

remain lost, and those who know of their existence cherish 

these .andent items. 

A ring ofspdwiking grants its wearer an intuitive 

familiarity, with all things related to natural caverns and 

the creatures inhabiting them, giving a +10 competence 

bonus on Knowledge (dungeo nee ring) checks. Tfilie 

wearer has darkvision, the ring improves this ability, dou¬ 

bling the range the wearer can see in total darkness. Wear¬ 

ers with out darky! si on gain no benefit from this power. 

Additionally, to cope with cramped spaces, the wearer of a 

ring-of:spdwmang can, three times per day, shrink in size 

as per the spell r&ua parson. 

faint transmutation; CL 3rd; Craft Wondrous Item; 

dwnfcmwn, red-wee; parson; Price 47,000 gp; Weight—. 

SMITE OF 
THE fllLTHTHER 
These small, finely detailed 

statuettes o-f Mora din are 

carved from precious 

stones. N o one knows 

when these statuettes- 

were created, but legends 

suggest that a priest 

and master stonecutter 

originally crafted them 

to honor the dwarven 

All-Father. Whatever their 

origins, most large temples of 

the deity have one such statu¬ 

ette at hand, but they are usu¬ 

ally hidden in secret alcoves 

and are well guarded- 

Incredibly wrell made, these 

Strange statuettes are nearly 

perfect replicas of si olid dwarven warriors, carved of 

whole pieces, of precious stones 

A All-Father is a boon to clerics. Once per 

day. the-statuette maybe used by a deric of lawful good, 

neutral good, or lawful neutral alignment while preparing 

spells for the day. This allows the clerk to prepare spells of 

the Strength domain as If they were domain spells. In addi¬ 

tion, for that day, the cleric gains the granted power of the 

Strength domain. 

Fairit abjuration; CL 3rd;- Craft Wondrous Item, turn's 

strength: trice Weight 5 lb. 5 
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HEROIC FEATS 

' MASTERY OF 
THE SAND AND SEAS 

T}u> inhabitants of the desert and the 

sea have much in common., both Jiv¬ 

ing at tlu? cruel whims of an unforgiv¬ 

ing emviromnent. Aadimated to areas that 

can easily kill unprepared visitors, the 

peoples of these regions reiy upon a vari¬ 

ety of unique abilities to cope with their 

brutal homes, 

The following desert- and coast- 

themed feats are available to all 

characters. DMs with such regions 

in their campaigns might offer these 

as regional feats as presented in the. 

forgotten Rea/ms Campaign Setting. 

DESERTBORN [GEM 
You were raised in the deep desert 

.and understand its Ways: 

Benefit You arc-comfortable in the blis¬ 

tering heat of the day and die bitter chill 

of the night You treat heat conditions 

as if they were 20 degrees cooler (see 

the Dungeon Master's Cucde* page 

You abo gain a -+2 bonus on all Survival 

checks made while in die desert. 

NHIURRL DOWSER [GENERALI 
You can locate water even in the most 
parched regions, 

Prerequisite: Survival >1 ranks. 

Benefit- You gain a +4 bonus on Sur¬ 

vival checks bo get along in the wild. 

PIRAIE HICK [GENERAL] 
You are notorious for escaping from 

nasty predicaments. 

Prerequisite: Cba 13, 

Benefit: Once per day, you may rerbil 

one saving throw that you have just 

made before I ho DM declares whether 

the roil resutis in success or failure. 

You must take the result of the second 

roll, even if it is worse. 

POLKLOT [GENERAL] 
Traveling abroad has given you a 

knack for picking up languages. 

Benefit: You learn a language of your 

choice as a bonus language. In addi¬ 

tion, Speak Language is always consid¬ 

ered a.class skill for you. 

SBHDSIEF [GENERAL! 
Your footing is as sure on shifting 

sand as it is'cm solid ground. 

Benefit: The DCs of your Balance, 

Move Silently, and Tumble checks are 

not increased by the light or dense 

rubble or lighi undergrowth of desert 
terrain. Light and dense rubble and 

undergrowth in other regions still 

hinders you, and heavy undergrowth 
hinders you normally. 

In addition, when you enter a 

square Of light undergrowth in desert 

terrain, you need oniy use 1 square 

of movement. 

Normal: Light rubble and light 

undergrowth raises the DC of Bal¬ 

ance and Tumble checks by \ 'L Dense 

nibble raises the DC of Balance 

and Tumble checks by +5 and Move 

Silently checks by +2, 

You must use 2 squares of 

movement to enter a square with 
light undergrowth: 

SfiYYr SWIMMER [GENERAL] 
You have been trained to swim even in 

the heaviest armor. 

Prerequisite: #wim 4 ranks. 

Benefit: When proficient with the 

armor you wear, you suffer only half 

that annor's armor clieck penally to 

Swim checks. Thus, if you are prof- 

deni with heavy armor and attempt to 

swim' wearing banded mail, you Suf¬ 

fer only a -3 penalty on Swim checks 

rather: than the usual -12, 

Normal: Double the normal 

armor check penalty is applied to 

Swim checks- 

SHIPBORN [GENERAL] 
A ship beneath yom feet feels as 

natural to you as the sand beneath' a 

earned's hooves. 

Benefit; You gain a 42 circumstance 

bonus on any skill check neeessaiy lo 

operate or maintain a ship, including Bal¬ 

ance checks on a pitching deck. Climb 

checks made in rigging, Craft (shipbuild¬ 

ing) cheeks, and Profession (sailor} 

checks; You only ga in the bonuses if 

aboard a ship or, in the case of Craft (ship¬ 

building) checks, when die sldp is docked. 

ERROR Will [CENfRAtJ 
Your unshakable beliefs sustain you 

against all outside influences. 

Prereqnisite: Base Will save i-2. 

Benefit: You receive a 4-1 bonus 

on ah modified level checks made to 

oppose Intimidate checks meant to 

demoralize you (see the Player's -Hand- 

book, page 76) and a +1 bonus on all 

Will saves. % 
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WINNING RACES 

fay Mli Cagle 

illustrated % Joachim Barrum 

CYCLOPfBNS 
Legends, speak of an enigmatic race of giants known as 

the qrdnpes. Similar to h;ill giatUs in many ways, lhe.se 
brutes had one unique trait: single eyes situated in the 

middle of their foreheads. Cyclopes lived in an uneasy 

peace with other giants, with the one-eyed beings losing 

battles more often than winning. Over tune, cydopes 

los t the majority of their territory* forcing them to move 

farther into the wilderness or dose]' to the settlements of 

humanoid races, particularly humans, in most of these 

collisions of cultures, the humanoids treated Cyclopes 

with fear and suspicion* resulting in the slow decline of 

the cy dopes' population. Over the centuries* as the cyid’o- 

pes died off* other races came to regard them as nothing 

more than a myth. 
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However, pockets of these giants 

survived in the wilderness and along 

the rocky crags of forbidding shores. 

Tales persisted of sailors running afoul 

of eydopes living on isolated islands. 

Most of these-stones ended poorly for 

the sailors, bat some tell of a cyclop* 

who would trade a glimpse into the 

future for goods or favors. In one story, 

a Hood of refugees tied their dty dur¬ 

ing a siege and sought: out the ancient 

cyclops, .Menta the Wizened. Went a 

foretold of great doom and despair for 

many of the refugees, but eventual 

revenge against their attackers. His 

prophecy came true, and the grateful 

survivors deified Menta and made I its 

home a sacred place, 

Worshippers and omen seekers 

often visited the island, and Menta 

took some as mates. His children, 

although smaller and weaker than the 

giant who begat them, slowly spread 

throughout the land and became a 

viable race in their own right. These 

first cyclopeans retained both their 

ancestors ability to look into another 

person's future, as well as a deep 

passion tor solitude and respect for 

nature. Most of these cyclopeans 

stayed dose to the sea, doing their best 

La remain hidden from others. They 

made peaceful contact with gnomes, 

fey. and the rare d war veil dans who 

regarded cyclopeans with curiosity. 

Although most cyclopeans consider 

Menta the Father of their race, other 

myths persist that tell of tribes that 

descended from other Cyclopes. Known 

as the feral-kind, these cyclopeans are 

violent a mi savage, like many other 

types of giants. While most cyclopeans 

descended from Menta wish only to 

live in peace, their brethren make life 

difficult tor the race, attacking innocent 

travelers who roam too close to their 

caves and hovels. 

Today, the two cyclopea n branches 

form a minor, fragmented race, eking 

out an existence among more numer¬ 

ous humanoids. Rumors persist that 

some cyclopeans see visions of their 

race's ultimate fate—but none, even 

under pai n of death, reveal what the 

future holds for their kind. Some sages 

speculate that the cyclopeans face a 

slow, agonizing extinction as their 

bloodline runs dry, although Hints 

abound of the race gaining greater 

glory and respect 

Optimistic —some say naive—Cyclo¬ 

pean adventurers dedicate them selves 
to Increasing- iheir race's beleaguered 

status. The boldest make quests to 

locate the few remaining cydopes 'in 

hope of bringing power to their ailing 

race, 'the most fervent even believe 

Menta Jives and waits for his-Children 

to return to him, and ihey scour the 

world seeking him. 

Personality: Introspective and 

thoughtful Menta cyclopeans often 

take a long-term view. Because of 

their ability to look into the future, 

cyclopeans often seern lost in 

thought spending more time ‘look¬ 

ing forward" than paying attention 

to the world of the present Even: if 

not actively using their ft j Lure sight, 

most cyclopeans spend their time 

mulling over other creatures' fates 

and what those creatures mean in the 

scheme of the universe. To others, 

a cyclopean might seem distracted 

and absent-minded, and often needs 

coaxing to pay attention to matters 

at hand. Otherwise, the relatively 

peaceful and withdrawn cyclopeans 

strive to live Eti harmony with their 

surroundings. Often witnesses to the 

folly in others, they maintain a fatal¬ 

istic attitude toward life that makes 

them stoic and unemotional. They 

know ot the Futures Eternal flux and 

that patience and calm help them 

survive turbulent times—"they believe 

that if one waits long enough, new 

possibilities always emerge. 

Their unique ability to see into the 

future creates two distinct personal¬ 

ity types among the peaceful Menta 

cyclopeans. One tyqie becomes, deeply 

intrigued almost obsessed—with the 

lives ot other sentient beings, jarr¬ 

ing in to 1 he ful n re anti welching as 

their fates play our. Sometimes these 

cyclopeans befriend beings they see as 

having interesting fates, guiding those 

creatures with advice bestowed by 

their ability. The other type of Menta 

cyclopean, haunted and overwhelmed 

by seeing the fate of others, withdraws 

from society arid seeks solitude. They 

reveal their secrets only through 

bribes, coercion,, or methods bf con- 

viixdrig them of the importance of 

their information, 
Either way, many beings seek out 

cyclopeans in hope of finding out 

what the future holds. Most Menta 

cyclopeans loathe revealing too much 

and become angry or morose if asked 

too often, Menta cyclopeans cherah 

those beings who learn to accept them 

for more than their ability to see into 

the future. 

Bitter and savage, the feral-kind 

cyclopeans use their great strength and 

physical prowess to toy with victims 

before: killing them out. of spite. These 

evil loners typically live dose to other 

humanoids in order to have plenty of 

“toys" to play with. Pnn1 a I -k i nd cyIhx]yv- 

ans possess a dark and twisted view of 

the world, seeing it as a place of hard¬ 

ship where only the si mng survive. 

They see their more peaceful brethren 

as weak and soft, misusing their talents 

and heritage for pointless masons. 

Smarter feral-kind cyclopeans might 

even adopt the ruse of acting like then 

more gentle brethren in order to lure 

the naive .and overly trusting. 

Physical Description: Descended 

from the giant race of Cyclopes, those 

extremely tall humanoids stand just 

shy of Large size at 1 to 8 feet. With 

wiry builds and ruddy, leathery skin, 

cyclopeans weigh between 250 and 

350 pounds. Both types of cyclopean 

females generally wear their hair very 

long while the males shave their heads 

bald. Elder male cyclopeans commonly 

tattoo their smoothly shaved heads 

with intricate abstract patterns. The 

higher the male's slat us, the more 

complicated the tattoo. 

Located immediately above the 

bridge of its nose, ihe cyclopeans single 

eye is slightly larger than normal lor 

a humanoid ot its size, and it requires 

far less blinking to keep it moist and 

safe. Us eye always lias a brilliant color 

resembling a gemstone, with no two 

cyclopean irises sharing the same color. 

Because-of theft single eye, cyclopeans 

lack depth perception and few make 

use of ranged weapons, preferring to 
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WINNING RACES 

hunt with spears and clubs, or to fish 

for their meal. This lack of depth pep 

cepiion often' causes them to Ignore 

personal space and move uncomfort¬ 

ably close to others., and it also makes 

them nervous when people try to talk to 

them from far away. 

Merita eye lope a ns prefer to wear 

simple garb, such as tunics, loincloths, 

or roller which they often, wear short 

in the dry, arid regions that they com¬ 

monly inhabit. They dislike bold and 

gaudy adornment, although almost 

every Merita cyclopean wears a neck¬ 

lace or other bit of tasteful jewelry 

made from natural materials. Feral- 

kind cyclopeans wrear animal skins and 

bits of jagged metal, often culled from 

discarded or stolen armor. 

Relations: Cyclopeans live close to 

the land, and as a result, find them¬ 

selves cktf ling most often with gnomes, 

dwarves, and sylvan beings. Men la 

cyclopeans respect the privacy and ter- 

ritory of other races and ask only the 

same in kind. However, due lo their 

future sight, other beings often seek 

out cyclopeans in hopes of having their 

futures predicted. Some tribes see little 

problem widr this, trading information 

from their visions for goods from other 

races. Other tribes dislike the requests 

and demands of seekers who ask too 

much or too often; and they turn dieir 

hades on anyone who gets too pushy. 

Feral-kind cyclopeans, particularly 

those who live deep in the wilder- 

ness, often find them selves dwelling 

side-by-side with sylvan races, such 

as satyrs, pbdes, and dryads. Occa¬ 

sionally, ibis close proximity leads to 

violence, hut the feral-kind cyclopeans 

have lost enough warriors in the past 

that they rarely start fights anymore. 

Most cyclopeans treat giants with a 

neutral attitude, knowing that they 

share a common ancestry but one they 

often wish to leave in |he past. To turn, 

giants, especially hitl and stone giants, 

regard cyclopeans with superstition 

and begrudging respect. Most giants 

simply leave diem alone, sensing the 

blood of the cydopes running in their 

veins, The more enlightened and 

intelligeni giants, such as doud and 

Storm giants, have a patronizing view 

CYCLOPEAN VITAL STATISTICS 

Toe following tables will help- >0u roufld Out your cyclopean character. Use these tables 

by following the instructions for dc-tcrm in imp these random numbers or: page 109 of the 

PJdye/i Hti nu'Feofc. 

Random Starting Ages 

Sard Cleric 

Barbarian Fighter Druid 

Rogue Paladin Monk 

Adulthood Sorcerer Rangier Wizard 

20 >"3rs +2d4 +3dS 

Aging Effects 

Majiimum 

Middle Age 

SO years 

Old 

75-years 

Venerable 

100 years' 

Ago 

+5d20 years 

Random Height and Weight 

Base Height Base Weight 

Gender Height Modifier Weight Modifier 

Mate 10" +2dG 210 3b. * (2d£> lb. 

Female +2dG isorb. w {2dt>‘i lb. 

of cyclopeans . seeing them as a failed 

and dying bloodline doomed to pass 

into obscurity. 

The two cyclopean factions do not 

get along, their meetings often ending 

in bloodshed. However, because their 

race lacks numbers, few cyclopeans 

actively quarrel with their kin. At best, 

Men la and feral-kind cyclopeans simply 

ignore each other and strive to stay far 

away from each other's territory. 

Alignment; The introspective Mental 

cyclopeans like to gather facts before 

passing judgment, making most of 

them neutral or lawful neutral. The far 

more savage and brutal feral-kind cyclo¬ 

peans tend more toward chaotic and 

evil behavior, although the isolationists 

among them lean toward neutral evil. 

Religion: Concerned with the natu¬ 

ral rhythm of life and the ebb and flow 

of fate in the universe, cyclopeans pay 

little heed to most religions, Those 

who do pray to deities commonly wor- 

ship Qbad-Hai (representing balance 

in nature)i or Boccob (ihe uncaring 

deity of magic}, Cyclopeans with a 

violent bent (which occurs most com¬ 

monly among the feral-kind, but occa¬ 

sionally among the Menta cyclopeans) 

Worship NorulJ or Erythnul. Overall, 

however, cyclopeans like to make their 

own judgment on matters and dislike 

those who preach to them or make 

them targets of religious, conversion. 

Regardless of their beliefs, all cyclo¬ 

peans possess deep convictions per¬ 

taining to their heritage—the Menta 

cyclopeans believe Menta begat their 

species, while feral-kind .^ee iheto.- 

$ elves as the wronged descendants of 

ancient cyctope's from long ago. 

Language; Cyclopeans speak Giant 

•as their natural tongue, although those 

who live cLose to other races learn to 

speak Common as well. Linguists 

note that cyclopeans. speak a rather 

brutish version of Giant with a lyrical 

tone to the.ir-yo.iccs, a trait that most 

other beings find slighdy hypnotic. 

Ocular imagery and numerous phrases 

discussing fate and the future fill the 

cyclopean dialect. 

Names; As befitting their gianl 

ancestry, cyclopeans have short, simple 

names. They eschew7 familial names 

in favor of titles, such as "die Dark 

Seer," "the Sullen," or "the Way walker." 

Only other cyclopeans (or sometimes 

the tribe as a whole) grant such rides. 

Titles might change overtime as cyclo¬ 

peans experience Ufc-dbanging events. 

A few adopt the naming conventions 

of Other races, particularly dwarves 
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and gnomes, accepting this additional 

name' as just another way to make 

themselves ant as individuals. 

Male Names: Bren gar, Corvee, Gorr, 

Men, Tuffor, Ulbur, Warror. 

Female Names; Emara, Kelara, Lessi, 

M alio, Oova , Tamri, Veshe. 

Adventurers: iFire but active, cyclo- 

pean adventurers leave the safety of 

their rocky homes and succumb to 

wanderlust .Menta cyciopean adventur¬ 

ers typically become wizards—parti cu- 

tarly diviners-—■spending ihcir lime 

studying magic to better unravel the 

tangled web of the future. Because of 

their tendency to bail from wild and 

untamed Lands, feral-kind cyciopeans 

favor the bar barian class. 

MENU CYCIOPEAN RACIAL TRAITS 
* -i-Z Constitution, -2 Dexterity. 

Although quite sturdy, Merita cyclo- 

pean S lack grace or coordination. 

* Medium; As Medium creatures, 

cydopeans have no special bonuses 

or penalties due to their size. 

* Cyclopean base land speed is 30 

feet. 

■ Darkvision: Cycle peans can see in 

tire dark up to 00 feet. Darkvision 

is black and white only, but it is 

otherwise like normal tight. Menta 

cydopeans function fine with no 

light at all. 

> Future Sight (Su).; Three times per 

day, li Menta cyciopean may spend 

a Full-round action to peer into the 

future of a creature. This functions 

as the augury spell. except it does 

not require any components and 

cannot predict the future of the 

cyciopean himself. The' cyciopean 

must touch the target creature for 

ihe full round. The Merita cyclo- 

pean may only use this ability once 

per creature per day. 

* Single bye: Because they only have 

one eyer cydopeans lack depth 

perception. Cydopeans suffer a -2 

penalty on all ranged attack rolls, 

Search checks, and Spot checks. 

* Automatic Languages; Common 

and Giant. Bonus Languages: 

Dwarven, Gnome, Sylvan, and Ter- 

nui. Cydopeans live dose to the 

earth and often karri the languages 

of those attuned to it. 

* Favored Class: Wizard. A mulddass 

Menta cydopeans wizard class does 

not count when determining wheth¬ 

er he takes an experience point 

penalty for mu kicks sing [see the 

Player's Ffandfrook, page BO). Most 

cyciopean wizards become diviners, 

using spoils to augment their ability 

to peer into I he future. 

* Level Adjustment: -A). 

EERNHIND (YClOPfflH RfKIHL IRRITS 
* -1-2 Strength, +■2 Constitution. -2 

Dexterity, -2 Intelligence. Just as 
clumsy as their Menta kin, feral- 

kind cydopeans make up for their 

lack of graCo with considerable 

physical power. However, they lack 

the cunning of their kin. 

. Medium; As Medium creatures, 

cydopeans have no special bonuses 

or penalties due to their size. 

■ Cyclopean base land speed is 30 feet. 

- Darkvision: Cydopeans can see in 

the dark up to 60 feet. Darkvision is 

black and white only, but it is oth¬ 

erwise like normal sight. Feral-kind 

cydopeans Punch oh fine with no 

light at all. 

* Glimpse the: Future (Su); Feral-kind 

cydopeans laek the full future sighi 

■ ability of their Menta cyciopean ldrnL 

1 instead, they can see brief snatches 

•of the Future that let them react to 

danger letter, Feral-kind cydopeans 

get li -1-1 insight bonus on Initiative 

checks- and Reflex gaves. 
- Single Eye: Because they only have 

one eye, cydopeans I Lick depth 

perception. .Cydopeans suffer a -2 

penalty on all ranged attack rolls. 

Search checks, and. Spot checks. 

- Automatic Languages; Common 

and Giant. Bonus Languages; 

Dwarven, Gnome, Sylvan, and Ter- 

ran. Cydopeans live close to die 

earth and often learn the languages 

of those attuned to it. 

- Favored Class; Barbarian. A 

multidass feral-kind cyciopean 

barbarian's class docs, not count 

when determining whether he 

takes an experience point penalty 

tor multi classing (see the Player's 

Handbook, page 60). Already 

crude and dangerous, feral-kind 

cydopeans find it easy to enter 

berserker rLige. 

- Level Adjustment; +ft, ZS 
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CLASS ACTS T 
by Paul Leach 

THE Hunt 
Thane* -are-professional fighters sworn to pro¬ 

tect a dan or tribal thiefbui, sei zing as body¬ 

guards. companions, and Utecommatideis 

ot"their liege's warbands. Such devoted warriors, 

usually come from tho leading or noble families 

of a liege's country dan., or Lri.be. Loyalty is the 

most important quality for them, and they are 

expected to die defending or avenging tlieir liege, 

in reLurri for a thanes faithfu! seiviee, patrons 

feed, board, and give gifts to their protectors, 

Thanes from cultures tin at esteem mounted war¬ 

rior* often embrace the horseman ideal, while 

those, of other societies adopt whatever form of 

battle is considered most honorable. 

The thane is a specialist fighter, much bke an 

evoker is a specialist, wizard. Unless otherwise 

noted,. El dianu advances in tire same maimer 

as a fighter (same Hit Die, base utkLclc bonus, 

saving throw bonuses, skill points, and so oil). 

When a character elects Lo take a level of fighter 

or thine, ho may not later take levels in the 

other class. This prevents the character from 

gaining the benefits of a 1 st-level lighter twice. 

CLASS SKILLS 
The thane's class skills {and the key ability for 

each skill} are Climb (Sir), Craft (hit). Diplo¬ 

macy (Cha), Handle Animal (.Cha), Jump (5tr). 

Ride (Dex), and Swim (Sir), 

CLASS FEATURES 
All of the following are class features of the thane. 

Weapon arnl Armor Proficiency; A thane is 

proficient with all simple and martial.weapons' 

and with all armor (heavy; medium, and light) 

a od shields (including tower shields). 

Bonus Peals: The thane gain* bonus feats 

ns normal fighters do. In addition to normal 

lighter bonus feats, the thane may also select 

any of the feats in the New Thane Feats side- 

bar in place of a fighter bonus feat. 

Thane's Vow- At. 1st level, a thane devotes 

himself to A single lord, or master. This lord does 

not have to be an actual ruler, merely any other 

character the thane determines as being worthy 

to servo and who accepts the thane's service. 

A thane cannot voluntarily change who his 

lord is for any reason oner; he has pledged him¬ 

self to that lord. If the thane's lord is killed, the 

thane must exact revenge against his master's 

killers or die in the attempt, and should be 

treated as if under the effects nf^as/iji^st until 

this mission is fulfilled (this quest cannot be 

ended prematurely by a .'vom-uv 6itr$z spell), A 

lordless thane suffers a -4 penally on all Cha¬ 

ri sma-basctl skill checks until he fulfills his 

vow. After a thano has avenged his previous 

lotd's death, he is free lo devote himself to a 

new lord and must do- so to eliminate the pen¬ 

ally on Charisma-based skill checks. [ 

NEW THANE FEATS 

Thanes make frequent use of 3 variety offeats that alloW 

them to baiter aid and defer-d their-patron. Although 

-rasd jrim!i;iy jv; chKs lJucInjI defenders, nriy character 

might make use of the following feats. Anwmal fijyrter 

may not take thcse.feats be fighter bonus feats: 

Aura of Bravery [General] 
. Your'eon ragfC is- so- significant that eve.-, your allies 

benefit from it: 

Benefits All of your allies within 1 0 feet gsh a 

+2 morale bonus on saves against .fear effed& so 

long as.you do noE s-jfTfer I'rc-m a fear effect. You 

do not gain jhis. bonus'. 

Special: A thane may. select Aura of Bravery as 

one of nis fighter bonus feats. 

Improved Aid Another [General] 
You are. s^ilicd a: aiding allies both on and off 

the battlefield. 

Benefit: Whe-, successfully using the aid 

another action, you grant ybtfjjally a +4 bonus, 

Normal: Without this feac. yuo only, give your 

.ally ft +2 boh'-jH tvhen os'lng 1 he aid anomer action. 

Special: A Lhane rviay soled Improved Aid 

Another as orie Of his fighter bonus feats. 

Stalwart [General] 
You.-ire particularly Sure-footed ar-d. resistant to 

attacks that.Would move you. 

Benefit; You gain- a -A bonus or-- the opposed 

Strength check made to resist pull rush, overrun, 

and trip attacAs, 

Special: A thane may Select Stalwart a5.orie:cf 

:hfe lighter bonus feats 
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by Mike McArtor 

HEED YOUR (flume 
You know your dene's god, her alignment 

wYuit spells she typically memories, and 
maybe whaL she looks like. Perhaps you've 

even concocted a bit of a backstoiy for her, to 

add a little pavor to the jumble of numbers on 
her character sheet However, do you know what 

drew her to what she probably considers the 

most important aspect of her lifer After al I, the 

life of a detic isn't necessarily an easy one. What 

follows are a number of different vignettes you 

can pick from to explain how your character 
found her faith. Each example is tied to a. domain 

from the Flair's Handbook, buL many can be 

used tor obiter domains as well. 

Animal; “When T approached manhood, my 

father look me hunting in the large forest near 

our village. 1 was excited to finally get a.chance 

to bringdown a deer and provide for my family. 

We stayed in the forest For several days before 

1 saw one. 1 crept forward and took aim at the 

docile creature. The deer stayed in one place, 

eating a plant as if! were not there. Intrigued 

by its cairn , [ stood lor nearly an hour watching 

the deer, taken aback by its majestic beauty." 

Earth; "I’ve always enjoyed the smell of fresh- 

tilled soil, of carving stone into recognizable 

shapes, and of collecting rocks of all kind*. My 

journeys among and beneath the mountains 

became legend, not only for the incredible 

luck J hud in escaping danger, but also for the 

perceived lunacy of such jaunts. One day, as i 

walked at he bottom of a narrow gorge, a rock 

slide roared down upon me. Instinctively, I 

ducked, and when the deafening sound of talk 

mg rocks finally ceased, 1 realized l was both 

alive and unharmed. Somehow, the falling 

rocks had formed a pocket around the, and 1 
was convinced from then on that stone was 
alive and had spared my life so ] could spread 
my wonderful discovery.” 

Healing: "As ! lay dying,, afflicted with an 

incurable disease, i had a vision. At first, J 

thought it a more product of the disease savag¬ 

ing my body and mind, but as the vision lin¬ 

gered, 1 saw the face of my god- Ele bid me to 

rise from my bod and be whole again, and as i 

awoke and climbed from my deathbed (much to 

the surprise of my family}, I knew that I was to 

piay a part in my god's plans,1' 

Law; “My brother stood trial for a crime 

my family felt he didn't commit. However, as 

the trial progressed, the evidence against him 

began, to mount, My family and 1 watched the 

proceedings, but while they cursed the magis- 

trite-priests for tins embarrassment, T became 

loss interested in the particulars of the trial and 

far more intrigued by how it was conducted. 

1 knew i bore witness to a divine vision of 

absolute law, and to my mind the courtroom 

became a holy place. Before Lire conclusion of 

the trial, 1 went to the magistrate-priests, asking 

to join them in their holy quest for lawfulness, 

and much to the chagrin of my b rother and 

family, they accepted me." 

Protection: “As a child r thy family was 

attacked one night by brigands as we mde 

back to our farm from a village festival. 

The screams of my family awoke me, and 1 

watched, as my father fought to i^rotect us. 

Seven arrows protruded from his chest, but he 

continued to battle. When 1 made to scream, E 

was silenced by a vision: I saw my father as he 

was at that moment, struggling to protect his 

family, even as more arrows pierced his body. 

However, I also saw him limned in "a holy 

glow, and 1 knew that someone or something 

watched over him, keeping him alive so that 

he could protect us. Having never forgotten 

my father's bravery, ] vowed to protect those 

unable to protect themselves." 

Trickery; “Walch out for the trickster god,' 

the village elder had always told me, Above all 

others, tire elder feared the god who promoted 

falsehood, lies, arid deception. There are far 

worse gods, of co urse. Lbose dedicated to 

slaughter and the like, but for most of my life, 

tire elders had indoctdriated me to fear the 

god of trickery Of course, as a rebellious 

youth I turned away from those teachings and 

worked hard to bring a lit lie joy and levity to 

the life of the other villagers. Through pranks, 

practical jokes., and surprises, I tried to show 

them that not 'all trickery was a bad thing. That 

was righl before they chased me out of the 

village, Well, the joke's on them, because the 

trickster god guides my life, and we're out to 

have a good time."! 
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by F. Wiedey Scktitfitfer 

SPECSLIST FflMILIflRI 
For specialist wizards who devote their live?; to 

the study of just one form of magic, equally 

specialized creatures can answer their alls 

For aid. Presented here are eight new familiars, 

each corresponding 1.0 one of the eight schools of 

magic. These familiars can he optional compan¬ 

ion's esdusively available to specialist wizards or 

additions to (he list of Tam i liars available to all sor¬ 

cerers and wizards. 

Abjuration: 'llie abjurer is a master of magics I 

protection and .djsfeflse. To suit the spelts of this 

arcane guardian, die best defended of all animals 

often serves as her familiar: the turtle, Characters 

who employ a turtle fairiiLiargtdn a-rl bonus to their 

Armor Class when protected by cover or while prone. 

Conjuration: Con|urers emd at summoning furt 

the right creature or material for the task at hand, 

'iltey do well, giving them a chance to magically pro¬ 

duce-whatever they need to defeat a foe before that 

foe can react. As such, they greatly benefit from rite 

speed and agility of their specific familiar, the tiny 

hummingbird. A hummingbird confers something 

of this darting, shifting movement to its master, giv. 

ing it= master a +4 bonus on initiative chocks. 

Divination: Diviners specialize in magic made 

to reveal oven ihc deepest, most [indent secrets 

and see through the best-era fted lies. Thus, it is no 

surprise their specialist familiars are quite literarily 

Hies on the wall. Characters with j fly servmg them 

gain a 43 bonus on Gather information checks. 

Enchau uncut: [■ ncha n Lets have the power to 

control minds and ensnare the senses. Often 

(he most foppish and grandiose of wizards, their 

specialist familiars, the sleek and elegant mink; 

embody the conniving temptations of enchant¬ 

ment, Any character with a mink familiar gains a 

+3 bonus on Diplomacy bhedb. 

Evocation: hvokers are-masters of creation, 

weaving strands of magical .energy into webs of 

power, expressed as anything from blankets of 

darkness to explosions office. To convey their 

ofbndeadly manipulation of creation, the spider 

is the favored familiar of these specialist wizards, 

and they gain somethin g-of their ally's insidious 

deftness. Characters with a spider familiar gain a 

+3 bonus on Sleight of Hand checks. 

illusion: illusion is is are masters pf trickery and 

deceit, wily magicala-afh.men of false realities, 

Thus, it's tto surprise that these specialist wizards 

feel a strong connection for the natural cunning 

and sneakiness of foxes. A fox familiar grants 

somelhing of its innate slyness, giving its master a 

■i 2 bonus on Will wes, 
Necromancy: Perhaps the most feared of all 

spcd.alist wizards, necromancers are masters of" 

death. Relying on bones and dead flesh to power 

many of tlieir spells, necromancers often find ;j 

rappori with carrion-eating vultures. A character 

wish a vulture familiar gains a 44 bonus on Forti¬ 

tude saves made to resist disease. 

Transmutation: Almost universally, 

ihos-o dedicated to transmutation find the 

natural transformations ofca'IcrpillaKi 

into moths or butterflies enthralling. A 

character with a caterpillar fnmiliar gains 

a +3 bonus on Disguise checks. 

Since caterpillars are creaEures of 

change, a. sorcerer or wizard bf 5th 

level or higher lias (he option to cause 

lhs familiar to change into a butterfly 

or moll i, without the: penalties of los¬ 

ing a familiar or summoning a new 

one. The process of this change takes 

2 weeks, during which the character 

gains no bene fils for having a famil¬ 

iar, After this transformation, the but¬ 

ler fly or moth familiar emerges and 

grants its master a 43 bonus on Spell' 

craft checks instead of the 43 bonus 

■on Disguise checks. *2 

SPECIALIST FAMILIARS 

Familiar Equivalent Statistics'- Special 

Butteffy/meim1' Thrusih 

'Cateasllar 

Fn>; 
Hummingbird 

Maitsi- grains ;i i j bonus nn 

II chuck* 
Mo_oo Master gyihs a i-’-bonus on 

Pisguisc checks 
TUruyh, but Tii&; size- Mistcr.pins a -jbonus si 

Gather Information diecks 
Car: Mastergalns a 42 bonis on Wi! Sims 

Thrush WaiLer gains a 44 lionus 
on Initiative'rheski 

Ferret M aster gains a -in bonus 
on Diplomacy [}iei;l(5 

Meuse Master gains ;i ^ bonus on 
Sleight of Here checks 

HiicIgirfiOsti- Mastcrgsira a.-i-i benus to Ar-ncr Oass 
udien p-oneor bdihd-cover 

HavAf Master gains a 44 bonus on Fork 
Eude saves made to rasrst diveasc. 

'•'■■ysc the statistics presented tor the l isted ul te'malive fcrnillar on 
ZQj pf the Dc'i-JC ED.-J MASTEfl'S 
I^You must first Lake- the ca Lerpiflar fornili a t and be at Iciis-t-a.>th level 
loroerer Or iwteauf. 

t Spe Mfq'rlSfilr % lh*5 fomi'liar's Statistks, 
j i’ Tno turtle-doss rot have-the hedgehog's poison quiks. 

Mink 

Spider 

Turtle 

Vulture- 
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by jF, Wfcste]? Schneider 

WILDtRHES ROCHB 
The barbarian, druid, and ranger classes; con¬ 

sider Lb'/: wilds their exclusive domain—and 

rightly so. Not surprisingly most adventur- 

i tig groups, fear venturing into the wilderness 

without a member of a l least one of-these 

classes seringas a guide. Although most don't 

consider it, a fourth class fits in easily and 

excels at life in the wilds-; the rogue, 

With skill points to hum and a propensity 

. for stealth, rogues easily adapt to the dell alert¬ 

ness and silent tracking of skilled hunters. The 

series of suggestions presented here lake your 

rogue oiFthe streets and into the wilds; 

Hunter; A rangers boosted skills and dam¬ 

age rolls against favored enemies undoubt¬ 

edly help a great deal when hunting. How¬ 

ever. when you know one false move might 

turn you into prey, a rogue's wider range of 

skills, proves much more helpful, J Junking 

evil humanoids arid animals is one thing, but 

when you've got.-a dinosaur, giant, dragon, 

or other huge terror to bring down, I he add i¬ 

tional damage of a sneak attack might seem 

more appealing than the relatively small 

bonus against a favored enemy. Also, once 

iriLj- hunter makes the initial attack, a rogue 

has a much better chance of darting back into 

bmsli to set another ambush, whittling down 

opponents' defenses until they finally fall. 

The sin a II game hunter works as an alter¬ 

native to this idea. What defines huge prey 

depends.on the relative size of the hunter 

and the hunted. Thus, a group ofhalflings, 

gnomes, or even savage pygmies might need 

to resort to these types of tactics to bring down 

even normal animals that far outsize them, 

Roguish hunters of these varieties excel 

when working both in teams of other wil¬ 

derness savvy characters or in groups with 

more diverse skills. While a baud of hunting 

rogues could score several sneak attacks and 

possibly bring down their prey before it even 

realizes what's attacking it. a variety of allies 

serving as a shield or distraction tor a single 

hunter provides him with means to finish his 

prey with just otic attack. 

Trapper; Often considered criminals to 

begin with; trappers and poachers make 

for perfect examples of wilder ness-minded 

rogues. With several ranks in Hide and Move 

Silently, a skilled rogue might sneak up on 

nearly any prey and bring down prime game 

with a single, weft-aimed shot- Although they 

make skilled hunters, tire trapper's grealesi 

skill is, of course, making traps. A few ranks 

in Craft (trapmaking) creates a snare to catch 

most natural creatures, as a Kb to 30-foot- 

deep camouflaged pit trap ora basic arrow 

trap require only a DC 20 check to create. 

As a trapper advances in level, his prey and 

the traps he uses to snare them also increase 

in potency (see page 76 of the Deux or ox 

iVbtsTSH-s Cni-iit: for more in Formation about 

making traps). 

Often loners working on the fringe of civili¬ 

zation at lower levels, these rogues develop a 

greater need for allies as they advance. When 

hunting- mote powerful or intelligent prey, 

extra muscle, and better bai l (whether a swift 

runner or a tasty-lo ok mg illusion) becomes- 

a necessity. They also make fine additions to 

any team of monster haulers, treating inge¬ 

nious traps capable of leveling even the in os I 

unfair playing bolds. 

Scout: Tins kind of rogue, I rained lo L.pot 

the dark, hidden places of the wilds, makes 

every tree; chasm, and river a potential hid¬ 

ing place. With talents similar to both Robin 

Hood and guerilla warriors, the role of these 

rogues varies depending on their missions, 

but they most often rely on Hide. Move 

Silently, and Survival. Hiding in the trees 

oulslde an enemy encampment for days, 

these scouts relay integral information on 

troop movements hack to their allies or lie in 

wail f 11 bnctiiy commanders to come within 

sniping range. Once they complete their mis¬ 

sion, they merely need to withdraw into the 

leafy canopy or Silently sprint through even 

the driest foliage, assured by nature that their 

pursuers never notice their passage. 

Although these scouts often act as Ion 

ers, they work, most effectively as part of 

a larger group. When acting as advance 

information' gatherers or guiding allies into 

or out of enemy territory, their stealth and 

expertise often assures their—and (heir 

teammates'—su (rival. ^ 
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fry F. Wesley Schneider 

CIVILIZED BflRBflM 
I ike tiie lockpicking rogue-and the spcdl- 

sltngmg wizard, the.uricontrollah]e bap 

bariao exemplifies a tested and true D&D 

archetype. Thought of as 'savages from beyond 
the fringes of civil ma lion and primitives who 

Stalk the wild lands, barbarians prevail as the 

most uncivilized of the core classes. Their dev¬ 

astating rage ability arid their inability to read 

reinforces ihis portrayal Does this mountain 

of brutal implications mean that all barbarians 

are beastiike berserkers ? 

Most definitely not. 

Although the stereotypical barbarian roams 

harsh lands and untamed wilds, perhaps the 

moat unforgiving of any environment is that 

dirty, vermin-infested, claustrophobic waste¬ 

land known as die city. The suggestions here 

prescttl a series of possible concepts for your 

barbarian character to take hi nr out of the for¬ 

ests and into' the urban jungle. 

The Baby; The baby is fust that, only big¬ 

ger—much bigger Mewling, selfish, ulti¬ 

mately cowardly creatures, these overgrown 

children concern themselves only with what 

they want and how to get it, regardless of 

the wellbeing of others, Simpleminded bul¬ 

lies, they embody the most grossly decadent 

of noble families:, sybaritic heirs to vast 

fortunes, doted upon by parents or patrons 

who can't or won't see iheir brutish flaws. 

These pampered., spoiled princelings demand 

ponies and pnrdes, and if it gets them what 

they want,, they throw storm like temper tan¬ 

trums at a moment's notice. Quietly horrified 

guests and visitors dare not upset Mommy's 

little ha by—as much out of fear of the parent 

.as of the child. 

The Breaker: The bouncer, the brute squad, 

the fiit man. the tough—the breaker is the 

muscle. Externally an exemplar of placid 

control, but inside, his soul roils with pure 

emotional violence. These barbarians often 

tower as mountainous'creatures in the service 

of someone who needs a bit of extra muscle 

or as urban mercenaries for hire. Their more 

presence .intimidates most people, an unspo¬ 

ken threat looming over a meeting or at the 

entrance to a private venue. Usually ominous 

background figures, it only takes a simple 

tracking of knuckles or stretching of corded 

muscles to show that they mean lethal busi¬ 

ness. When things go wrong, the breaker gets 

called in lo fix the problem. 

The Lifer There wasn't much of a trial. 

Everyone thought he was guilty—and they 

were right. 
Convicted as killers or thugs, or fust in 

the wrong place at the wrong .time, these 

barbarian* exemplify true urban barbarism. 

Their incarceration in the criminal training 

grounds of corrupt prisons served to sharpen 

their illicit skills and harden their depraved 

minds. Whether released or escaped, they're 

now back out on the streets. Years of break¬ 

ing rocks, surviving prison, politics, and dodg¬ 

ing shivs honed them into efficient killers 

who know death solves any problem. Mow 

thes e tested brutes look to settle old scores 

and make sure ihey don't get thrown back in 

the hole for doing so. 

The Lost; The ultimate wanderer; for her, 

everything is new. Perhaps out night she 

awoke amid a storm, not knowing where—or 

even who—she was, only that within her 

soothes a directionless hatred and a fright¬ 

ening power she can barely control. Such a 

barbarian might attempt to do good, but as 

she tries to rediscover her past life and whai 

happened to her. her confusion and frustra¬ 

tion invariably drives hertounconholled fits 

of rage. Afterward, she's often remorseful 

but regardless, the trail to Iter past grows ever 

colder and a potential clue ot forgotten friend 

might now lie dead at her feet. 

The Urban Savage: Penniless, homeless 

parents invariably lead to penniless, home¬ 

less riril. die it. All these natives of the city 

know comes from their lives on the sneets. 

Like tribal barbarians, they rely on many of 

the same skills. An urban -savage must know 

where lo hunt, where in find shelter, and what 

"predators" to avoid. Although the sewers and 

alleys of the city serve as their wilderness, 

these savages embrace a fellowship as closely 

knit as any hibe. ! 
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by Mike McArtor 

TEflCII YOUR OLD 
COMPHHIOW HEW TRKKS 
The Player's Handbook lists a number of 

tricks under the Handle Animal skill that 

anyone with that skill may teach ail animal. 

While those basic tricks cover a vast a nay of sit¬ 

uations that most characters fed are sufficient 

for their needs, druids sometimes teach their 

animal companions advanced tricks. leaching 

any of ibe following advanced tricks requires 

two weeks and a successful Handle Animal 
check {DC IS, 2G, 25, or JG). Many have prereq¬ 

uisites that lire animal or trainer must meet. 

Avoid (DC IS): lbe animal slays away from 

a specified creature. The animals owner must 

indicate the creature to be avoided. Until given 

another order, the animal will not approach the 

creature or allow tire creature to come near it. 

Circle {DC 15): The animal keeps a sped- 

tied person or creature in a confined area by 

ending around it, If the creature attempt? to 

leave the circle, the animal attacks until the 

creature reenters the circle's boundaries. Pred¬ 

ators and dire animals are particularly suited 

to this task, while ruling and herd animals 

tend not to he intimidating enough to keep a 

person confined. Prerequisite: guard trick. 

Courage {DC 20): The animal learns to trust 

its owner in the face of danger. Whenever the 

animal is within 20 feet of its owner, ii gains 

a 42 bonus on its Will saves to resist fear 

effects- Prercyttihii;: Trainer must have the 

wild empathy ability:, 

find (DC 25): The animal finds a specific 

person it knows. This trick is often used to 

transport messages or small items strapped 

to the animal between allies. An animal can 

know one person other than its owner per 

point of Intelligence. An animal automatically 

knows its owner. Prerequisites: Scent, seek 

trick, and track tr ick. 

Loyally (DC 2.5); The animal is especially 

loyal to its owner. Whenever the animal is 

within 20 feet of its owner, it gains a -i-2 morale 
bonus on its Will saves against enchantment 

spells and effects. This bonus stacks with the 

devotion ability of a druid's animal companion. 

Prerequisite: Trainer must have the wild empa¬ 

thy ability. 

New Skill, Easy {DC 25); The animal gains 

a new dass skill that comes naturally to it. 

It does not earn any new skill points due to 

learning this trick but may spend those it 

gets from gaining bonus HD, With this trick, 

the animal may gain any one of the following 

skills as a class skill: Balance, Climb, Hide, 

Jump, Listen, Move Silently, Spot, or Swim. 

Prerequisite: intelligence 2a, trainer must-have 

at least 1 rank in the skill taught 

New Skill, Difficult (DC JO): The animal 

gains a new class skill that it would not 

naturally Icam. It does not earn any new skill 

pin is due 1o learning this trick, but may 

spend those it gets from gaining bonus HD. 

With this trick, the animal may gain any one 

of the following skills as a class skill: Bluff, 

Escape Artist;- Intimidate, Search, Survival, or 

Tumble. Prerequisite: Intelligence 24, trainer 

must have at least 1 rank in the skill taught. 

Recover (DC 20): The animal pulls an indi¬ 

cated unconscious, paralyzed, or otherwise 

uiimoving person toward an area it perceives 

as safe (or at least safer (ban where the person 

currently is). Prerequisite: seek trick- 

Throw {DC 25): The animal throws an item 

it’s holding in its hand; mouth, claws, or any 

other appendage capable of manipulating an 

item. In order to throw the item, die append¬ 

age must also be a natural weapon. All items 

thrown by an animal have a range increment of 

5 feet (except for those thrown by gorillas, mon¬ 

keys, and similar creatures, whidi can throw 

items at a range increment of 10 feet). Animals 

can throw item? at a specific creature or square 

with a —4 penalty. Items that miss deviate as per 

splash weapons as described on page 15Sof the 

Player's Handbook. This trick does riot make an 

animal proficient in the use of any weapons, 

and animals cannot effectively use thrown 

weapons, although this trick does allow them to 

use thrown items {such as acid or holy water) 

with tire noted penalty. ^ 
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by F. Wtelejf Schntitkr 

BEYOND BLOOD 
S ome spKerejrs claim ancestry from legend¬ 

ary monsters', various outsiders;, or even die 

gods, while others attribute their powers to 

destiny or some otherworldly favor. With the 

innate ability to manipulate tire strands of magic, 

one thing remains certain: The powers of sorcer¬ 
ers are not born from -mere circumstance, 

While the PUiytri .Handbook suggests diat sorter- 

Oi is magic could derive from a draconic ancestor, it 

keeps its explanations intentionally vague so each 

player might decide whore he? sorcerer's powers 

came from. Presented here are a variety of explana¬ 

tions ibr ypuichaiaetefs sprpetpuS abilities ihar go 

beyond having a dragon roosting in her family'tree. 

Evolved: Your character represents the next 

step in your race's evolution, With the power 

to manipulate reality from a young age, your 

abilities conld easily Invoke great fear in those 

around you. This explanation of your powers 

works, especially well if you choose a theme 

for your spells. Taking all fire-based or illu¬ 

sion spells, or working with yout DM so all of 

your spell effects have icy descriptions, helps 

make your character truly unique. In magic- 

rich worlds, most people might ignore your 

powers, but if wizards actively hum this newly 

arising breed of evolved sorcerers, the adven¬ 

ture possibilities become endless. 

’fun might encounter difficulty convinc¬ 

ingly explaining how your character became an 

evolved member of his race mid-game. However, 

one must look no farther than recent movies 

or a local Comic store for a nearly inexhaustible 

resource of explanations for mutant power;. 

Experiment Your character is the result of 

some kind of supernatural, experiment, perhaps 

by a sinister brotherhood of.unscrupulous wiz¬ 

ards or by beings from bey Olid the stars. What¬ 

ever they've done to you left you changed forever. 

Resides now having strange sorcerous powers, a 

few marks or scars might serve as remind er&of 

your unnatural experience. 

If a character chooses to take level; in sor¬ 

cerer midway through a campaign, this serves 

as a viable reason for why hot powers developed 

late in life, Also, it serves as a built-in plot hook 

if you]' character wants to hunt down whatever 

caused her soreerpus augmentation or if die 

experimenters want their Lost subject back. 

Fated: The gods chose you for a great task, 

and to fulfill it, they blessed you with certain 

powers. This possibility works best, when 

thoroughly discussed with your DM. What 

task, your character quests to accomplished 

and its epic nature remains entirely up to you 

and your DM. Of course, the possibility exists 

that you only think the gods speak to you. and 

another powerful creature actually manipu¬ 

lates you to fulfill its goals. 

This possibility allows a player to easily cre¬ 

ate a divinely mandated character like Joan of 

Arc. it also opens the pos si bilily for aoreei'ous 

power; to characters whenever I hey encounter 

a divine being or its emissary, or receive divine 

power or messages, regardless of level. 

Infantile Brush: From conception to 

puber ty, the humanoid body constantly 

changes. Especially in the earliest month; 

and years of development, children are excep¬ 

tionally vulnerable to outside influences that 

might affect them forever. Add this truth to 

magic-rich D&D worlds, and a strong back¬ 

ground for sorce rous powers arises. 

Tn many cultures, parent;, seek the bless¬ 

ing of their got! for their child. The touch of a 

holy relic might represent a deity's blessing, 

but if that relic is also a powerful holy arti¬ 

fact, it; touch could inspire more than mere 

religious approval, 

A character's spellcasting mother could 

also have caused his. sorccrous powers. Tf she 

continued to cast spells while pregnant, the 

rush of magical energies through the unborn 

child could make such power an inseparable 

part of it; being. 

Also, there exist many innately magical 

areas. If a child Jives in or near a place of wild 

magic, dead magic, or even just a place with a 

magical history, the powers of the land could 

affect her after prolonged exposure. 

like the standard draconic blood option, 

these possibilities assure that something out 

of your control, even possibly before your 

birth, influenced your sorcorous powers. How¬ 

ever, like some super heroes, continual expo¬ 

sure Ln some of these same magical effects 

could also explain taking a level of sorcerer 

midway through a campaign. 2 
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by Mike McArtor 

GEAR FOR GREENERS 
Rangers dotf-t need a, lot of equipment u> sur¬ 

vive in the wilderness,, but over the years, 

many have developed items specifically use¬ 

ful to life in the wilds. Druids and rogues also find 

these specialty tools-handy. 

Camouflage Clothes: Made in three differ¬ 

ent color combinations, these clothes help to: 

disguise ibe body's form and mate the wearer 

harder to pick out of his. surroundings. These 

full-body suits grant a -f 2 circumstance bonus on 

a wearer's. Hide cheeks while he is in an area the 

camouflage blends with. The forest pattern has a 

mix of greens, browns, and blades that provides 

its bonus in forest and marsh terrains, The des¬ 

ert pattern consists of dark and light tans with 

irregular black or blue shapes that provides its 

bonus in desert and plains terrains, The moun¬ 

tain pa I tern consists of a white background with 

black, gr ay, and green shapes and provides its 

bonus in hills, mountains, and underground 

terrains. The listed pri.ee for camouflage clothes 

is for one set suited to a specific terrain (see the 

Du >■' Mas'I'£n's Gihm:;, Chapter for more 

information on terrain types). 

Compass. Magnetic: This palm-sized device is 

made up of a wooden block with a metal needle 

mounted on a tiny metal post. The needle spins 

freely, and always points north unless obstmeted 

or within 10 feet of'50 pounds or more of ferrous 

metal (such as iron and steel}. 

Grookneck Lantern: This leather-wrapped 

metal tube has a shorter glass-covered metal 

tube at one end. Small mirrors inside the lan¬ 

tern reflect and intensify the light sited by the 

candle held within the main body, Shrouded 

air holes line the top and bottom of both tubes. 

The crookneck lantern also has a weight at tire 

bottom of the main tube so it can be set down 

and not fall over. The 

rrookneck lanter n 

clearly illuminates a 

GQ-tbot-loftg, 5-fool- 

wide line and provides 

shadowy illumination 

in a 100-foot cone (with 

I he illuminating line in 

the center of the cone}, 

A single candle burns 

for 1 hour. 

Duster Coat: Made of heavy oiled canvas,, the 

duster is a long coat that reaches to the wearer's 

ankles. TVin rows of buttons run the length of 

the front of the coat, and when all of them are 

fastened tine wearer is wrapped hi a nearly water¬ 

proof shell, A fully fastened duster provides a -4-2 

circumstance bonus on Survival cheeks made 

to gain a bonus aggainst the effects of severe 

weather and on saves again si. severe weather, but 

it also imposes a -] armor check penalty. 

Finger Chain Saw: A narrow-gauge steel chain 

covered with, small teeth Jinks a metal loop on 

either end of it. The user simply 1 brows die 

chain over a branch and pulls back and forth on 

each end of the chain. It cuts through 2 inches of 

soft wood and I inch of hard wood in I round. A 

linger chain saw is ineffective as a weapon. 

Kayak, Inflatable: Made of thick but pliant 

leather forming several air bladders, this vessel 

looks and acts like a normal kayak once inflated. 

One character- can inflate tile kayak in 20 minutes. 

There are two inflating tubes, so two characters 

can Inflate it in lb minutes. The inflatable kayak 

holds one Medium creature plus 100 pounds of 

gear. By pulling the plugs on the air bladders, 

ihc kayak deflates in 5 minutes and can then be 

folded and carried in a standard backpack. 

The inflatable kayak comes with a short pad¬ 

dle that breaks down for easy storage. 

Vest, Tactical: This light wt-t has a number 

of pouches and loops covering it- front and 

back. A Lactical vest is usually made of green 

or black canvas. It can bold up to 10 pounds of 

gear, no single item of which can weigh more 

Plan 2 pounds. Any item stored in a tactical 

vest can be retrieved without provoking an 

attack of opportunity. 

Waking Herbs: When waved under the nose 

of someone unconscious 

or asleep (even through 

magical means), these 

herbs allow the uncon¬ 

scious or sleeping charac¬ 

ter another saving th row 

(made at the original DC) 

to wake up. After three 

uses, these herbs lose 

their effectiveness and 

must be replaced. 

Du sic.- epat 

Fmgcrchain ellw 

Kayak, inflatable 

Vest, tactical 

Wakii-.g herbs 

NEW RANGER EQUIPMENT 

Item Cost Weight 

Camouflage clothes T&G gp G IS>. 

Compass, magnetic *00 gp 1/2 lb, 

Crookneck lantern 9 gp I lb 

is gp it?. 
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CLASS ACTS 

by Mike McArt&r 

lfODR 
FATHER’S DO-GOODER The wdl-groomed knight if; joiningtinTforsits 

astride fits m/issu'e wnifi; ft'orge, fu? pearly tcetto 

arwi tAzurc gyes glinting in the bright suf?. 

Anyone can picture a paladin like that; it's 

the clasps archetype after all. However, plenty 

of room exists in the lawful good alignment 

and the paladin class to allow for something 

else. Not every paladin comes from a land 

loosely based on Medieval Western Europe. 

Below are a number of short portraitures you 

can use to rill out that pesky “description" line 

on your character shoot, 

"He keeps his thinning hair cut short, but 

h.is well-groomed beard hangs down to his 

chest. Three earrings hang from each ear, and 

a thick chain is wrapped tightly around his 

neck. When not wearing armor he prefers to 

dress in loose and comfortable clothes-” 

"Cruel, looking spikes and jagged blades 

protrude at various angles from her blood-red 

armor. Her chestnut hair hangs down to just 

below her ears, which sparkle with the facets 

of diamond earrings. A thin scar funs across 

her face, starting just below her right eye and 

curving to her chin.” 

"A loose-fitting sarong wraps around his 

waist and hangs down to the knee-high laced 

sandals on his feet. Ho uses nothing else to 

cover his muscular. dark-skinned body. Gold 

earrings, beaded bangles, and a bone-white 

necldace adorn him, and their beauty shows 

in stark contrast to the multitude of soars 

on his chest, back, and arms. He carries an 

ornate falchion in bis massive hands,” 

“She keeps her long hair in a bun, pinned 

up under her tall helmet. A thick leather 

jacket, studdeddeather skirt, and tali riding 

boots cover her siSk bodice arid cotton leg¬ 

gings. From a distance, she appears to be 

wearing the clothes of a commoner woman, 

although a glance made up close reveals I he 

martial nature of her dress." 

"Multiple piercings cover her face, from 

her eyebrows to her lips. She wears numer¬ 

ous rings, bracelets, and ankleK and prefers 

to wear shirts that expose her pierced naval. 

Tiny gems decorate the pommel of her 

sword, and intricate designs of silver cover 

the length of its sheath." 

“Only a loincloth covers his lean but mus¬ 

cular frame. He carries a bow in one hand 

and wears a bundle of spears on his back 

with his quiver of arrows. Seashetls, small 

bones, and colorful beads arc entwined in 

his short, curly hair, and a number of small 

ceremonial scars cover his dark skin. His 

eyes seem to perpetually squint, even in a 

darkened area." 

'■"Under her rather plain armor (or when 

unarmored) she wears bright, colorful saris. 

Multiple earrings hang from her lobe^, and a 

single blue del of paint rests in the center of 

her forehead. She often walks barefooted, but 

dons a pair of sandals or bools when appro¬ 

priate. A green sash holds: a scimitar at her 

side, and the folds of her sari conceals a kukri 

with just the pommel showing." 

"Thick, heavy armor covers his narrow 

chest and gangly body. When not wearing 

a helmet, he often wears a cotton cap over 

his bright red hair. His bright green eyes 

shine with friendliness often equaled by his 

easy smile and frequent blush. He keeps a 

great™ resting lightly on his narrow shoul¬ 

der, with the haft held in place by one of his 

long. Lb in arms," 

"Kept meticulously polished to a beauti¬ 

ful shine, her armor covers every inch of 

hot body except her round and ruddy lace. 

Brick-red hair flows out from underneath 

her open-face helmet. The neck-guard of her 

armor presses, against the bottom of her chin, 

obscuring her small mouth.” 

“Small for her race, she nonetheless holds 

a bearing of regal nobility that causes larger 

folk to Step aside when she approaches. The 

air of power around her is reflected in the 

bright holy symbol painted onto her shining 

armor. She keeps a buckler strapped to one 

arm and rests her.hand on the liilt of the 

small sword at her side.” ! 
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by. 1\ Wesley Schneider 

SCHOOL Of HURD KNOCK 
Constant training provides monks with 

the moat integral aspects and abilities 

of their class. Moat players assume that 

monks study for years at secluded monas¬ 

teries, in schools of martial arts, o r from a 

single learned master, which they then leave 

behind to begin adventuring. For something 

or someone that so completely influenced a 

character for so long, players all-too-ofien rel¬ 

egate these institutions to bland or undefined 

background notea. 

Collected her e are several options for your 

monk character to better define the specifics of 

his time In training or suggest u background 

other than life cloistered in a monastery. Page 

304 of Oriental Adventures and page 96 of 

Sword and fisi both have maps of monasteries 

appropriate for monks. 

The Monastic; The Stereotypical monastery 

■exemplifies a place of education, exercise, 

and oneness with the world. Players and DMs 

should work together to define what these ide¬ 

als teach, how masters convey them, and what 

their specific monastery looks like. 

Although the standard depiction of a 

pseudo-Buddhist temple where several wiz¬ 

ened mas lets un objectively teach students the 

path to spiritual wholeness is the norm, not all 

monks need to come from tins type of men 

astery. In your campaign, world,' a city fortress 

might drill the most talented guardsmen to 

servo as the empress's imperial protectors, or a 

sadistic cult might force kidnapped children to 

become peerless assassins in the spices of an 

impenetrable iron tower. The only three things 

likely 1.0 remain similar from monastery to 

monastery are that they exist as places dedi¬ 

cated—at least in part—to martial learning, 

instructing masters live there, and students; 

train under them. 

The Naturalist: For some, nature serves as 

the most potent of any teacher. An outcast, 

hermit, or wanderer sees many things as she 

travels the land Lind learns of the unforgiving 

beauty of the wilds. To these monks, every 

animal has a lesson to teach and every storm 

presents a test. As they travel and meditate 

on what they see, they develop ll mastery over 

themselves unlike any other. 

This kind of wild monk develops her own 

form of martial arts, learned through disci¬ 

pline and survival. By emulating the way the 

leopard moves, the snake strikes, and the 

hawk fhes, she becomes as potent a predator 

as all these creatures combined; These rare 
monks maintain no ties beyond an almost 

religious respect and empathy for the natural 

world and the creatures around them, and 

they adventure fbrmany of the same reasons 

as druids or rangers. 

The Vessel; Cursed, possessed, or embody¬ 

ing some prophesy or revelation. Something 

unnatural lurks within tins monk's body and 

soul, and only a fierce regimen of meditation 

and prayer allows birr to keep it under control. 

When driven beyond inis ability to restrain 

himself, he exhibits powers beyond any mortal 

creature and a deadliness few survive. 

This possibility requires a good deal of work 

arid agreement between the monk's player- and 

the DM. What gives the monk his power, how 

he restrains it, and his objectives regarding ii 

(concealment, destruction, and so on), all pres¬ 

ent important questions that need answering. 

Although unwanted possession by a demon 
or evil spirit seems the most likely answer, a 

monk could serve as the vessel of an ances¬ 

tor or partially reincarnated hero. Monks who 

gain their power in this way might undergo 

some noticeable physical change, speak in a 

different voice when they use their powers, or 

display multiple personalities. 

The Weapon: Forged, I rained, and given 

purpose, these creatures began their lives 

as mortals, but through magic and alchemy, 

I hey changed to become die deadliest of Jiv¬ 

ing weapons. Whether in the service of some 

government or secret organization or a cast-off 

experiment left for dead, someone or some¬ 

thing created these monks and they now either 

move unstoppably toward a singe goal or wan- 

der the world in search of meaning. 

Characters who choose diis monk path 

must decide how they became altered, wrho 

changed them, and for what purpose. How¬ 

ever, even more interesting than these answers 

might be the questions left unanswered and 

pursued through the course of a campaign, ! 
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CLASS ACTS 

iby Mike McArtot1 

INSTRUMENTS 
Of THE MUSTERS 
The bard's choice of musical instrument 

almost never has a bearing on game play, 

whether he's using a recorder or a pipe 

organ {although a pipe organ might li mit his 

ability to delve into dungeons), Generally. it's 

a matter .of taste that provides a little style for 

the character and nothing more. This dotsrfl 

have to be true. 1 instead of grand og a general 

+1 bonus on Perform checks, tire following 

optional rules for masterwork musical Instru¬ 

ments reward the hard for bis choice in a pre¬ 

ferred Perform style. 

Under this system,-when using a master- 
workmusic#! instrument., the .performing 

character receives a -t-L bonus on Perform 

checks. When used on a particular bardic music 
check-specific to the type of musical instru¬ 

ment, the bard instead receives a -+-3 bonus oil 

his Perform chock to make use of that bard ic 
music .ability, Only ivvo bardie music abilities 

require a Perform cheek, giving bards a wide 

variety of choices as to the instruments they 

can play td gain a bonus in either one. 

Keyboard Instruments (Harpsichord, Piano, 

and Pipe Organ}: Unvdddy at best but all-loo- 

often immobile, masterwork keyboards are 

most often used in areas where people willingly 

come to listen to them, such as porformaticc 

halls or temples. These- organizations typically 

survive on the donations of their patrons, and 

therefore even good or lawful templei some¬ 

times are tempted lo do what they can lo draw 

ou I the largest donations possible. Under the 

control of a quick-fingered bard, keyboard 

instruments can lift the soul of the lisiener, 

making her forget for a time her troubles and 

opening her heart (and purse string) to the 

message the temple proffers. A.bard playing .a 

masterwork keyboard instrument receives a -3 

bonus on Perform checks made while using the 

faztiriatitin bardic music ability. 

Percussion Instruments (Bells, Chimes, 

Drums, and Cong): Well-suited to warfare or 

quiet meditation, armies often employ large 

drums and gongs to improve the morale of 

theirs.oidiers while monasteries use quieter 

percussion instruments to assist their students 

with their concentration. The Steady rhythm of 

percussion I Mtrume.trIs allow those who listen 

lo focus their minds on their task at hand via 

the instrument's sound. Although sometimes 

a monastery might choose to use drums and 

gongs instead of their quieter cousins, armies 

cannot make tire reverse true. The gentle sounds 

of bells and chimes are drowned out on I he 

battle Geld, A bard playing a masterwork percus¬ 

sion instrument receives a -t-3 bonus on Perform 

checks made while using the cownterivjwg bardic 
music ability. 

String Instruments (Fiddle, Harp, Lap Harp, 

Lute, and Mandolin): These instruments are 

often- played while standing, either with a 

strap allowing the instrument to hang off the 

bards shoulder (in the case of harps, lutes, 

and mandolins) or as part of their design (as 

with the fiddle). Lap harps, of course, must be 

played while sitting down. Because most of 

These instruments sound especially good when 

played a La high tempo, these instruments are 

generally used to play uplifting tunes- The 

s I ower ha rps a n d la p harps might ms read 

accompany a singer's recounting of an epic 

tale. In either case, a bard playing a master- 

work string instrument receives a -Uk bonus on 

Perform checks made while using the counter 

mng bardic music ability. 

Wind instruments (Tingle, rime, Pan Pipes, 

Recorder, Shawm, and Trumpet): These 

instruments can either produce gentle and 

relaxing tones ('the woodwinds) or harsher, 
louder sounds armies and martial orders pre¬ 

fer. Skilled bards can illicit in their listeners 

passionate feelings that can remind them, of 

happier times^ or they can raise,the spirits- of 

those about to enter—or who have recently 

lost—a battle. Whether using a quiet wood wind 
or blazing brass, a bard playing a masterwork 

wind instrument receives a +3 bonus on Per¬ 

form chocks made while using the/fiseirirthcw 

bardic musk ability. 2 
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PLAYER TIPS 

by Paul Connolly 

GIVE YOUR CHflRflCTER 
Players often Write up well-detailed 

backgrounds and personalities lor 

their characters. After all, how and 

where a diartftter was raided affects 

how she Functions in her world and the 

game. Usually, though, players do little 

to tie all that hard work into the ongo¬ 

ing campaign. After a few months, 

both D M and player probably forget-the 

extensive background, and the charac¬ 

ter's culture becomes: little more than 

an obscure name on the back of'her 

character sheet. There are ways around 

that, however. This article aims to help 

you make choices rhr-i- reflect your char¬ 

acter's culture both in the numbers on 

her character sheet and in your actions 

around the table. 

Ability Scores: Your character's cul¬ 

ture can easily affect her ability scores. 

A culture heavily influenced by magic 

produces different people than one 

where every member Iras to scratch a 

living From a harsh landscape. Mem¬ 

bers of the former might no I be mote 

intelligent, but characters from the fil¬ 

ter probably have more earthy and less 

academic knowledge. 

A character with a low Intelligence 

might feel out of place surrounded by 

wizards or hnd .it loo hard living in 

barren wilds. A character with high 

Strength {regardless of Intelligence) 

might stand out in a Society valuing 

magic over physical develppmen I. 

Equipment: When selecting equip¬ 

ment determine which items reflect 

cultural norms and which ones nati ves 

might consider strange. Come up wiib 

reasons for selecting Unusual equip¬ 

ment, whether or not your character's 

culture considers tire gear unusual, 

Don't let equipment be fust a few 

lines on a character sheek Identify 

your character's outfit by color, stylo, 

or material, Even the style of common 

weapons, like the longsword, tan vary 

from region to region. 

Feats: Peats can also define a culture. 

If a culture beset with hit-and-run raid- 

try values-quick-handed soldiers, feats 

like Improved Initiative and Quick 

Draw might be common. Disciplined, 

professional soldiers trained in tactics 

choose different feats dun community 

militia members made up of farmers. 

Consider which feats reflect where 

die character grew up, and those that 

make her stand put from the crowd. 

For example, a caravan guard praises 

another who stops a handful of goblins 

using die Combat Reflexes feat. She 

replies with. "Yeah. T guess my time in 

the royal guard wasn't totally wasted" 

Food: Wha:t type of rations does your 

character eat? While nlher characters 

chew on beef jerky: and hardtack, the 

gnome gulps down a few exofic mush¬ 

rooms and a couple pickled skittish. 

What are skittish? The other players 

might ask too. When you knowr, your* 

character' becomes more interesting 

and more memorable. 

Consider how your character 

approaches meats. Does she carry; eat¬ 

ing utensils because she feels too dvi- 

feted to eat with her hands? Does your 

character's culture consider it impolite 

to belch or does such behavior indicate 

appreciation for a good meal? 

GreetSeigs: Greetings and valedic¬ 

tions easily distinguish where a char¬ 

acter comes from. You might develop 

your PCs personal or cultural acknowl¬ 

edgements, used in common situations. 

Actions can accompany words: A short 

bow, handshake, thumb's up, light 

kiss on eacli cheek, or simple wave all 
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OWE 
reflect different cultural approaches to 

greeting others. 

Leisure: Limitless ideas exist for 

other party members- to "enjoy? some 

of the cus toms of you r character's 

homeland. Telling stories and por form¬ 

ing musical pieces should not just be 

the realm of bards, and even a charac¬ 

ter with low Charisma might take any 

opportunity to tell others of her exploits 

bt tbs. stories of her people, 

Your character might carry a game 

to- play with other PCs. This can be a 

classic, like chess or cards, or a unique 

game such as one using magically 

moved glass spheres. Characters from 

loss civilized areas might challenge 

others to a wrestling match or other 

contests appropriate to their race or 

homeland. 

Skills: A region's description might 

reveal skills important to its resi¬ 

dents. Exports hint aL certain trades, 

while swaths of wilderness indicate 

different skills from a city setting. 

Where you assign skill points can 

help determine how die character fits 

in lo her culture. Although Craft and 

Profession skills reveal a character's 

background mosl di rectly, other 

skills, such as Climb, Move Silently, 

or Swim, can also speak volumes 

about a character's heritage. 

These ideas only scratch the surface 

of ways a background culture can affect 

a character. Make a mark at the gaming 

lablo by including cultural quirks bu¬ 

yout character, IPs possible the DM will 

adopt your ideas For an Interesting or- 

entertaining culture. Imagine your joy 

when your character returns home and 

her family Lakes the party down to the 

creek to catch skitfish. 2 
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ADVENTURER TRICKS 

by Joshua Cote 

HO ROCIIE? No PROBLEM! 
Dungeons present the ultimate hostile 

bsmtotyl Designed to maim and kill 

interlopers, it would seem that only 

the most crazed or prepared explorers 

would date to venture into such death- 

traps, Although rogues have special 

training to contend with such dangers, 

any character with the light equipment, 

tactics, and will to survive can make it 

through his next dungeon imhamjcd- 

KNOW TRY HMY 
Nothing makes a dungeon crawl, go 

smoother than knowing from die start 

what to expect. Although the Mu n geo tv 

might be a storm giant's castle in the 

clouds, a drow-garrisoned tunnel to the 

U nderdark, or the royal dungeon after a 

particularly debauched victory revel the 

PCs' chances oT survival improve when 

they know what to expect. 

Capturing one ot a dungeons inhab¬ 

itants is probably the easiest way to 

get this kind of information about an 

area. Whether an ore scout, a wizard's 

apprentice, or even a more exotic cap¬ 

tive like an owl bear guardian that the 

party druid or ranger can. interrogate, 

any piece ol" information provided by a 

captive might greatly increase a party's 

chances of survival. 

[f captives refuse to talk (and the 

paladin discourages torture), merely 

letting a prisoner go might prove help¬ 

ful. Following a fleeing enemy through 

the dungeon often reveals the safest 

paths and might reveal the way to deac¬ 

tivate many traps. 1. lowever, risks often 

remain, as the lich lord's magical traps 

might target only living creatures and 

hidden guardians might confront only 

unfamiliar visitors. 

Besides enemies, other dungeon 

inhabitants might have valuable infor¬ 

mation, Moncombatants.; captives of 

the enemy, or NPC adventurers might 

be willing to share what they know 

about tire area if properly persuaded- 

Of course, some might charge a hefty 

price for such valuable information, 

ARMED BHD OUT Of DHlfGER 
Many traps, especially those of the 

mundane variety, can be foiled by 

equally mundane measures. Adventur¬ 

ers with a rogue in tow often carry such 

gear for convenience sake, and those 

without a designated trapfinder would 

be mad not to do the same. 

Items that allow PCs to interact with 

potentially trapped items from a safe 

(or at least safer) distance are essential 

lo parlies wi thout rogues. While a 10- 

fbot pole might help, reach weapons 

function, in the same way without 

furl her encumbering the party. They 

also have the added bonus of being in 

hand should the next threat come from 

a creature instead of a trap. Regularly 

tapping the floor a head with a reach 

weapon or similar item protects the 

party from pit traps and some pressure- 

point traps. 

Vials of alchemist's lire and acid 

migiu "dear" a suspicious room, as 

most mundane iraps employ flam¬ 

mable materials like ropes or trip wires. 

A small explosion might even trigger 

magical traps in the area that would 

Otherwise remain undetectable. 

DIMED DIMERS 
When the PCs lose their rogue but 

dedde to press on, some oilier charac¬ 

ter has to step up to fill the disarming 

role. Unfortunately, only rogues have 

Disable Device as a class skill. Thus, 

a substitute rogue benefits from any 

manner of extra help. Allies might 

assist the disarming process with 

techniques like the aid another action, 

bardic music, or spells such as JbKrs 

cunrtirEgOr ftiJrtbsm, 

Alternatively, parties without rogues 

might chose to drcurnvcnt traps they 

find rattier than risk setting them off 

when attempting to disable them. 

By preventing or avoiding the condi¬ 

tions that trigger them, PCs can often 

evade traps they've discovered. Itrs 

unlikely that a poison needle on the 

Sock of a treasure chest can harm the 

fighter who stands behind it when he 

smashes the lid, while any adventurer 

can avoid a pit trap with a rope or care¬ 

fully placed planks, 

EUDilRRKCE! 
The easiest way to deal with most 

traps is merely to sot them ofl" and 

take the pu-nishmentf Barbarians, 

fighters, and paladins often have the 

hit points to merely charge through a 

dungeon, selling ofl"traps and accept¬ 

ing the consequences,. Monks might 

lack the toughness of those classes, 

but they have strong saving throws 

and evasion. 

Using this tactic spares weaker 

characters damage from traps as 

surely as if a rogue had led the way. It 

also helps to have the toughest party 

member in front when ihe PCs stum¬ 

ble across a pack of monsters. This 

tactic becomes all the more effective, 

it not appealing, when combined with 

preparation and suitable resistance 

spells and items. However, relying 

on this straightforward approach 

exclusively might prove costly, in both 

heating expenses and lives. 
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SAGE ADVICE 

by Andy Cdlim 

OFFICim ANSWER! TO 
YOUR QUESTIONS 
□iSa month’s column answers an assortment of questions thai rely to to fighting with mul¬ 

tiple weapons, unarmed Strikes, or both;. Send your questions to sageadvice@paizo.com. 

When you normally get to make 

more than one attack a round, and 

you are wielding two weapons, do 

you get fe> add your full base attack bonus 

on one attack or both? Would a bth-level 

fighter count the +fi base attack bonus for 

die first attack and the +] for the second? 

Would yon get -6 on bodi the first two 

attacks, and a +1 on ihe third and iburtb? 

joiir/idil hcie attack bonus applies nut 

the jint attack you make with each hanri. 

In the case of a 6th-levdfilter wielding 

two ittapons, he use; his full +fikw 

attack b<mns <;h the first attack with his 

primary hand and on the first attack with 

fi is offhand. His second atpach with his 

primary hand has a base attack bonus of 

+1 and if he has a second attack wtrh nk; 

offhand (for example, if he has Improved 

lieo* Weapon Fighting, it afspftfls a base 

attack houns of+L 

1 have a I4th-level fighter with a 16 

Strength and 19 Dexterity who Fights 

with two rapiers. He also has Greater 

Twn-Wcapon Fighting, Greater Weapon 

Focus (rapier), Weapon Finesse, 

Greater Weapon Specialisation (rapier), 

and all die necessary prerequisite feats. 

His base attack bonus is +l4/-h{J/+4, 

and with Weapon Finesse and Greater 

Weapon Focus, his attack bonuses 

jump to i JO/ i-3 5/-I-1.0. 

His off-hand attacks are made with 

his best attack bonus (+20). The first off- 

hand attack is +18 (off-hand weapon is 

light). His second off-hand attack, front 

Improved Two-Weapon Fighting, is at 

a -5 penalty, and his third attack from 

C reater Two-Weapon Figbtiiig is at 10. 

Are didst; l.wo attacks at a +15 and 

+10r Are the penalties reduced by 2 

because a rapier is a light weapon, 

making them +17 and -12? ITo. not 
sure if the negatives are final in the feat, 

descriptions or if light: weapons sdiE 

need Co be taken into account when 

calculating these attacks, I suspec t th at 

my |wo remaining primary attacks suffer 

a -2 penalty for a total of +11 and +S. 

First of all, a rapier is not a dpi 

weapon, it is a one-handed weapon-, as 

described on Table 7- Sj Weapons, on 

page 116 of the Player's Handbook. A 

rapier is only treated as a light weapon to 

apply your Dexterity modifier on attack 

rolls when using the 

{see the Player £ Handbook, page 102). 

Thus, a character wieEcimg two rapiers is 

striding mvi ondMhMcdnvapons, and 

stiffen a -4 penalty on attack rolls with 

bbin his primary hand and his offhand 

(see Table X-IQ: T\vo-Weapon Fighting 

Penalties, Flayer's Handbook., page ICO). 

Your character's..total attoi-k bonus 

(not Eurfwrfiwg tiny OThctncemfirti houujas 

from the weapons or other effects) is +15 

(+14 (base attack bonus) +4 [Dexj +2 

(Greater WeapSn Pocusj -4 (fighting 

L+itii two tyftyppni)). Both: rapiers use this 

snme attack modifier for the first attack 

made ns pan of a full attack. The second 

attack made with each rapier is at 5 /es.y 

(t11), and the third attack made with 

each rapier is at 2 O'less (+6), lb put it 

mother way 

Primary hand's rapier: + J6/+I2/+6, 

Offhand's rapier: +7 6/+J 1/+&, 
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Can I use Power Attack when fighti ng 

with two weapons? How docs it work if 

my offhand weapon is light? 

You can use Power Attack or similar 

feats when fitting with two weapon?-,. 

merwpsc you choom w tm Power At tack 

(or Combat Expertise, or any similar 

effect that applies a penalty ort your attack 

rolls), the penalty applies on all attacks 

with both weapons made until the-start of 

your next turn; even if the benefit (fatstf$ 

apply ta one of your weapons, 

For exa vnpie, tt fighter wielding a 

tvngaword and short .stood who. chooses 

to take a -1 penalty, on attack rolls 

from his Power.Attack,feat applies that 

penalty to ait his longswond attacks 

and all his short sword- attacks uutti 

the start of his next turn. However, the 

bonus on damage rolls only applies .to his 

lonpward attacks, since a tight weapon 

can't benefit from Power Attack (see page 

9S in ike Player's HandbookJ. This can 

make Power Attack a pobrehoice/or d 

fighter using two weapons. 

My ch.ii.ractor has 18 Strength and 

wields a two-bladed sword. When 1 

only make a single aliaclt with it, how 

much of toy Strength bonus tan 1 add 

to the damage? Does it matter which 

end I swing with? 

When you make oniy a single attack 

with a double weapon, (he weapon is 

I rented a? a two-handed weapon. Thus, 

you'd add 3-1/2 times .your Strength 

bonus fin ibis ta.se. -+6J. If you used 

Power Attack Oft this attack, you'd add 

double the value of the penally you applied 

to your attack roll (+2 damage per -1 o-n 

attackp it doesn't matter which end you- 

swing with. 

Can 1 throw weapons with both hands? 

What.happctis IT l also use Rapid Shot? 

The two-weapon fighting ruby allow 

you to use thrown weapons in both handy. 

As described on page 160 in the Player's 

HartdbtiO-k, a dart or u slEnriken is treated 

as a Eight weapon for the purpose of two- 

uvaponfighting, while kolas, javelins. 

nets, or slings are treated as one-handed 

weapons. For other thrown weapons, 

compare the- weapon's weight to those 

listed him;. Generally, a t.hrcwFt weapon 

that- weighs less than 1 pound (at Medium 

size) 1$ effectively a lightwiapopfbr this 

purpose. Weaporb already defined as light 

weapons are also considered light. 

As long as you can draw additional 

thrown ^weapons as ufite acilcn (such 

asfrom the Quick DrawfsatJ, there's 

no reason you. can't also use the Rapid 

Shot'faa to get an extra throw with your 

primary hand. For example, if a 4th -level 

fighter hut Quick Draw, Rapid Shot, and 

Two- Weapon Fighting, he can throw two 

daggers with his primary hand an d a third 

with his offhand. His adjusted bme attack 

bonus is + 0 with each dagger f+4 ha.se 

attack tonus, -2jbr using a light weapon 

in his offhand, -2 for using Rapid Shot,.!, 

Gaa a monk fight with two weapons? 

Can she combine a I.wo-weapon attack 

with a flurry of blows? What ate her 

penalties on attack rolls? 

A monk can fight with two weapons 

just Ukt any other character, hut she must 

accept the norma! penalties ou her attack 

rolls to do so. She can use an unartned 

strike as an offhand weapon. She cap 

et^n combine two-WMpim fighting with a 

flurry of blows in order to gain an extra 

attach with her offhand (bui remember 

that she can only use unarmed; strikes 

or special monk weapons as part of the 

jluny j. The penalties fer two-weapon 

fighting stack with the penalties for flurry 

of blows. 

Fo '■ ir.v amp It:, at Gth level, tire mem?; 

hmtor can normally mace one attack 

per round Hu -1-4 bonus. When using 

flurry of him vs, she may make two attacks 

fusing unarmed strikes,or any special 

monk weapons she holds }., each at a -i1 

bona s. If she wants to make an extra 

attack with her off hand, she ha.s ta accept 

a -4 penalty on her primary hand attacks 

and a -8 pertalfyoh her ojfhaml attacks 

fdssuhiiftg.she wields a Eight weapon in 

her offhand). 

if Ember ha., Two-Weapon Fighting, 

she only has to accept u -7 penalty 

on all attacks to make an cjftra 

attack with her offhand. Thus, when 

wielding a light weapon in her off 

hand during aflui-fy of blows. she is 

able-to make u total of three attacks, 

each at a total bonus of + l. At least- 

one of these attacks has to be with her 

off-hand weapon. 

A 20th4evel monk with Greater Two- 

Weapcm fighting cun make eight attacks 

per round during a furry of blows. 

Assuming she wields a Eight weapon in 

Iter offhand, her three offhand weapon 

attacks are at rlif+Sfel, and she has 

fm attacks (at +1.3/+1 ifel3fe8fe3) 

with unarmed strikes or any weapons 

she carries in. her primary, hand. If the 

same monk also has Rapid Shot and 

throws at least one shurikert. as part of 

her furry of blows (since Rapid Shot can 

only be used with ranged- attacks), she 

can throw one additional shuriken with 

her primary hand, but- all of her attacks 

feven melee attacks) suffer a -2 penalty. 

Thus, her fa 11 attack array looks like 

this: -i-1 i/~ 1 i /+13/+11 A‘ fy+1P rimary 
hand (two must he with shuriken} and 

-+.I i/+f/+ 3 off hand, 

I have a question about the unarmed 

damage of-an enlarged 2Qth-leve] 

human monk who has Empty Hand 

Mastery (from Oriental Adventures). 

In my understanding, this monk 

deals the a ami damage as a Hugo 

monk. My question is, how much 

da to age does a Huge monk deal with 

her unarmed strike? 

A monk's unarmed strike damage 

follows the normal rules for weapon 

damage when the bidder's size varies 

from the normal range, as described in 

Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 on page 28 of 

the DuUGeos.' Master’s Guido. A Huge 

Jst-Ievel monk deals 2d6 points of damage 

with her unarmed strike. since fier size 

category is increased two steps from 

Medium, the baseline for damage values. 

A AAh-Lsvel monk with Fmpty Hand 

Mastery deals 4d& paints of damage with 

her rearmed sfrikts, and 6d£? point? of 

damage when enlarged . 

I wish to make a monk/soulknife. and 

I am wondering if the damage- from 

...the monk's unarmed strike stacks wit!) 

the damage of the mind blade. If not, 

why not? 

A soulkmfe's mind blade is not an 

undriued.strike. fJ is treated as a weapon 

and has its own game statistics (see page 
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27 of the Expanded Psionics HandbookJ. The monk'; m&rmtd 

strike damage doesn't stack with a mind blade Bny.more than if 

stocks with the dan tagefram a quarterstajfor any other weapon 

wielded fry the monk. 

Can a monk who has natural weapon attacks (such as a 

centaur monk) attack unarmed and still use his natural 

weapons? For example, let's say he's an 8th-level monk. Can 

he use a flurry of blows add attack at +U/+5/+0 unarmed 

(plus other bonuses) and then at +0/-i 0 for 2 hooves? 

If the creature normally, is allowed to make both wespan 

attacks and natural weapon attacks dr part of the same full 

attack routine, the monk can do the some (making unarmed 

strikes in place of weapdn attacks). .Since a centaur can make 

two hoof attacks ife addition to his lortgjLoofd attack, a centaur 

monk can make ta^o hoof attacks in addition to his unarmed 

strike attack for attacks, depending on his huso attack bonus). 

The morck am't use his natural. weapon attacks as part, of a 

flurry of blows, hut he may make natural weapon attacks in 

addition to his flurry. Such attacks su/fcr the same -2 penalty as 

the monk's flurry attacks In addition to the norntaE -5 penalty 

for secondary naturai attacks. 

An Sthdewd centaur monk has a hast attack beaus o/+ W 

(±4 from his 4 monstrous humanoid Hit- 1Dice, and +6 from his 

8 monk levels). If he performs a furry of blows, ke makes three 

unarmed strikes, at +S/+8/+J. He can add two hoof attacks at 
+1/+1 (-5 cfeStecttifotty weapons,, and -2 from the flurry'}. 

How do 1 know whether a monster gets multiple attacks 

for a high base attack bonus? Sonic of the monsters in. the 

Monster Manual have multiple attacks, but others don't, even 

with the same base attack bonus. Why doesn't a great wyrin 

red dragon get eight bite attacks per round? After all. its. base 

attack bonus is +40. 

The rules for multiple attacks are different Jbr manufactured 

weapons (such as j wordy and hows) and for natural weapons 

(such as daws and bites}, A creature wielding a weapon gets 

multiple attacks based on its base attack bonus, regardless 

of whether (hat creature is a goblin, a giant, cm a pit fend. 

Regardless of its base attack bonus, a creature never gets more 

than four attacks with any given weapon purely from its base 

attack bonus (see the sidebar on page 207 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide)—thus. If a great .wyrm red dragon couid 

wieEd a manufactured weapon, if would stiEE only he able to 

make/our uttocks with it as part o/a/uif attack action (at 

+40/4 J5/+3P/+35J, 

Creatures do not receive additional attacks from a high base 

attack bonus when rising natural weapons. A young adult red 

dragon gets only one bite attack per round, even though a fghter 

with the same -t-3 y base attack bonus attacks jour times per round 

with a sword or other manufactured weapon. 
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Buyer’s Guide 
Get eerily for a glimpse into the future of your gaining table'. Til lunldy .Catalog will give 

you a look at the lull range of |}ukcii:onh & foie pi aying game books, EX'w, in,MS & 
dructm MrnTamvrs, and novels that. ate.sche.d uIt-d for release over a shornonth period. 

You'll discover the catalog includei stuff that’s Im Go ffh c- jp1 ess and just settling onto 

shelves, along with products that a re; on the noi-soeJistam horizon; (As ^vi:-11 as a few thing? 

that have been out there for a while, ihttt.ybu may.still want m consider picking up,) 

If you think you could get. used to this kind of thing, you're in luck. Every three moot Its, 

you'll got atr updated look at the release schedule, so you'll know what's waking for you 

at your favorite hobby shop of bookstore and—mote importantly—what's on the way. 

It's easier to make room on your shelves if you know what's coming. 



Enter □ World of Adventure and Imagination 

Using-prtrgenerated characters, plastic miniatures, arid* 

map tilesr the B&B Bask Game.® introduces ftret-vtme gam-' 

ers into the realms of fantasy roleplaying with a^'erie*' 

of adventures that grow more challenging and complex;' 

as _they progress. As game play advances through-the 

r2-page Adventure Boot, additional game concepts arid 

rules are introduced, more map tiles are used, and 

tougher monsters are encountered: ^Characters slowly 

accumulate experience and eventually ! ear ft enough. 

XPs to level, up using the rules inside the Expanded 

Rutebook;! which also offers character generation rules,' 

more-detailed game play rules, and guidelines-for ere-' 

■atirjgoriginal adventures,) At this point, players.have 

fully functional and-level characters that can be played 

in any Dungeons & Dragons' campaign until they're 

ready fni' 3rd level and the Player's Handbook. :... ' f 

B|8(D Basic Game 
“Author; Jonathan Tweei 

ISBN o-y&69^34og-j; 

966470000 

Everythdng needed to play U inside; 

* ifi'fttlly painted miniatures {4 heroes and fa monsters) 

* 4 double-sided, fhapiites' 

£ 4 character sheets 

* 7 dice 
>: Quick-Start Rules . 

* First Adventure Hook 

- Advanced Ratebook • 

f Releases 1 
Septemlief 
LZ004J 

WKispers of the Vampire's 
Author: David Noonan 

ISBN 0-7S69-3510-3 

. 864300000. 

j ehn the Hunl for an Ehiiivo Traitor _ : ^ = 

A B relish spy Imi ^totenvk'|kywektlul 'magic sword and vanished, in 

punuit of the fugitive are operatives from a number of other factions 

intent.on recovering the traitor, his stolen weapon, or both, As the 

slippery agent flees, across Khorvaire, only the most relentless heroes 

will stay on the intrigue-laced trail and capt ure their target. 

0/ rFie- Vampire's Eteitfe stand-alone 'adventure foe the 

DunGeons & Dragons 1 game that will immerse your characters 

.In the.8]eEUtRort'kcampaign setting. Designedto challenge,4‘th-Jevel 

D&rD0 heroes, it hurls them across the continent oi'Khoivaire with 

■actioh-packed overland, .and aerial travel, , 

'te k t>. a dwduage of the- RPCA's Player Rewards 

Program ty■■.scpritig ppmes with this adventure. 

Other titles in this series: 

■ -Sfuidcivs of flic last Wv.r 

Eterfon Campaign Setting 

ShlLWr'Gfyuf Towers' 
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Frostlmrn;” Mastering the Perils of 

Ice and Snow v 
Authors: Wolfgang Baui, jam.es Jacobs, George'Struyrpo 

ISBN 0-7869-2896-4 

177580000 

Survival at Sub-Zero 

This supplement for the.DfrD1 game offers a detailed lock at the 

impact, of arctic conditions and extreme cold-w^ther environ- 

every aspect of game play. Along with rules for adapting 

to, navigating through, and-surviving hazardous cold.-weather 

conditions and terrain, frosebum also provides expanded rules 

for.1'environmental hazards and manipulating cold weather ele¬ 

ments, Also included are new spalls, feats, magfo items, prestigej 

classes, ami monsters associated with icy realms. 

Srst if! (x llttv series of suppfeinenrs that focus 

affect gduieplsy hi t He D£d>® .world; . y 
:;I.:"q.-j!-i1 A ill 1 

U.S. $34-95 

Ife Monster ManualM III 
Authors; Rich Rurtew, Eric Cagle, Jesse Decker, Andrew J. 

/inch, Gwendolyn F.M. Kestrel, Rich Redman., Matthew 

Sernett', Chris Thomasson, P. Nathan Toomey, and others 

ISBN a-7869-3430-1 

17^210000 

Encounter Additional Adversaries mid Allies 
This supplement for the D£jTT game offers a fully 

' illustrated array of a ll-new\ creatures such as the. 

boneclaw, eldritch giant, and v/Sb golem. Also includedaTe 

advanced versions of monsters' as well as tactics sidebars 

to help DMs effectively run mote complex creatures. 

With Information on where many monsters appear in the 

Forgotten Realms1 and Eberron* campaign settings, 

Afoiistto' Ur contains an onslaught of ci'Batunes 

prepared to challenge heroic characters of any level.' 

Other titles itt this series: 

Mon$0,0/ frterfln 

Alon.st^Miinua! JI 

Fiend Folio 

'Releases' 

September 

MONSTt’Kyy^^tnu m 



Libris Mortis':” 

The Book of Undead 
Authors: Andy Collins and Bruce R. Cordell 

ISBN 0-7869-5433-6 

179240000 

Creatures from Beyond the Grave 
This lavishly .illustrated supplement, for the DfrlT game 

presents a comprehensive overview of the most varied 

and frightening creatures in fantasy rofeplaying. 

Along., with the physiology, psychology, theology, and 

■society of undead you'll uncover information for cre¬ 

ating, customizing, and combating undead characters 

and jttonsters—including strategies and tactics com¬ 

monly employed by undead and those who hunt Therm 

With-neW rules, feats, spells, and prestige classes, JLibris 

TFie'Book 6/ the Ibidecd also provides a wealth of 

information on traditional undead, along with a host 

of new mens tars and monster templates. ■ . . 

Related Title: 

jOTaccmomrcan: 
Releases 

October 
2004 

DRAGON September 7004 

U.S, $75.00 

Special Edition Player’s Handbook*" 
Authors: Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams 

ISBN 0-7S69-3432-8 

179230000 

Commeni orating Thirty Yeats of Character-Building 

Created in celebration of the 30th anniversary of the 

Dungeons & Dragons game, thfflbecfai Edition Player VHtmdbook offers collectors and players 

a very special way to mark the milestone occasion. This latest edition of the Player's Hamf- 

Ijook is enhanced with a luxurious leather-bound cover embossed with gold foil..Complete 

with premium gilt-edged paper, beautifully designed endpapers, and a page-marking rib¬ 

bon, this latest edition of the Player's Handbook will be”an elegant addition to any bookshelf 

and a dramatic centerpiece at any gaming table, 
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Shining 
South 

+ New prestige classes 

f- New spells + ■ 
'+ Short adventures Releases1 

Octoberr 
2004 

ThtwiijiS M. Reid 

Other titles in this series: 

.Ufidepiarfe 

U-napproehublt last. 

Starter Set 

U-S- $1:9.99 
ISBN 07-8697 500-6 

966210000 

Aberrations Booster Pack 

U-S- $1-5,99 
TSRN 0-7R69-3 501-4 

966240000 
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U.S. $29.95 

Shining South’1* 
Authors £ ThbiriEts- M;: B eid 

ISBN <>7869-^4^2-1 

179296000 

* A Wondrous, Land &f Ancient Cultures and Fallen Umpires 

Travelers to the clbtanL lands beyond the hake of $ tea nr and 

Firepteap Mountains return with' incredible tales of the 

people .and places they Ve. encountered or-avoided. From the 

Wizards. of Halrnaa- and vvetnics of the Shuar to the ha 1 flings 

of Lurien. and the half-drow of Dambrath, tit a denizens of the 

region arc as varied as their societies, Discover each of the 

many realms of the Shining South, along with, the,magic and 

monsters native to this distinctively diverse corner of-the 

FohQcrJTE.N Realms* game setting,’ 

Miniatures Starter Set and 
Aberrations Booster Packs 
Unleash a Horde of Unnatural Monsters 
Focused u li the: themy uf abfrCraM Cfeilt^res and the heroes that buttle. them, the StarLer 

Sec and Aberrations Bolster packs.draw figures from key D&D Udes. including CtnitpLUti: 

IliVinc"'. Maitstei'. jlid ttiidf"1 III, Sfrpjm 'KingiloJils", the new EDFBEOW" Cflinjaign .Wing, and the¬ 

ft ret £ BER.R.QM advent l’li&V BhaSbW** 0/tit| Dut War*. 

■+• Complete Basie ratebook for he ad” 10-h ead 

miniatures combat, updated for 2004 

■f Checklist for the Aberrations £fit 

* Hattie grid mapshmiL 

x a all-new terrain tiles 

* Damage counters 

p 20-sidod die 

Each Starts Set. contains: 
* Twelve randomized miniatures, includ¬ 

ing at lease one commander 

-Preprinted 

-Fully assembled 

-Durable plastic 

-Collectable 

^ 3>ouble,-sided stat cards- 

- For use with the UfrD1*1 poleplayiiig gdi flfi 

- Foi' Past, head-to-head miniatures combat 

Each Aberrations Booster Pack contains: 

U Eight randomized miniatures * Double-sided star cards 

- Prepainted - For use with tlie DfrD* redeploying 

-Fully assembled game 

-Durable plastic. -For fast, head-o>head jr^atuwss- 

-Collectable combat 

: Sixty lii/Zei'erti fi&Dfcha-rafflers arid monsters are available in the Aberrations set- 

Related title: 

Gian 15'iteg^iid H uge Pack 



Complete Arcane? 

-A Player’s Guide to Arcane 

Magic for All Classes 
Author: Bkhard Baker 

0-7869-3435-2 

17925&QOO 

<^aractcrs Charged with Mystic Energies 

This supplement £ot the BfrD* game provides everything 

you need .to emphasise th| power of arcane magic for 

character^ of any. class. Along with new base classes, 

prestige .classes, feats, spelk, monsters, and magic 

items, Cdni|ter|^A7Tc|^s also provides guidelines for spell 

duels, arcane'organisations, and other aspects useful 

for creating1^ campaign world imbued with magic. 

Other titles in’ihis series: 

Corupltite Brvirct! 
Complete Warn or f Releases! 

November 

L 2004J 

Sham: City of Towers™ 
Authors; Keith Baker and James Wyact. 

ISBN 0-7869-3434-4 

86420000 

Inside this book, you'll find all the details you’ll need .J& 
to e if pi ore the awe-inspiring city of Sharn—the cen¬ 

terpiece of the E&i&BRON~ campaign setting: 

* Descriptions of over 100 city dis-. £ 

trices; featuring details of at least ,■1 I 

one notable location in each one.. 

- More than a d oze ji n ew g La i I d a aad ' •. 

organizations to help or hinder 

characters; including- the .Deaths-'.'® 

t ■ :-^Tw : ■ Sate G11 kd ► the Circle .of Song, and ‘ 
the Boromar Clair 

■ "* +: FullY ’stated NPGS tanging from 
specific individuals to' generic 

C-J.ti zens 

* New feats, spells, prestige classes, f... 
magic items, and monsters 

1 * Detailed maps of Sharn and vari- 

our, local ions around the city 

Discover a City Filled with End¬ 

less Adventure 

Dive aboard.^ sky coach and hurl 
yourself Intft adventure amid the 

soaring towers of Khorvair.e’s most 

spectacular city Plunge into peril¬ 

ous aerial battles miles above the 

earth. Embark on deadly expedi¬ 

tions through the bowels of; the 

city. Arrange, clandestine meetings 

in shadowy taverns and undertake 

daring quests .ro faraway lands. 

For those bold enough to seek it, 

the - City of Towers promises limit¬ 

less excitement, danger, fame,i:and 

fortune. •• 

BONUS—An Ebbr-row soundtrack CD, featuring twelve tracks of 

original music composed spee'EfjcaJJy for use with the EbeAron 

campaign setting, to enhance yotir gating experience. 
Other titles 

in tbk'series: 

ftqrrqp, to m p.a ign-Satti ng 

h'l Lisp? rs o,i t.'xi Va jri/jf 1 v '■? fllcufe 

f Releases! 

November 

L2OO4J 



Races of Destiny ” 
. ; Authors: David Noonan, Eric Cagle, Aaron Rosenberg 

ISBNVySfeg-M^? 
lyysyopoo. 

Heroes Adapted for Adventure 

This supplement for the DErD'' game provides detailed 

information on the psychology, society, culture, behavy 

ibr,.Teligion, Folklore., and other aspects p'f the: rates of 

destiny: humans, half-elves, half-ores, and illamia ns— a 

' new race presented here. In addition to new su.braces 

and monster rapes pi ay able as characters, Rarc^o/, Destiny 

also: provides n^w prestige classes, feats, spells, magic 

items, equipment, and guidelines for crafting memorable 

‘ adventures within human towns. 

Related title: 

Races, c/ Stone 

Map Folio 3-D 
Authors: Robert hazzaretti, Dennis Kauth, Todd Gamble 

ISBN o-78dcj’3437-p 

i79.a7.GOOO , 

Construct Ground-Breaking Adventures 

Encounter intimidating towers, comfortable cottages, an inviting tav¬ 

ern, and other three-dimensional structures with the aid of the build¬ 

ing materials you’ll discover inside. This'accessory for the DErD" game 

provides a. small village of highly detailed cardstock buildings, walls, 

isemble and use in any game.- Scaled and other structures for'you to as: 

for use with Dungeons & Dragons" Miniatures, each building may be 

used individually or combined with ^thers. to create a virtually limit? 

less'array of towns and other settlements. Full-odor exterior's enhance 

your game and capture youT players' imagination,'while black-and- 

white .interiors allow character* to fully explore ebch model. 

Originally developed/or thu Fold-Up Paper Model bn 
site, these Riedels am the tJibd in a new series,of mecerfd|s,;cr 

-jWor. ci j)d functiona?i[y to your D&Q gorne. 
rReleases 
December 

L 2004J 
.. Other titles in this series: 

kj-yAiup Folio J! 

A1] up Folk 1 
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Races of Stone " 
Authors: Jesse,Decker,.Michelle Lyons, Dayid Noonan 

•ISBN 0-7869-3:378-3 

965670000 • 

Heroes Carved from the Earth 
This supplement for the DErD* game provides detailed 

information on-the psychology, society, culture, behav¬ 

ior, religion, folklore, and other aspects:of the races of 

stone: dwarves, gnomes, and goliaths—a rihw r.aee pre^ 

sc.nted here, In .addition to new subi'aces and monster 

races playable as characters, Races 6f Stone also provides 

new prestige classes, feats,.spells, magic items, equip¬ 

ment, monsters, and rules for magic rune drd«. 

Realted titles: 

Available 

Map Folio II 
Authors: Todd Gamble and Rohh.^garetti ^ 

ISBN 0-7869-3280-5 

965690000 

Discover Ajodent Sitc^and New Adventures 

Available 

.NOW, 

gp::bRAGOtl 323.;i^pferrtjj'cr200^ 



dzo Future " 
Authors: Christopher 'Perk-ins, Rodney Thompson, 

JU Witter ^ 

ISBN 0-^9-3423-9 

•885970000 - 

High Tech Meets High Adventure 

The future lV what you make of it. With access to 

.spacb- travel, cybernetics, mutationsr-. meoha, and 

mote in dso Future, heroes may battle across alien 

worlds, survive, on piostapOcialyptie Earth, voyage to 

distant g-alasdest and explore alternate dimensions. 

Charge you f'weapons, and embark on newT-eeding 

adventure within the infinite possibilities of the near 

and distant.future. 

To use this productyou also need the, dro Modern 

Rolt'pkyiri^ Cams core I'ulebook. 
• ,' ...... •.; '*1 

Related Titles • . 

rd20 Modern 

/ Availal>lc\ 

US. $34.95 \ NOW/ 

Shadows of the Last War 
.Author: Keith Baker' 

Race to Unrover Secrets Buried hy Disaster 

'The ruined House Cannith citadel of Whitefre&i'th holds. the key 

to constructing a terrible magic weapon. Agents of the Emerald 

Claw will stbp at nothing to recover the ancient device. As malev¬ 

olent forces hunt for the artifact, resourceful heroes battle the 

perils of the Mournland to reach-Whiteheai'th first and discover 

the secrets that lie within. 

■Shadovr'.^o/ 1 fie bir.t-War is a stand-alone adventure f'or tlje Ht/n 

peons &. Dragons1 game that will immerse your characters in 

the Ekerkon"' campaign setting. Designed to challenge 2nd- 

level D£rD* heroes, it pits them against one of liberron's most 

nefarious organisations; 

Tufee i2dvtr.ruage of the RR&Ak Player Rewards Progiicim by scorriig points 

With' this adventure. 

Available 

.NOW 
Qther titles in this scries: 

i.'- lyi^gers of the. Vh nip ire: Bind# 

Efj^rron Caniparga Settiug 

j 7-Sliarfi:-Gfiy of Toners 
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Planar Handbook™ A Player’s 

Guide to tbe Planes , 
Authors:; Bi:uee ggj Cordell and.Gy^endoiyTL F.M; Kestr< 

TSBN 0-7869-34 Z9-S 

1.79*00000 

Explore Noser-Ending Realms of Adventure ' 

This supplement. For theDFtD1 provides every¬ 

thing you need tc> create and play ciVjjpracters pi'ejpi-rgd^i 

for the odyssey of planar travel r including new plahar. 

races, feats, equipment! .spells, nod magic items. The, 

•Planar^ tfflndhndr also introduces the. power oF; plana? 

touchstones, along with details and advice for vi.sit.ing;:.:: 

dozens of planar sites, 

* ij-f 
Related title: ■, v -jr 

iHanti'd[ 0/the Planes' • . ib&ffi.} 

J Available^ ; 

a s. $29.95 \ N0W/ % 

REj 

Serpent Kingdoms M 
Atfthors: Ed Greenwood, Eric L. Boyd, Darrin Drader 

ISBN o-j&fcy-3:277-5 

965660000 

>€;.RDBNT 

INGDOMS. 

Crawling Bvils Never Sleep * 
Chilling fireside tales describe the fell plans and foul actions 

of the horrors known as the Scaled Ones: lizardfolk, nagas, 

yuaiKti,' and their sinister creator Tace, the sarrukh. Infi¬ 

nitely patient and ruth lass, the insidious serpen tfolk seek to 

enslave all of Faerhn's- other races to'breed them like cattle. 

For those bold enough, to peer within, Serpent Kingdoms offers 

•an unsettlingly detailed look at the malevolent serpent folk 

and lizard races of rlie Forgotten Realms'" game setting. 

New monsters 
•«* New feats 

* Dozens of serpent folk sites 

Other titles in this aeries: 

iRdces-.o^fcicrua 

flayei's'Giddii-t.o Fdeftin 

Available 

lNOW. 
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ctplctQ Divine!" A Player's Guide 

to Divine Magic for All Classes 
, Author: David Nwttan 

, ISBN 0-7869-3172-4 

EBIiRRON Campaign 
Setting 

..Created bjri'.|:ieitli*Bal^V 
Authors: K-ijit H SUwlG«tk, 

ijames Wyact 

ESjUfl C'-7-H(i^-1,^4-c:. 

36.4000000 V.'iciJ Power Granted by the Gods 

! Thu .aupplifmcrtt for the D&B“ provides everything 

you need 16 create divinely inspired. characters of any class, 

Almi^whh owhiisr elnsuSs.,- pledge blumst. feats, 

magic:-Ltetns,- and relics, Comp tote Divin&^ilao provides 

• guidelines for incorporating religion—front mysterious 

ijKl.ts li pworiul tKeflCtradls—imo yfuu' cjinipingr., 

■£W AcUon Around Every Cmmw f 

'ifftklbiid t. • 
(jrah your pack and Leap ino? an action- " ' ,gn 

^jjefcad, Jii1fJgU'«-iaiiiiiil;w*rJd olNcIJiiSniilLlc F] fc'W^T'! :'«! 

ddyenctirO, Within the - Ps c mtojtf.Oi inpat^A *J jtJskJ 

Suiting, you'll >1 islo- ■-■s.sl, richly 

ilut 11 i led W". I-.I infliaic] willl .iiflgjc hllil HgSH 

wait!ng to bo h11 «l v/ir 11 :;oringesebpdrs 

,: 1 :,| 1.1,111:,.| I-:.,11". :• :•:;. io i I s Ti I: Ow . .pi.: l \ h" JU 

spovUi-imd be riiiidy for ft rtyi:h I rig, 

Enride t his book, you'll hnd nil the] dehjil*. yon' JJ. noed to otpbtLrk on 

. p.ujjdioru Ei DjiagokV adventures, En thi Welting world of fiber ion: 

r Available] 

l Now J 
.^Oyer.jjp nkiiv feack' 3, n'Sw prestige classes,1 and a new chai^cb 

'■+ Now equipment, weapons, spells, and magic hem* 

r + W cw.n50ns.te.rs: and monster templates 

Highly-d.«*ilfid regions, new organiiz^tfons, .anda short a 

your cii inpiiLgn 

jj^rttwJTydTl 0/ilirmatci-iai.^Ji.'I’/ino! inside the EJBERRQN Ounpugn 

'Setting"1, cfl inisa V iiscH in'dALyloih-sT exuiriig.iup»fwigii worid. 
I 

Other titles in this series: 

'/■Slta.adife'c-^th.r Lost'Hh’ 

' ViJ(i#|»iao/.d^feahiife Blade 

JiWHtptiyvjJw!'- ___ •; — .» 

AvWlabb 

L Now 

Giants of Lei 
ISBN 0-7365-3^4^-5 

967010060 Book of Exalled Deeds' 
Authors: famea Wyact, Christopher 

Larkina, Darrin Deader 

ISBN o-ySSpr^ijti-r 

ftJioi6doi>a 

EviufomsuicnlK of Mythic .Ptupijrl ioijSJ 

Do bui.i.lr In the shadows 'oiy^^ger-chart-life heroes, villains. and monsters!; 

Challenge your friends to fa$Tr hiuul-tn-head eotulMii., uu join rimm in jt 

LiumWosis 8: Dha-sovs* roieplaying gamo. They preprinted dbftr-rjctcis 

.iiid [I'jLuiaiots an1; ready for action—right otic o-f die box. 

Each Giants of Jcgnnd'' Hugo Feck Contains: 

Wine randomLoed miniatures 

— PrcpS l n1.(ui 

-■Piilly assembled 

-Durable plastic 

■CoUrcfiihle 

*' Double-aided statistics cards 

—For use wJtl'i the BLrD' roleplaying game 

For f-nsfr heiid-ro-hchd mirtisiiinres cbmljat 

Strike Uowii Evil with ilk Sword of 
fc'flhghlcjrjHkol 
thin a tipple ment for the D&131 game 

is intcndr<i- for moture ftudknfles und 

provides pt'^yera and Dungeon Masters 

yv St 11 inepirtug subjeci matter ill at will 

bvdadcn.-.auy campaign, Included it a 

detasled look hc the nature of good and 

tho.oiuhplex chillienges that fai-* those 

join chc eternal struggle' uu the 

aide of the moral and jnsi. Along wich 

ok a hod Ceati, prestige classes, and spells, 

the of £r-ak«l Prnls itEso provides 

cfescriptlons and statlsiica for a boat of 

OTHUH d res and rule \ l ial pa ragOuS to ally 

with viitnons characters. 

T? 11.: Giuntj of Legatnl uT iiU.UiiUC^S ilij'/eiljnr 

DfrP ulicn-rtrrs and ir-.:ii.sl.oi-s, .'i; ■.'i.fitt 17 lliif-' 

iiiinionirfi, and features niniotur-LS hem W.ytw.t cf 

DtcNdforcs & Daarmws praducss. 

Italated tide: 

.3&lii'it3tn:;irtS:'d;ih3ti,!r pidt 

Other titles in t.hii sindos: 

Ebok of W3e BarJcrtssi 

AvaiJnMu’ 

L Now J [Available! 

1 Now J 
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Utu;art fod Attstia^ 

Ant.h.i?T i: 'A ndy Col i i ri i, J(!Kfle ])m.-Vl>r, T^uid JJnnmbri, Ei (:Ja Red fiVrbi'i 

rpEH,-n^i5^--iT^-L-: .'., . 

. fiflp jfjujqrig" \ V .:■' _' '1 ., '■ ■• 

' i ftiWk-a Wellspiiii^ 
Thia;iuppliMni‘rii. fotfit^be Jifr.lT g'Jimo present* nn Inexhaustibly source. 

• uf. i:«» 'rules' |a. introduce inic /oil f‘RuNiJsiOH* & I) ilac mv.’; gamy., 

IksUJ* an» ideas, and altfcr.iiuUves' Wylhe SLandki’d, D£rD rule's 

VVili LUitl thw&fc IWrti m lit ypLU‘ UilJli[JilLgij:S KTyje.Vif play. Erblii.VLijlaJil 

lJ'^kk :' tjaejisV, feat*, ‘a n<L EbltkLeis io/alcferiilEb apelkasitpg system*. 

I'fijatefl; anf'ISmpkEfs options, jjMarilicii iirrtwK!-;bf fers I iremendpus 

11 eiiy^jf^aceiria] for'jrdu cd" {■xploii. • ■ 

1 Complete Warrior 
Aiith rj r.5 :A i%d y CdlJitj.f, Pi.i.virl Ndhl^ftj^Sthrk 

fl'ISItH o t^^o-G 
^Jj^nodop . , 

i Ho r^irikirr N s> me in lie 

tj th i s.iHippkracTir forthe DSrif game provides i^ciytdnng yon need camplf!'.? 

•4|'^any fckaiTiifteisT^'iitB a feme (w]nVrnc:ic<wftcd with in coinbirt- 

; I -clia I'Cieuet' dEsicsr pp^sti^; rhiBSCS, fitMS, k[us[]s, u ml magic items, CoMipIrifj# 

K rtki'rloi ;:iJrt,:Kprij'.-ich:sg'j lJ.-ji ri-:tH for nljjpi rig a m artinlly focpsed.campalgji =' ■ 

R knd adwtedni&ritftitig ycui own p rastEgt: -classes and feai s; " 2,, .■ 

Other- cities !A chi* 

'Lor.jpJpjc Jiji'fne 
(SjfMpifil iWKf 

^VsOiihEi; 

l N o:w . 

[Available! 

L Now J 

DiraeoCmnricomd The Book of Diafgi 
^Authors.: Andy £oll ins, S^'p^Vijliams, Jaduts .Wyatt 

ISftH q^i'roeliij-o' 
j^&te£k)P.qd ’ 

•ft 

Deluxe Playe r C^ar^cter Sheets 
ISBN __ 

Imidfl tjie'pod^tfl of a 

pjopectivMaadpr you'll', s'.4 ■ 
.find 11 .Pujfiiqtfs & DjlaC^hs' character- 

■wtokI. Vhc&s—and more. Forms tted in a new foLLo-style 

Inyout, e»rh mrjn-l lias uUmw to ki^ track'of 

everythlag-that mali^s c.aeKtifjw»rd.uinictcri'lini-que, 

indvdiiig'fcxtivi spare fj&r mtwifig jirw dns$. features 

a bill IjleB for yijm1 mlikiidaSfi dli ji'rfij.ite ra. 

Ancient Crc^iuicsjifLcgenil 

Tliis lavishly Illustrated iuppleotesk for "ilie..bh-U' >,a)ue ptesefits a 

i'omptehenalv'e dvert'lev--1 ij.f the ini>st evobaLlve creacii'r^s Ln fniuesy 

OjjJejplajring. Along Okth vfte physiology, psychology, persotialiiy, and 

J"aocid1y of.dvagonsj you'll discover ataiisclcs lor ali ten of the-ctaasJc; 

dragons'at eadh of their tv.-elve age cacegorka. With new feats, spelle, 

ptagic item a,, and prest Lge classes for dragons, theix allies,, ond th'oae. 

♦ hn^k lY-foolLsh enough hunt them .•,i:,ri;ror<dm'Lvin: T.hcfk.iqA 0/ hr arc ns si So 

. pHcnjid-it i I hi :nt r^tori lnijv; for'Kich of-tho. class jo dragons and rules' for, 

•gi‘iv,!2.'i'tl-iiig t.h(dr (111-i.raportont l-ien-iji.irfj'hnrjrds. 
Itkludesj 
X Ten iour-pa'ge Characier iacoid sheets, for pse with: 

each of the ch'aracM r classes <Uwjfc Nnyei^ariifiiooA,: 

■■* A four-page generic D&B^charMter/r^cdid sheec: 

QuicTt-rafeiejice spetl , t&W ‘lor all sjseilciiaLidg 

classes'[h'thePiqyrT's Ha ndUdol; ^iid spellcasLlng’ pr'es- 

rige desses i.ii: the fiuigcon Alost-ErVCi/TcIr. 

* A holms, fcnii'-pnge dd'o M6nnijJ>J' charfetar 

retH>rd sheet. 

^vailatlc1 

L Now J 
Iver^hinjctsi^nSiJOfd iAef i afiirSjuiP lie is' dr.ti£ii«id -fef Iih eij'jy 

•lo dIufOMp>■,;«' ymp^Cwayf N.v* ^ )»«lt i.m hn.ijd ft'lu n 

Availitlc1 

L Now J 
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Archfiends™ Expansion Packs 
ISBN 0-/86^3464^ 

joo i^&^a«iiMMll 

An 11 k 
EeaCC.yourwdF fV>r u riULdtijn uiLCuiuLtfi I* joitl InULad by 

'■dcmrins,. devils; und olhiif ^atsidiM'S, along WjiIl a holds 

of heroes;. villains., arid inOBKiei's. take a atral^t from 

P&-U' cuLeliookfi. such tu die Mo.inst'jWonfiiil,. roncor ;•£*■ 

1^'*^?® ''.-n mpdign Sarcrng.. Al^rii.q cures Mai id bosk, fsionks 

tfaiidftcbli, u.'iu Savage ipiiile.!,, them*, characters and' 

jridimtus ale ready for-battle—rightout of rJie ben.. 

Each iandomij!«l Archfiends'" Eapiirafou Park «inSfliu.« 

+' Elghc Coileotoblc miniatures 

.-Pre painted 

-Fully assembled 

-Humble pjasltc: ■ 
*■ Obtt^flft'sidfcd statistic corth 

-For ltsL1; with the d£tD role playing game 

"Far hist, hi-jd’LO-head ttl In1 iLIi L ei combat 

: Each jam-packed panel .contains a number of rtscfti'- 

tables taken directly from the ruleboolts, Every table 

-includes a page nurabeV-reference you din lis.e to 

’Uooli up more detail ed ir.fornistt.fon.. You 'll; 0] so find 

, some |ables modi fied j spedifioii 11 y' far this soioen ui 

Ip-Jp yon pet cflC JU form ri tLi,n yri-L Ofifid as (plickly uk 

| possible during [day. 

.■llsoJatlfitill-tS rtdiaJlil* j.jiihpLjCel :v.:,Vjri gi&rted rqwapfc lIw 

cation '!'iir:iis(t*.voe|^ l>J you 1 d 20 Ato per pf"“ iU;-/ipiii;ii rttcjcatiif 

tin&p: scitriLcJuiry s'b|i|.oi't (be dao"’ System, Lhty. cat! it -liicd 

.n pa^LvIy nr agfLkri iy an expcreiiMd- ihinjgjBaA ^lasur-or 

ti'fl iliiflliiii UI'. 

itVfti DfrJJ cbaiMfiet; nn>f moaners are cvchlnblo ia 

rAvrilatlel 

L Now j 
'Aviltablel 

L Now J 

Doilies anJ Demigods™ 
Author: Itich kedmoiid, Skip WilViarnskiJames 

ISBN 

H-NiG siio'.'j 

a: Forgotten realms 

Campaign Setting 
Authors; Ed tinvoirivund, Sonn K Reynolds, Skip Williams, FLeb ll^ilLROu 

.Wff>‘7W9',R3^ ._ 

Semite ol all 

fltvlnc Power 

This xuppieitiem ,Loj: • die 116-D" game provides 

iWfyth.ij.ig you j’.ead tb-cieato. control, and cali upon 

the ntosL po we rf ul beings hi yo-ur campaign, Included 

iitv deicrlpLjons and iiaiisties for over' seventy gods 

ftoftt four Sally derailed pantheons- Along with 

f°J' crf»ilni your own gods, I>ckiri; nud 

Usr.ii^oJs atkb Includes information on advancing 

diaracrers n> god hood. 

I)pr]j Perils and Groat 

Deeds Avail 

■V^eiconre to FaerCih, a land of high magic; terrifying nipn^t.^Kr.Ricianl 

nifns,' and hidden wonders. From the forbidding forests of r.Jie Sliver 

Marches to che teeming; cities of the lofter 5eur Pucifm e^couipussea 

shlning.kingdoma, nrousce.ranfcjtod waste?, endless ^vemsyaiid sinister 

citadels. .The FoROc^•TC^’ Reai.w.s' Cumjirtign-vksikig pivsi^its rije juosl 

'•comprehensive fantasy world ever descrii>yd! 

ThiAhook COOt-ai'CS all the detail* you neisl ty play IJUWCEDWS b DaaoDHS* 

ndv^r.tures.in the-FOJtoprvfiM'Rj=.ar.?s's+sttt.tirg; 

new full-^lvt map'^r FaerijTi.. 

?$r Pozens of new caotti, fiiiLLs, ^nd pjwstige dasaeCfor yonv charactevg. 

r^fe.TJio Fuiinlnljn p;jutha<Sri, iuciLidiiig over 100 deicie? and powers. 

•Ifphighly Recalled reglotis, new monscare, my3ceri0e-icw, and tv*o• sIi’c-rt 

' odveucutea ro begin yout camiatgtt. 

rAvaaljtjiel 

L Now J 

'•'■Vtilialty a]i of if: 1- roflisriopyou'd/infl iusidr enr FOSCOtTEh RrAf.u.J Ounpojgj 

•."lEettlng cun alto bo u^if in any oclior^Aciagcoinpai'ga tvorlii. 

[Avjibljle] 

L Now J 



Novels: 

Amber and Ashes 
Tile Dark Disciple, Volume One 

Author; .Margaret Weis 

ISBN 0^7869-3257-0 

The mysterious warrior-woman Mina, brooding on. her ..failure and the 

death qf her. goddess, makes a pact with evil in a-seductive .guise. Marge* 

ret Weis returns to Dragon lance” with this first "installment, in a dark 

and exciting new trilogy. 

Hardcover 

$A5-95 US.; $35.95.£AN 

r Releases! 

September] 

The Two Swords 
The Hunter's Blades Trilogy, Book 111 

Author: R.A. Salvatore 

ISBN 0-7869-33"6o-7 

Mithral Hall is under stager Nesmd is overrun, and even powerful Silvery- 

moon braces for war. Through it all Driasr. has fought alone, but as the 

conflict draws to a bloody, conclusion, the Hunter will, have to find allies 

both new and old or die. 

Other titles in this series: 

The 3‘housa n d'Ores. (ISBN 0-7869-2 904- 2) 

The Loae Draw (ISBN 0-7869-3012-8) 

Releases1 
October 
.2004, 

Hardcover 

$25.95 U.S4 $35*95 CANT 

Thirty Years of Adventure: 
A Celebration of DUNGEONS $L DRAGONS 

.Authors: Wizards of the Coast, Inc, 

ISBN 0-7869*3498*0 

Tins new collector's book celebrates the rich history of Dungeons 

Sc Dragons by taking a look at the past, present, and future of the 

DEjD brand. The hook is filled with essays and photographs of the 

events, products, personalities, and art that have graced the world 

of Dunokons St Dragons over the years. Rich in vivid detail, caeli 

page will help tell the story of the evolution of the DSiI^experi- 

cncc and its place in our culture. Even celebrities will bepart'of 

the action 1 whether by sharing their fond memo¬ 

ries of sitting around the gaming table or relat¬ 

ing how the D£rD experience has shaped their 

lives, and iheiT careers. 

:AC<!lJ¥«Wll>N-|.| 
r>LJ NO liO us Sr'Dp.rtOON 

Releases 
October 

,2004, 
Hardcover 

$49.95 QS, $69.95 CAN 
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Dragons in the Archives: 
The Best of Weis anJ Hickman 

Authors: Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman 

ISBN o-yS69-366'9-X 

A collection of short- stories by Weis and Hickman, along'with tributes from some 

of the many authors who've. worked on the Dsagonlance setting over the years, A 

celebration. of twenty years of the world of Khynn. 

Paperback 

$7.99 U.S.; $10.99 GAN 

fRelcasesT| 
N<Wc inker 
IZOO4J 

•3> Test of the Twins 
-■ Legeods, Volume Three 

!? •' Authors: M&Tgaret Weis-5r Tracy Hickman 

tISBN 0-7869-3^88-7 

Caramon realizes the painful sacrifice he must make to prevent Raistlin’s 

final embrace of Evil. Old friends and strange allies come together to aid him,, 

but Caramon must take the last, greatest step, alone-, The step 

Other titles in this series: 

Time e/the Twins (ISBN 

War of the Tier ns (ISBN -0-7869-3,217-1) 

Hardcover 

$24.95 U.S.; $34.95 CAN 

f Releases 1 

November, 
L 2004J 

Sojourn 
Tbe legend- of DriiszltBook TII 

Author: ft:A. Salvatore 

Introduction by: Margaret Weis 

ISBN 0-7869-3081-0 

IVATOftg; 

The dark elf Drlzzt emerges into the light of the World Above and. finds 

allies and enemies where he least expects them. The saga of one of the most 

dacloved characters in fantasy literature continues, with new material from 

the author. 

‘Other titles in this series! 

Homeland {ISBN 0-7869-3123-X) 

EtrlsflSBN 0-7869-3126-4) fReleases' 
December 

kAOO4J Hardcover 

$25.95 StS.; $35 95 CAN 
OjOURN 
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Annihilation 
R.A. Salvatore's War of the Spider Queen, Book V 

Atgp-: rhiiip A than 5 

ISBN 0-7869-32 37-6 

While Menzolwraiuan Fights For-survival, a dwindling company of would-be 

saviors travels the limitless expanse of the multiverse in search of a goddess 

who ebuld be dead or could have simply turned away from them. They might 

jitst survive the trip, but nan they possibly survive' the Demonweb Pits? 

Other titles in this series: 

Dissolution by It! chard Lee Ryer& (ISBN 0-7869-2944-8) 

Insuyrectjo^. by Thomas M, held (ISBN'07869-3 0.33.-0) 

Coudemrtdi'i^n by Richard Baker (ISBN 07869-3205-3) 

"f/tri^rtron bd Lisa Smedman (ISBN 0-7869-2989-8) 

Hardcover 

$24.95 US}- $34.95 CAN 

Available' 

l Now j 

Wizards’ Conclave 
The Age of Mortals 

Author: Douglas Niles 

• ISBN: 07869- 3351-8 

In the wake of the War of Souls, wizards are summoned to the Tower of High Sorcery 

for a high.co.uncllsc.the Firit new conclave. The future of magic-will depend, on control¬ 

ling wild sorcery and cm die whim of a mysterious newcomer. 

Other titles in this series: 

■'Comiutlrmi! by Jeff Crook (ISBN 07869-1949-3) 

The Lioudti by Nancy Ya dun Befberick (ISBN 07869-2752-6) 

Tkciuc by Jeff Crook (ISBN 0-7869-29/11:3) 

Tnso?ier (^Hcivertby Nancy Varian Bar be rick. (ISBN 0786973327-5)' 

Paperback 

$6.99 U.S.; $9.99 CAN 

Available 

1 Now j 

Forsaken House 
The Last Mythal, Book I 

Author: Richard Baker 

ISBN 0-7865.-3260-0 

House Dlardrageth Is an ancient cabal of demon-spawned-sun elves, burning for 

vengeance. Araevi'n is ah elf mage ;who discovers Dlardrageth's return and may 

have to spend his sanity to defeat them, 

Paperback 

$6.99 LIS:; $9.99 CAN 

[| w-inn a# 
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Dungeons ^Dragons® Product List 
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PREORDERS 
PRODUCT V PRODUCT 

f NUMBER TITLE MSlttP NUMBER TITLE MSRP 

ItOLETLAYlNG ACCESSORIES 
__ yftA^7f>OOtJ D&D Sasic Game (September) $*4-99 _116400000 The Sunless;Ctcade) (adventure} $.9-9$ 

S J CkJM Mobster Manual EEC (September) $34-96 _865750000 The l-'orge of Fury fadventure) $9.95 . . 
177580000 Fros.eburn (Septeorber) $34:95 ■ _880620000 The Speaker in Dreams (adventure) $9.9$:':, 
864300000 Whispers of the Vampire 's Blade (September) $9-95 _882320000 The Standing Stone (adventure) .$9-95;G.' 
179230000 Specie] Edition Player's Handbook (October) $75^* _882390000 Heart of N ig he fang Spirt (adventure I 

$9:9?;' 179240000' Librii MortL'E:';HS±E Bobkof Undo-id (October) $29-96 _886676000 Deep Horizon (adventure)• 

179230000 Shining South (October) $29-96 . ,881636000 Lord of the iron Fortress < ndveu tnre) $0..95:'; 
179250000 'Complete Arcane (November} $29-95 _117420000 D&P Gazetteer _ • 

Deluxe Dungiu.ici Muster's Eli-ciink , , 
$.y?' 

IMH700000 Sh rtVil; City .Of T6won {Koveinby,') $29-96 _883963000 

i79n0cKn9n R ii4jL-:$ of Jims7irty. (liecetsTbe r} _,885359000 Urdu*! Hnyer ChaiacLer Sheets $i*95.' 
1792701500 D&D Mflp Folio 3D (December) $9-95 _,836406000 rfrCi Map Folio t 

v 
HOVELS _96.5690000 Dtrll Map Folio ll - -$.9;95 

■77S5&ClrtD The Two Swords (October) _8815.50900 .Dungeons £> Dragons Dice 
: 

365530000 Thirty Years of Adventure (October) $49.95 

179640000 Teat of ilte Twins (November)' $24.95 CAMPAIGN SETTINGS 

363620000 Sojourn (December) $*5-95 Jragcmlance4' L'cmpcign Setrirg f DtrP.i 

965560000 Flight of the Fallen (Septembcrl $6-99 _,869900000 Dragonlance Campaign Setting $3?.95 
363J[ooo6 'Dragons inthe Archives (November) $7-99 

HLIMI.ATURES Fberroiif* Ceiapeign Sncing ffUDy 

366210000 Starter Set, (October) 3j9.99 _B&4000000 Eberron Campaign Setting $39-98 

366240^00 AbUiTutLuits Bluster-Path (OcEwlifer} Sta-99 ^864100000 Shadows of the Last War (Adyemuu'e") ■ $9-9S 

ROLE FLAYING- JBSflOiTJH REALMS® CauijKbgrc Se[fing.(JV>i]] ... ' 

SvwdJfO"?* Dka^ow.^ Bkt^uying'Gimie _882360000 rorgotto.Ti Ruabri^ Campaign SeLLlng $39-96 

C0KE3 RULES _882410000 Mnglr nf Faeciln W95 

_:7£240OO0 Player's'Handbook v 3. 5 $29.9S _886700000 Uirds nf liarknftss $.29-36 

_E/7520000 Dungeon Master's Guide v 3.5 $29,95 _886430000 Faiths; and i’antheons $32-96 

_ [775300.00 Monster Manual v 3.5 $29-95 _88567.0000 Silver Marches .$27.95 

_ 966480000 D£rD Core Rulebook Gift Set $99-96 _83578uoo;i Races of Faeriln $29.95 

_L/665OOOO If uapproachable East $29.95 

SUPPLEMENTS _885810000 Under dirk $j:3.95 

_966660000 Expanded Psiomoa Handbook $3495 _,886470000 Player's Guide to Faurun $82.95 

_ES1560000 Uneaithod Arden# $3495 ,,965660000 Serpent Kingdoms $29-95 

_179-20001*1 Planar Ha ndljoot $23-95 _8flC86oooo Fysrgt.hU'n Still ms Duiigi'on Master's Scree n $12.95 

_SBo^EnOOO Coin piece Divine $29-95 _G85740000 City nf the Spider Queen (adveBtune) ■ $39.95 

_176640000 Complete Warrior $29-95 

365670000 Race* of Scone $19.95 The WjJeel OfTlur: ;tM * 

862680000 Mon. peer Mann el [[ $29-95 _8&6800000 The Wheel of Time RoLop]aying Game ' .$3:9-95 

_S866[OOOQ Fiend Folio $29-95 ,882930000 The Wheel of Timor frophocies of1 ho Dragon : ' $29.9.5 

_8S093OOOO Morns err Compendium: Mottifefi of I'aetan $2r.95 

' I766O0000 tlrntojciOtnidoii: The Book of Drcignnj ,$39-95 dab MOoi'fth™ 

_SBrtfgoOOO Epi-C Level Handbook $39.95 _881900000 dm- Mndcph Rolup] ikying Game '$39-9.5 

_SEc^Etiooo Savage Species: Playing Monstrous Heroes $29.95 _885970000 dzo FntuiV $3^-96 
_882420000 Manual of the Planes $25.95 _881720000 Urhuti ArLotiJ Ga^upaftjn Setting $89.-95 

_8816.50000 Deities and Dem [gods $29.95 __177610000 dvo Mndttt-n Menace Mauuai $34-95 

_88244OOOO Oriental Adventures $34.95 _881570000 ditj Mutlarji.WeajtocLS Locker $29-95' 

_8Q7I7OOOO Living1? Grey hawk* Gazetteer $26,95 

885660OCO Ghostwalt: Campaign Option $54.95 MINIATURES 

88l6tOOOO Book of Vl)e Darkness $5^-95 _9670166^ GJanta of Legend Huge Pack $t9-99 

_&S0260COO Book of Exaltud Perils $32-95 _966250000 Areliflcnds Expansion Peck $15:99 

_861593000 Amis un.il Equipment Guide $26.95 

_880610000 Sword stud Fisc $[9.95 NOVELS P 1 
_SJij 400 00 Defenders of the Faith $[9.95 _,965530000 Annihilatinn $J4-9$ 

_8&2380000 Tome and blood $19.95 _175710000 Wismi a s' Cijrvifl SCi.93 

_M6680000 Song end Silence $19.95 _965(^0000 , Ambor invJ Ashes $25-PS 

_^6t64O0O0 Masters of the Wild $39.95 _965620^.100 F^saken House 

, _868960060 Hero Builder's Guidebook '* $16.95 

_SSj&Soooo Stronghold Builder's Guidebook $21,17.5 

Name Total $_ 
Addtaess 
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COUP DE GRACE 

% Ed Shirk, 

special projects manager for RPC 

tiiv. D at Wizard:: of the Coast 

BRINGING H D8D 
BOOK TO Lift 
It's been a while since anyone 

talked to about how Wizards of the 

Coasi creates a Dungeons & Drag¬ 

ons roJepiaying product, so I thought 

what better place than the very first 

"Coup de Grace" column? Drag o n 

is a huge source of ideas and mate- 

i i n ] for D&D products, and Draco n j.$ 

readers are among the most passion¬ 

ate Customers Wizards of the Coast 

has—best you know what were doing 

behind the curtain! 

DESIGN 
A lot goes into planning a project and 

deciding where it falls on the sched¬ 

ule'—so much so that 111 have to address 

it in a later-article if you're interested— 

but once Wizards decides on a project 

and a release month, the tint begins. 

We start with the design manager 

for RPGs (Chris Perkins} and a lead 

designer (the current design learn 

consists of Richard Baker, Bruce R. 

Cordell, David Mounan, and Fames 

Wyatt). They work together to create an 

outline. The team reviews the outline 

along with other interested parties, 

including Director of Roleplaying 

Games Bill Slavksek. the development 

team (see below), and me, the special 

projects manager for RPC R&D. 

The lead designer and hie design 

manager then put together a project 

design team- Usually, the; team consists, 

of the lead designer- and a collection 

of experienced freelancers, (Want to 

become a freelancer for Wizards of the 

Coast? Ilee. the Draooy and Drove: jtdn 

writers' guidelines. Our regular free¬ 

lancers were regular contributors to the 

magazines first, and ifs no coincidence 

that folks in the list above had many 

articles published in the magazines 

before: being hired as designers.) 

The project design team divvies up 

I he work arid gets started. They turn 

overexpanded outlines, miJeslones 

[chunks of the project in rough draft 

form), and drafts to the design man¬ 

ager and the lest of the team for review, 

They integrate changes and keep going 

until the filial draft is complete—by 

deadline and to spec. 

DEVELOPMENT 
At this point; hie development team 

stops in, Jesse Decker (fonder-editor-in- 

chief of On a co n j is our development 

manager and his current team includes 

Andy Collins, Michael Doriais, Rob Wat¬ 

kins, plus a designer not a member of 

the original project design team. 

This team docs a lot more than toko 

Lbe book out for a spin and kick the 

tires. They review hie systems, rim play- 

tests (both iri-house and out-ofhouse), 

and crit ique the book. A designer whose 

material goes through hie develop¬ 

ment team's process often feels like lie's 

played a full-contact scrimmage against 

the Nfks best, but like any scrimmage, 

the job is to improve the quality of the 

game. Sometimes, a particular "play" 

isn't good enough, and it gets cur out of 

the book or kicked back to die design 

team- Only the best makes it through to 

the other side. 

EDITING 
After- the development team has vetted 

the project, the editors take over. As 

with the design step, Wizards of the 

Coast uses an internal and external 

editing staff. Kim Mohan, our manag¬ 

ing editor, usually assigns an in-h'ouse 

lead editor—either Michele Carter, 

Jennifer Clarke Wilkes, or Ch ris Thom- 

asson [one-time editor-in-chief of both 

JDjoigon and Dungeon)—and the lead 

editor works with freelance editorial 

talent. They set up reviews and mile¬ 

stones and kick back any questions, or 

continuity issues to our development 

team and lead designers. Our editors 

aren't just proofreaders-; they take rules 

matters seriously, too. Once a project 

lias been through general editing, it 

goes to our managing editors, both 

Kim and Gwendolyn F-M. Kestrel. Ifs 

their job to not only finish up the book 

for typesetting and layout, but to super- 

vise Ms trip through the placement of 

art, text, maps, and all other elements. 

When the managing editors sign-off on 

the -book, it goes out of RPG R&D and 

into the rest of the building—but that's 

another article. 

So, there-you go. That's a quick trip 

through;RPG R&D and the beginning 

of a project. Ifs a brief description of a 

process that takes several months but, 

hey, this is a coup de grace, and not a 

whole battle. ^ 
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